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Ágrip 

Verkefni þetta er byggt á starfendarannsókn þar sem rannsóknin beinist að mér sem kennara 

í spænskukennslu með nemendum á aldrinum 9-13 ára. Markmið mitt var að rannsaka 

hvernig hæt væri væri að flétta menntun í sjálfbærri þróun saman við  almenna 

tungumálakennslu.  Ég lagði áherslu á að rannsaka hvernig best væri að nota kennslustundir í 

spænsku til að hvetja börn á skólaaldri til hugsa um sjálbærni og sjálfbærra þrónun.  Aðal 

takmark mitt var að efla mig í að finna leiðir til að virkja og hvetja nemendur mína til 

menntunnar í sjálfbærri þróun og mennta þá til aðgerða í sjálfbæri hegðun. Virkni sjálfbærrar 

hugsunar getur þróað með börnunum færni til að takast á við þá sameiginlegu ábyrgð sem 

felst í því að vera sannur borgari alþjóðarsamfélagsins. Ég sá tækifæri til þess að vaxa og 

þroskast með því að að takast á við það að vera hvort tveggjaí senn kennari bekkjarins og 

rannsakandi.  

Á þessum tíma hannaði ég kennslu þema sem er byggt á fjölgreindakenningu Howards 

Gardner. Fjölgreindakenning Gardners leggur áherslu á að þroska færni nemandans til 

athafna í því umhverfi sem hann býr við og kenna honum að endurspegla og hugsa gagnrýnið 

um afleiðingar athafna sinna. Sumarið (um þrjár vikur) 2015 var ég með námskeið  fyrir fimm 

krakka á aldrinum 9-13 ára sem ég fylgdi eftir með sjö vikulegum kennslustundum út 

veturinn (september-nóvember) 2015-2016. Ég safnaði gögnum í gegnum vikulega 

skýrslugerð, ég skráði niður athugasemdir sem ég fékk frá gagnrýnum vinum, ásamt því að 

afla mér upplýsinga í verkefnum sem innihéldu fjölbreytilegt úrtak.  

Aðal niðurstaða rannsóknarvinnu minnar bendir til að þáttaka barnanna hafi aukist í 

samræmi við þau tengsl og þá ástríðu sem ég lagði í hvert viðfangsefni fyrir sig. Rannsóknin 

sýndi einnig fram á mikilvægi þess að fara vel yfir hverja liðna kennslustund með það 

markmið að leiðarljósi að geta breytt og þróað nýja kennsluhætti í samræmi við þörf hvers 

nemendahóps. Í gegnum rannsóknina greini ég að hlutverk mitt sem kennara og 

rannsakanda hafi haft áhrif á frammistöðu mína og leiddi til þess að mitt gildismat yfirfærðist 

á nemandur Rannsókn þessi gaf einnig til kynna að þrátt fyrir það að útikennsla njóti ekki 

almennrar viðurkenningar þá getur bein tenging við þau viðfangsefni sem unnið er að í 

þvílíkum kringumstæðum verið mjög gagnleg við að hjálpa nemendum að ná betri tökum á 

þverfaglegum verkefnum. 
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Abstract 

This is an action research based project focusing on how to incorporate sustainability 

education (SE) within the teaching of language. My main goal is to cultivate awareness and 

concern for sustainable development in a group of school-aged children during Spanish 

lessons. Specifically, I aimed to find ways to encourage and engage the children into seeing 

sustainability as an important lifetime value. By doing so, the children would be able to 

successfully deal with collective responsibility and activism both of which are necessary to 

become truly minded citizens of the world. As a teacher and as a researcher within the 

classroom I looked forward to grow professionally in both fields. 

I have designed a teaching sequence (TS) based on Gardner’s Multiple Intelligence theory 

that emphasizes action competence such that learners can act in the world they live in and 

reflect on the outcomes (Macdonald, 2013). This TS focuses on awareness, opportunities, 

responsibility, collectivity, democracy, action, and self-evaluation. I had five children from 

ages 9-13 during the summer (about three weeks) of 2015 followed by seven weekly lessons 

during the winter (September to November) of 2015-2016. The data was gathered by the 

means of my journal, the comments of my critical friend, and a variety of sample activities.  

The main findings of the study suggest that as I got truly involved and passionate for a 

topic, the children perceived my enthusiasm and become more engaged. The study 

demonstrated that after-class-reflection helped me to focus better on my strengths and to 

search for changes applicable to use in the classroom. I have also come to the realization 

that it is essential that our goal should not be to attain one value but rather to nurture a 

series of values that are already being cultivated within us. The findings also suggest that 

although informal outdoor education may not be taken seriously, hands-on-activities in such 

settings can be beneficial for the students. Implications for better ways of welcoming 

interdisciplinary approaches are areas that need more research. 
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1. Introduction 

This is an interdisciplinary study, so in this project I undertake the topic of sustainability and 

use it in a Spanish class context. During a summer course, a group of five young children 

between the ages of nine and thirteen years-old experience topics related to the 

environment in their mother tongue. My main goal is to encourage values that highlight the 

importance of living sustainable lives. Sustainability has been a topic widely discussed across 

every field of study, for it is related to a variety of values every society must reach at. I 

understand values to be a set of principles that both respect and honor living members of 

our planet Earth as well as the non-living environment (Bowers, 2001 as cited in Henry 

Stone, 2010). These principles are such that people “ought to behave” according to them 

(Burford, 2013) and therefore provide a norm for behavior, and we should aim to behave 

this way to act constantly in a sustainable way. However, not everyone has adopted this 

concept making it permanently a guiding principle in his or her daily encounters. Instead, 

people do tend to focus on meeting their own needs while forgetting about the needs of 

others. In other words, people do not think about our children´s children and beyond. It is 

almost as if one believes that somehow almost miraculously natural resources would 

continuously be found and that they would never be depleted. Of course, it will not be the 

case. Research shows that human activities have a serious impact not only on the 

environment but on human welfare as well (Ehrlich & Goulder 2007). The problem is that 

people tend to think about what they need here and now, caring about their own needs 

rather than considering that there are other people to be concerned about. Despite being 

individuals sometimes we forget that we should live considering a whole group; we need to 

respect the rights of others.  Concretely, due to self-interest, people tend to waste not only 

the natural resources Planet Earth offer us, but to use them unwarily without considering 

the consequences that this will bring later. In Scott´s (2015b) words “humans are 

increasingly living on the Earth in ways that are over-taxing the biosphere’s ability to support 

life in terms of the good and services it provides” (p. 236). To illustrate, in China, the rapid 

increase in consumption has drawn attention worldwide (Gao & Tian, 2016). In the Amazon 

estuary, uninterrupted periods of exploration and degradation of natural ecosystems, show 

patterns that are currently significant for its landscape (Araujo et al., 2016). The point is that 

people already know that this type of behavior most likely would end in a disaster affecting 

millions of people.  We have even gotten to the point that now we are to modify our 

lifestyles since there is a depletion of natural resources. It should not be the ultimate 

solution. Here it would be ideal to bring out the topic of sustainability which means not only 

going green and being environmental friendly, but as Donovan & Agueda (2011) explain, it 

involves engaging actively in environmental and wildlife conservation and being socially 

responsible towards environment and communities. Not only that, but it also means 
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orienting our view towards an uncertain future (Wittmayer, Schapake, Feiner, Piotrowski, 

Steenbergen, & Baasch 2013).  

I believe that each individual step people take, will undoubtedly count especially if we 

think that everything in life is related. Sustainability or the idea of keeping harmony among 

humans and nature can be accomplished by constantly taking small individual steps. 

Certainly, we cannot change what people elsewhere are doing nor can we follow how others 

are tackling this predicament. Nevertheless, if we focus on what each of us individually and 

personally can do, and if we truly reflect on our own personal behavior, the result can be 

much rewarding for us all. Concretely, accomplishing goals at a local level within a nearby 

community can bring better results for all people. That may explain the saying, act locally 

think globally. It is important to realize that “place, resilience, and learning begin with the 

forming of community” (Silverman & Ayres, 2016, p 11). That is, change begins with a chain 

of actions made by people. If people take responsibility for the fact that our actions have 

consequences, which often are undesirable, a solution can be reached. Considering that 

taking care of our own individual needs might not always mean that we take care of the 

environment in a way in which it will benefit we all, is a good place to start.   

Since, as I already mentioned, people need to reflect on the future of our children, our 

children’s children and so on, adopting certain values is necessary.  For instance, at the 

educational level, individual or societal values reflect people´s own goals, which do not 

derive from a scientific theory (Gardner, 2011). It is important to keep in mind that the 

teaching of values is important only if the person´s values represent what s/he cares about 

(Ferkany & Whyte, 2011). Even more, instilling ecocentric values in students is essential in 

order to deal with and address the environmental predicament which the global society is 

currently in (Kopnina, 2014). Goggin & Waggoner (2005) notice that “at heart, the concept of 

sustainability assumes confluence of pragmatism, activism, and critical awareness conceived 

within the complex realm of social context” (p. 52). I personally believe that education is a 

tool that undoubtedly can tackle and instill precious values in students. I think willingness 

and awareness are enough qualities to begin with. After that, adopting sustainability as an 

important value can be taught to the youth to develop within them a sense of ‘my small 

contribution matters and it is important to achieve a desirable change’ 

To me, instilling or cultivating important values that support sustainability is essential 

because it can induce people to change. In Mckeown´s (2002) words, values are 

fundamental part of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). In addition to that, those 

values are the path to achieve important principles that people must go after (Burford, & 

Schanck, 2013). Following this as a true commitment would accompany and guide all people 

in a sustainable way throughout their lives. To contribute to that, by means of a summer 

course to a group of five children, I taught them Sustainable Development in Spanish. Thus, 

this thesis project looks to answer questions concerning how, by reflecting on teaching while 

using action research, a teacher can cultivate in children the value of sustainability so that 

they would adopt it in their way of living. In this interdisciplinary study, I will answer the 

following research questions: 
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1. How can I use action research to understand my role as a teacher in and out of 

school setting. 

2. How can I as a teacher use action research to increase students´ awareness and 

understanding of sustainable development? 

2.1. How can I as a teacher use Gardner´s theory of Multiple Intelligence to 

understand how to draw from different intelligence to work towards 

sustainability? 

2.2. How do I use action research to work with sustainability within language 

teaching? 

1.1 The Aim of the Project 

This study is an exploratory, action research based project. I will inquire into how to 

incorporate sustainability education (SE) within the teaching of language. First, my intention 

with this project is to learn from the experience and gain skills so that I can grow in my 

professional life concerning sustainability. I would like to become a self-reflective teacher 

that can easily see the importance of caring about her students not only academically but 

also personally. Secondly, with this project I will see if I as a teacher can help the children to 

learn to value sustainability and live accordingly. Although it is difficult to measure in a self-

reflective study to what extent the latter goal will be reached, I believe this project will 

contribute importantly to the literature of Education. Interdisciplinary topics are time 

consuming, and sometimes it requires two or more partners from different fields within in 

education to pursue a specific project. Indeed, there seems to be a need for cross discipline 

studies (see Macdonald, 2013) and in the Talloires Declaration Action Plan, which is the first 

official statement made by International University Leaders for a Sustainable Future, it is 

claimed that one of the 10 action steps to accomplish activities and programs in Higher 

education is for collaboration within interdisciplinary approaches (as cited in Donovan & 

Agueda, 2011).  That tells me not only that partner up with a colleague from other field can 

be beneficial and rewarding for the students. Keeping that in mind, would awake interest in 

others for taking such approaches. 

In addition to grow both as a teacher and as a researcher, my objective goes beyond 

teaching children my mother tongue. I expect that by using effective teaching strategies, 

meaningful learning experiences will be generated connecting students’ experiences with 

the real world and thereby promoting future learning just as Smith (2015) has suggested. 

Moreover, I hope through my self-inquiry I would develop as a researcher by making my 

decisions explicit and transparent (see Wittmayer et al., 2013). I would like to go beyond 

teaching children about sustainable development (SD) and help them develop their own 

values towards the environment. In fact, values stored in the children’s memory can be 

turned into action through articulation and discussion in an educational setting (Ojala, 2013).  

Still, keeping in mind that in order to achieve that, children´s emotions play an important 

role, they can be not only personal but also culturally based (Ojala, 2013). Thus, part of the 
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goal would be to develop ideas to trigger discussions that include both their personal and 

cultural values. To achieve that, I will be open to listening to the children and welcoming 

what they have to say.  By doing so, they will be dealing with collective responsibility and 

activism both of which are necessary requirements to become truly concerned citizens of 

the world. Not only that but, emphasizing sustainability will trigger social activism (Goggin & 

Waggoner, 2005). At the same time, activism provides context for learning not only about 

science but also about life in general (Roth, 2010).  I hope that children can begin taking part 

in conversations that affect us all. The aim of education is not for students to memorize 

concepts, or to spend their time sitting in a classroom writing about issues they might not 

fully comprehend. That is, activism is not just a fine name used to pretend to make people 

appear as having a sound mind implies accomplishing activities in which students 

understand their learning (Roth, 2010). Thus, my last goal is that the students in this 

interdisciplinary study will participate actively in their own learning, making it meaningful for 

themselves.  

This project is based on outdoor activities and hands on experiences which are well suited 

to cultivate “effective attachments and passions” (Williams, 2015, p. 16). Outdoors actives 

would aid children to develop social, critical, and emotional skills while allowing them to 

work better and in an engaging way (Hurting, 2002). Even more, research shows that “being 

able to experience tides, rain and wind, and the coming of spring in the forest enables 

children more clearly build understanding of the operation of natural systems, while 

allowing them to develop emotional aesthetic engagement with place” (A Proposal for 

Nature, n.d., para. 2). I designed a teaching sequence that was focused on action 

competence, transdisciplinary approach, and research where the participants of the study 

would be able to act while reflecting on the result (Macdonald, 2013). I had five children 

from ages 9-13 which I met for a period of three weeks during the summer of 2015 and 

again 7 times during the following winter. These children were learning about (SD) topics 

while practicing and ideally increasing their vocabulary in their mother tongue, Spanish. 

Research demonstrate that combining both science and language will allow students to 

practice important skills by cutting across disciplines and providing abilities to construct 

knowledge and communicate it in meaningful ways (Bradbury, 2014). Thus, I expect the 

results to contribute to change the children´s and my world.  

1.2  Personal Narrative 

I am a Colombian Spanish teacher and have been doing voluntary work for the last three 

years in the Icelandic Association on Bilingualism, Móðurmál: Samtök um tvítyngy. Since my 

college undergraduate education was earned in the USA, being an adult and Spanish speaker 

who lived in several years in California before moving to Iceland has given me a desire to 

help the youth that speak my heritage language. Thus, doing community work as a teacher 

aid in primary and College level has allowed me to accomplish this goal. In the same way, it 

awoke in me a desire to become a Spanish teacher. Several years later, by the time I got to 

Iceland when I discovered the existence of the program Móðurmál, whose main goal is to 

help children of foreign background living in Iceland to maintain their mother tongue, I 
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wanted to actively participate in it. My personal goal goes beyond teaching children the 

language. Firstly, due to my lack of teaching experience, I intend to experiment to prepare 

better classes in the future. In addition to that, in this small-scale study I hope that children 

begin to be transformed into being truly citizens of the world.  Research shows that pupils 

must learn to be active citizens in a democratic society (Bruun & Schanack, 1997; Donovan & 

Agueda, 2011). I think sustainable education (SE) can aid in accomplishing that goal. 

I became interested in education for sustainable development (ESD) after taking several 

classes at the University of Iceland about sustainability and education. Studies demonstrate 

that in relation to ESD “emotional awareness is vital” (Ojala, 2013, p. 175). Concretely, I 

remember how I got interested in the thought that we are wasting our planet’s natural 

resources. Topics such as Social Responsibility, Key Competences, Action Competence, and 

Place-based Education, which are all related to becoming a citizen of the world, have made 

me reflect on my childhood. That is, a relationship with place “inspires pro-environmental 

behaviors and sustainability values” (Singleton, 2015, p.6).  It can help promote the 

emergence of sustainability within a social-ecological system (Henry-Stone, 2010). 

Personally, I have realized how the world we live in today has changed so much. By 

reflecting, I recall how in Bogota (Colombia) where I am originally from, people relied on 

consuming seasonal products as a way of taking advantage of what Mother Nature offer us 

people. I vividly recall how during my childhood, we would consume avocados, corn and 

some fruits only during their harvest. At home, as children we used to consume those 

products until we got satisfied and got even tired of eating them. The point I would like to 

emphasize is that those kinds of natural products were very cheap and by eating seasonal 

products, my family and I were living according to the rhythm of Mother Nature, and this has 

helped me understand better the goal of ESD. To illustrate, today I look with aversion on the 

waste of food for when I was a child I sometimes wished that I had other products to 

consume but they were unreachable for my family and I. Thus, we would learn to live 

according to the rhythm of nature.  

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) seeks to empower people to take 

responsibility and so to contribute to the creation of a sustainable future (UNESCO, 2002). 

To build a well-established economy and to promote social justice for all people, we need to 

not only understand the reason why things go wrong but to have the tools to tackle the 

causes that create the underlying problems (NEF, 2012). Therefore, I wish that children not 

only learn or re-learn about a topic but that they truly show interest in changing a situation if 

it is needed to. Acting is the desirable outcome. 

Nevertheless, food is not the only issue that has affected my passion for sustainability. 

Water is another topic which has affected my point of view. When I was a child, water and 

electricity were limited. I was too young to understand the reason for it, but since then I 

have learned that the causes of water and electricity rationing while growing up were due to 

both an economic crisis and a drought (Romero-Menestre, 2006). Indeed, during my 

childhood (3-9 years-old) three of the four major rationings which Colombia has ever had 

took place, 1977, 1980, 1981, 1992 (Mazuera-Mejía, 1992, para. 10). This experience has 

undoubtedly shape who I am. Thus, I have learned to value the easy access to this service in 
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Iceland. Sometimes I am frightened and wonder if that will ever change. I have learned that 

while we humans care for the environment, it provides for us, in return, services necessary 

for us to survive. We have a connection to the environment; we depend on each other. We 

need to appreciate what we have and sustainability certainly aids to tackle this predicament. 

Based on my experience, growing up and by the College classes I have taken, I have learned 

that having food, water, and electricity are all privileges that not everyone has. I have also 

learned to value what I have, and to take advantage of seasons Mother Earth offer us 

people. During this study, I would like to emphasize that when this group of children learn 

Spanish, they do not limit themselves to learning an academic topic in their mother tongue 

but that they learn to be actively appreciative of what they have and consequently take 

action to protect what the nature voluntarily offers us all. In addition to that, I hope these 

children discover the meaning of what is to be a good citizen of the world we live in. In other 

words, I would like them to develop skills that will allow them to act in align with the 

personal beliefs and culture. Acting is certainly an important part in education; we teachers 

need to learn to nurture that in our students.  

1.3  Significance of the Study 

I am convinced that meeting children regularly and cultivating in them reading and writing 

skills in Spanish is not enough and it should not be my only goal. That is, I know that as 

Gursoy & Saglam (2011) argue, language teachers are responsible for motivating students 

taking advantage of any global issues to develop both the student’s language and social skills 

(as cited in, Setyowati & Widiati, 2014). Because, I believe, everything is interconnected and 

only teaching writing, reading, and grammar in Spanish is not going to fully nurture 

children´s interest towards other areas of knowledge. That is, writing implies having power, 

but adding knowledge to that power would contribute to developing voices that speak truth 

and could bring about changes to society. I know that if I include ESD, children will have a 

better chance to become more active in their participation in the society they are part of. 

Only when people have knowledge they can become part not only of the conversation that is 

going on about an issue but can effectively search for optimal solutions of that issue. On the 

other hand, research shows that because many educators do not have knowledge of ESD 

(Scott, 2015b), they are unable to educate their pupils regarding this subject. In light of this, I 

have taken courses about sustainability and education; I have developed passion for it. 

Therefore, I can aid the children taking part in the conversation when teaching them about 

what I have learned and what I enjoy.  I believe I can help this group of children to create 

knowledge about environmental issues, so they can eventually learn to reflect about the 

problems that most affect us worldwide. I think that problems such as the ones identified by 

UNESCO in relation to ESD can be learned within a classroom. Indeed, connecting 

environmental concerns with language instruction, increases students interest in a topic, 

educates them with regards to our planet, and offers real context for language and authentic 

interaction (Hauschild et al., 2012, as cited in Setyowati & Widiati, 2014).  

I am convinced that all fields of knowledge must work together and contribute to the 

creation of a better future for all.  Thus, this interdisciplinary approach is valuable for it will 
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link together knowledge and language acquisition just as Melin (2014) has found.  Such an 

approach is fundamental for educating pupils in a world that is undergoing great 

transformation. Still, I am convinced children who do not find writing or reading as 

interesting as drawing or other self-expressive behaviors, I will be using Howard Gardner´s 

Multiple Intelligence theory to achieve my goal. Overall, people need to have the skills and 

the tools that will contribute to achieve a better world, and it will aid people in being aware 

of the importance of protecting our natural resources.  

It is important to notice also that to instill a great variety of knowledge, a teacher must be 

able to have “holistic views”, “complex thinking”, and “pluralistic attitudes”, as well as 

relevant pieces of pedagogical content knowledge that are needed for ESD (Jonsson, 2007, 

as cited in Hasslöf, Ekborg, & Malmberg, 2014, p. 54). Studies demonstrate that “only when 

students find classes interesting and relevant, and have teachers who are willing, but also 

have the means to engage their students, can schools maximize opportunities for student 

learning” (OECD, 2013, p. 187).  I would certainly like to achieve that. But not only that, I 

would also like to be a positive role model that instills in the children motivation and self-

beliefs just as the OECD (2013) has claimed; it is so important. I am aware that it requires not 

only motivation to change myself but spirit to encourage and change others (Haan, 2006).  I 

agree with Kang, (2008) that teachers do not need to know-it-all but need to be willing to 

support students in self-inquiry even if that implies at times to get out of the comfort zone. 

By using action research to reach my objective would be an appropriate way to handle the 

lessons because simultaneously, it would give me the tools to improve my competences to 

co-inquiry with students into topics that concern us all. In other words, it would allow me to 

discover the issues I do need to improve by relying more on the strengths I have. By no 

means am I claiming that one cannot learn from one’s own weaknesses. Being positive 

always brings better results overall. In the next section, I will discuss some important studies 

that will form part of my research project. 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1  Sustainable development 

Sustainable development (SD) concerns the way we understand our world and the methods 

we use to solve global problems (Tormey, Liddy, Maguire, & McCloat 2008; Sachs, 2015). SD 

focuses not only environment but rather on human capacity, to safeguard the balance 

between human activities and the natural environment (Hamm & Muttagi, 1998). SD is also 

related to the process of achieving equilibrium among economy, environment, and society. 

The wellbeing society depends on these three realms; they are all interconnected 

(Mckeown, 2002). To strive towards this goal, the Millennium Developmental Goals (MDs) of 

the United Nations were established to deal with problems that affect us globally. Among 

the key issues are to eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, combat deadly diseases, and 

expand educational opportunities to all children worldwide (UNDP, 2015).  Recently, the 

new Sustainable Development Goals have been established to address economic growth, 

social inclusion, and environmental protection (UN, 2016). In educational settings, general 

education needs to be reoriented towards SD where it is more than environmental 

education (Rieckmann, 2012). Research shows that education and knowledge combined with 

related experiences are the most prominent tools for any country to achieve sustainability. 

With appropriate education, people adapt easier to sustainable living, take better decisions, 

and the quality of life is increased (Mckeown, 2002). Thus, having knowledge concerning 

environmental, economic, and social realms can help people to take small individual steps 

that can be appreciated. Otherwise, fatal consequences such as the depletion of natural 

resources, widening even more the gap between the rich and the poor and increased gender 

inequality, to mention just a few difficulties, can permeate our world. Through the courses, I 

have taken at the University of Iceland, I have become passionate about sustainability and 

Sustainable Development. And in light of research which shows that there is a higher 

tendency for pupils to be “highly emotionally engaged with the social dimension” (Olsson, 

Gericke, & Rundgren 2016, p. 196), I decided that the focus of this project would be mainly 

based on the environmental realm of the spectrum.  

2.2  Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) 

ESD as a major concern within the UN began with two educational movements (Noguchi, 

Guevara, & Yorozu, 2015). The first one was the movement for environmental education 

which began in the 1960s (Noguchi et al., 2015); the second one was the Education for All 

(EFA) movement during the nineties whose goal was to expand education to create strong 

foundations for lifelong learning. During the 1980s, environmental education was promoted 

mainly by non-governmental organizations (NGOs) (Scott, 2015a). These environmental 

educators developed a variety of approaches and methods in their daily practices to alleviate 

and to solve environmental problems (Noguchi et. al., 2015). Then, eventually the debate 

about sustainable development was incorporated, and environmental education did 

challenge “the existing education paradigms that have contributed to reproducing 
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unsustainable systems and practices” (Noguchi, et al., 2015, p.12). Thus, the idea of ESD 

changed dramatically in 1992 during the first international conference, where the Rio Earth 

Summit adopted Agenda 21 by setting a plan of action which included governments, NGOs, 

and national/global/local networks, to reduce human impact on the environment (Haan, 

2006; Scott, 2015a; Noguchi et al., 2015). Due to the level of activity, this agenda gave rise as 

well to a chapter in education, training and public awareness where ESD was integrated into 

both formal and non-formal educational sectors (United Nations, 1992 as cited in Scott, 

2015a). It is worth mentioning, that one of the four goals of the Agenda 21 was to promote 

and improve quality of education by promoting lifelong education towards knowledge 

acquisition, skills, and values that would improve the quality of life for the citizens (as cited 

in Scott, 2015a). In other words, Agenda 21 searched for a ‘new orientation in education for 

sustainable development’ (as cited in Haan, 2006).  

During the Decade of Education for Sustainable Development from 2005 to 2014 UNESCO 

set forth five pillars of education: (1) learning to know, (2) learning to be, (3) learning to live 

together, (4) learning to do, and (5) learning to transform oneself and society. The last pillar 

includes sustainable values in all aspects of learning to make people assume responsibility 

for the creation of a sustainable future for all. From a list of global values expressed between 

1945 and 2006 in relation to sustainability, the less frequent values were love, gratitude, 

humility, generosity, nurturing, hope, resilience, wisdom, empowerment, creativity, and 

innovation, among others (Burford et al., 2013). There are other values that are declared as 

virtues of the environment (attunement, gratitude for land), sustainability concern (frugality, 

farsightedness), and communion with and respect for nature (wonder, ecological sensitivity, 

and care) and of environmental activism (cooperativeness, and perseverance) as cited in 

Ferkany & Whyte (2011). During the International Conference on Education for Sustainable 

Development in October 2014 it was discussed how “the process of rethinking and 

transforming education is informed by the need for ESD to respond to the rapidly changing 

context of our societies” (Noguchi et al., 2015 p. 44). Transforming oneself can also be 

seeing it as a way of learning. In fact, learning itself is connected to meaning and it implies 

transformative learning (Carneiro, 2013). In addition to that, transformative learning 

requires independent, active learners (Singleton, 2015).  Certainly, sustainable education 

should also be transformative, constructive, and participatory (Sterling, 2011). Thus, as it can 

be seen, transforming oneself is an important goal to approach in the classroom to alleviate 

unsustainable practices, a change must occur at both individual and societal levels. For that, 

education has a significant role to play. I believe that to achieve change, one must begin 

working within the nearby community.  

The importance of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) lies in the fact that it 

guides people in a search for change by empowering them while; while at the same time, 

promoting knowledge, values, skills, and other important competences necessary to both 

accomplishing sustainable live styles, and actively participating in society (Rieckmann, 2012). 

It is important to mention that despite all that has been mentioned, ESD promotes life-long 

learning; is locally relevant and culturally appropriate; engages all sorts of education (formal, 

non-formal, informal); addresses content, consider context, global issues and local priorities; 
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it is interdisciplinary (all disciplines can contribute to ESD); and uses a variety of techniques 

that promote participatory learning, and higher-order thinking skills (UNESCO, 2005, 2015). 

During the UNESCO World Conference held in November 2014, there was a commitment to 

the Global Action Program or (GAP) that emphasized inclusive quality education along with 

lifelong education in all kinds of settings; this concept will be carried to the global 2030 

education agenda (Noguchi et al., 2015). There is no doubt; ESD is an endless process 

(Mogensen & Schnack, 2010). ESD is characterized by its multidimensionality, which as 

Madsen (2013) argues, is manifested when the teacher needs to handle all sorts of situations 

simultaneously. As we will see in the following section, teaching sustainability along with 

other subjects such as modern languages can be both a difficult but very rewarding 

experience. I agree with Olsson’s et al., (2016) recommendation that within the classroom it 

would be always better to include sustainable development activities rather than just 

implementing an ESD concepts by themselves.  

2.3  Examples of Interdisciplinary Studies 

Interdisciplinary learning could be described as transdisciplinary research that looks both 

across and beyond disciplines (Burford et al., 2013). ESD is difficult to teach in traditional 

school settings because subjects are divided and taught within a disciplinary framework 

(Scott, 2015a). Interdisciplinarity does not only increase workload but represents challenges 

for the teacher’s teaching and learning (Dyment & Hill, 2015). Although multidisciplinary 

projects are time and effort consuming, the projects that include interdisciplinary and 

transdisciplinary approaches have contributed to positive learning effects and attitudes in 

teachers and students (Gresnigt, Tacoins, Keulen van, Gravemeijer, & Baartman, 2014).  Not 

only do students seem to be more engaged and enthusiastic but they also demonstrate 

better problem solving skills (Gresnigt et al., 2014). Thus, in relation to the interdisciplinary 

aspect Masumi (2014) argues that Education for Sustainability (EfS) and modern languages 

have common qualities such that if integrated into the classroom they can have the 

potential to improve both teaching and learning practices. In the same manner, because ESD 

is a very complex subject to tackle, due to its uncertain knowledge and open learning 

processes, many teachers decide to not include it in their classroom along with other 

subjects (Madsen, 2013; Persson, Lundegard, & Wickman, 2011). Macdonald (2013) argues 

that although ESD has been developed worldwide for people concerned with this topic, 

many tend to go for a single discipline instead of going for interdisciplinary subjects. 

Nonetheless, an interdisciplinary work can be a way to meet SD requirements ensuring all 

realms, social, economic, and environmental would be reflected in the curricula (Borg, 

Gericke, Höglund, & Bergman, 2012).  

Madsen (2013) suggests that teachers can include a variety of elements, artifacts, and life 

experiences that may be relevant in the relation to the subject they are teaching. Indeed, 

studies show that if teachers commit willingly to include ESD in their teaching, it would be 

easier to overcome barriers related to SD (Borg et al., 2012). Not all teaching has to be 

carried out inside the classroom when including ESD in a lesson plan. That is, one needs to 

provide students with learning experiences outside the classroom to find a true connection 
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with the environment. As a case in point, Carneiro (2013) argues that when one learns from 

experiences, that learning is connected to the emotions. Therefore, it triggers the engaging 

of all body, soul, intellect, and heart, converting cognitive learning into consistent pattern 

(Carneiro, 2013). That is, if we keep in mind that emotions form the basis of critical thinking, 

reflection, and discussion (Ojala, 2013), while experiencing learning in outdoors settings, we 

can develop care and love for the environment.  In addition to that, engaging the learner at a 

personal and emotional level might allow for positions at an ethical level to be legitimized 

and be expressed as a way of understanding the process of human learning (Colucci-Gray, 

Perazzone, Dodman, & Camino, 2012).  Whatever topic people learn, how they put it into 

action is critical for sustainable development to be achievable (Andersson, Jagers, Lindskog, 

& Martinsson, 2013).   

An Australian study, the Have a Rice Project, which involves the task of growing Japanese 

rice, can be taken as an example of a commendable project. The project began by exploring 

learning experiences towards environmental issues enabling students to develop knowledge 

and thinking skills in Japanese language and culture. Secondly, by the transferring of 

knowledge and communication of ideas in Japanese it was an excellent way to get practice in 

the target language (Masumi, 2014). One of the benefits of the study was that the students 

gained more vocabulary in the target language with active communication between teachers 

and students occurring at both formal and informal level (Masumi, 2014). As Masumi (2014) 

has claimed, this interdisciplinary study has implications for the writing of an integrated 

curriculum where students not only learned about (EfS) but used the Japanese language and 

performed an outdoor learning activity in Japanese. Examples such as this one can engage all 

types of intelligence and students can be assigned different tasks to nurture different 

abilities. 

In another study, a middle school English Teacher asked her students to photograph 

events that demonstrate climate change in their neighborhoods. After the collection of 

photographs, they were to write about those events, thinking about good examples of how 

this natural phenomenon affected their personal lives. After that, they needed to read their 

experience aloud. In line with MacClanahan (2013), students were reminded that the power 

lies in their own story and in the relationship they have with nature, trusting to their own 

lived experiences (MacClanahan, 2013). Their words mattered to them as MacClanahan 

stated: “Words and art literature can change lives, and can change history” (2013, p. 10). In 

one American study, English teachers Miller and Nielsen (2011) did a word-study unit where 

the task involved recycling words. Thus, they tried to use other words related to 

Sustainability such as organic, natural, and green. They use metonyms, which is a concept 

“through which the name of an attribute … is closely associated with something that appears 

as a metaphorical name for a larger concept” (Miller & Nielsen, 2011, p. 55). For instance, 

they replaced the term SUV that originally stood for Sport Utility Vehicle. Thus, it becomes 

now Sub-Urban Vehicle. They studied the roots of words such as Bio = life (biodegradable, 

biofuels, bio-minerals), Enviro= surroundings (enviro-minded, environmentalists), Re=again 

(recycle, recharge, refuel) With their study, they claimed that learning about sustainability 

was a manner to gain language awareness (Miller & Nielsen, 2011) something that I agree 
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with. By doing so, I believe students will become more conscious of the words they use 

because they truly understand their meanings. Miller and Nielsen (2011) argue that it 

provides a natural environment to come back repeatedly to the same words that can be 

every time used differently.  

In a Swedish study, Borg et al. (2012) looked at how teachers from different subjects 

perceive SD. Thus, they investigated if and how teachers’ subject area influenced their ability 

to instill a holistic perspective of ESD in their classrooms. The results suggested that while 

science teachers tended to use traditional methods such as lecturing, language teachers 

(41%) claimed they did not include SD issues in their teaching at all. The study highlights the 

need to create opportunities for teachers to work in collaboration when attempting to teach 

ESD. In addition to that, there is the need to offer proper training about this topic.  

The last study I will discuss addresses the need of participation and action taken by 

individuals to contribute through their active roles in a sustainable community development 

(Percy-Smith & Burns, 2013). Percy-Smith and Burns (2013) argue that young people “can be 

catalyst in that process” (p.324). The researchers focused on what young people can 

accomplish locally in the UK. In addition to that, they have looked at what forms of learning 

for sustainable development are most likely to initiate action and change in communities, 

and that the role school plays supposedly should go beyond educating children (Percy-Smith 

& Burns, 2013). These researchers highlight that, “if the learning and action of young people 

is to become a way of being, opportunities for participation and leadership need to be a 

natural part of their everyday experiences” (Percy-Smith & Burns, 2013, p. 330). The study 

included three smaller case studies, one of which was run by the students raising awareness 

about sustainable practices. Case One was a project about conserving energy at school for 

one day. Case Two was about students encouraging the nearby community to shop in a 

more sustainable way. Case Three involved young people encouraging others to put into 

practice sustainable practices in their own lives and communities through “life style 

contract” (Percy-Smith & Burns, 2013, p. 331). The implications of the study highlighted the 

importance of extending the learning of students outside the classroom, fostering 

experiences that are connected to nature, helping young people to realize and articulate 

their talents and abilities, putting emphasis on a holistic educational approach making 

individuals interact with the world around them. By encouraging projects that go beyond 

school gates, children and adults could learn together helping the child to develop 

responsibility and agency, encouraging critical reflection and creativity through experiential 

and inquiry-based learning (Borg et al., 2012; Percy-Smith & Burns, 2013).  In this research 

the authors found that through the means of action research, reflection was an important 

tool to achieve learning among the youth such that it activated desire to act on (Percy-Smith 

& Burns, 2013). 

2.4  Action competence 

During the 1980s and 1990s, the concept of action competence became a key concept in 

environmental and sustainability education, by highlighting democratic and participatory 

ideas in relation to teaching and learning, and redefining the educational aims of 
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environmental education (Mogensen & Schnack, 2010). Just as in ESD, action competence is 

an endless process; “it never reaches a final stage” (Macdonald, 2013, p. 11). Indeed, action 

competence is a concept that focuses one’s attention to how to achieve ESD, such as Almers 

(2013) argues that action competence needs commitment, willingness, and courage to act. 

While competence is associated with willingness and ability to do something, action involves 

activity, habits, and actions (Jensen & Schnack, 1997). Action it is not what others do, it is 

something each of us has a responsibility for (Murgatroyd, 2010). Actions apply to the goals 

participants in a real-world aim at (Wittmayer et al., 2013). It relates to connections among 

feelings, thoughts, and acts (Macdonald, 2013). Action, in this context, is an activity that is 

addressed to a problem under study with the aim of solving it (Schnack, 1997).  Macdonald 

(2013) claims that “a collaborative approach is needed and the new inhabitants will practice 

and develop action competence seeking to understand why the world is as it is now to 

imagine how they would like their world and the world of others to be” (p. 22).  

Competences are important because they require a high degree of individual reflection 

(Riechmann, 2012; Macdonald, 2013). Those competences should focus on perspectives that 

encourage and support participation and decision-making (Riechmann, 2012). Hann (2006) 

calls them shaping competences (Gestaltungskompetenz) which can make people fit to act 

and solve problems. Those who have such competences actively participate in their society 

affecting changes along the lines of sustainable development (Haan, 2006). In fact, 

environmental issues and problems concerning sustainable development involve the voices 

of the students while action competence and decision-making play an important role 

(Persson et al., 2011). This mindful quality of ability promotes awareness, responsibility, 

collectivity, democracy, and self-evaluation (Macdonald, 2013).  

One of the key competences that Riechmann (2012) found particularly important is the 

ability to create and change values, attitudes, and awareness in relation to ESD. In relation to 

this, Andersson et al., (2013) claims that environmental psychology demonstrates how 

people are pro Sustainable Development and so this theory claims that pro-environmental 

behavior has its roots in personal values such as beliefs and norms. A model called VBN, or 

value-belief-norm, states that personal moral norms and beliefs are a fundamental basis for 

understanding human predisposition to environmental behavior (Frisk & Larson, 2011; 

MacDonald, 2014). Indeed, Kortenkam & Moore (2001) have found that people “who 

emphasized non-environmental moral issues and those who emphasized both the morality 

of damaging nature and the impacts of damage of nature have not found common 

solutions” (as cited in Kopina 2014, p. 126).  At an educational level, the literature shows 

also that schoolchildren can distinguish among values related to the environment (Kopnina, 

2014). That is exactly what Frisk & Larson (2011) have suggested that students should do at 

schools, that “students should be reflecting upon how they can progress to more sustainable 

food behaviors” (Frisk & Larson, 2011, p. 8). Kang and Wallance (2005) found that teachers’ 

epistemological beliefs were connected to their pedagogical approaches when they 

determined their teaching goals (as cited in Kang, 2008). That is, epistemological beliefs refer 

to personal beliefs about the nature of knowledge and how humans develop knowledge; it is 

closely related to how students learn (Kang, 2008). Ferkany and Whyte (2011) argue that 
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values instruction and education for virtues of personal environmental concern is important.  

Even more, schools are to instruct and instill in their students the right values and attitudes if 

they want the children´s behavior to change (Borg et al., 2012). I do agree with the idea that 

acquiring values that go along sustainable practices is a path that should start at a very 

young age. In Sweden, Olsson et al. (2016) found that “pupils in ESD- schools in the sixth 

grade have experienced something in their teaching that influenced their SC [sustainable 

consciousness] in a different way than the pupils in ordinary schools” (p.194), all due to the 

fact they started studying ESD early on. It seems that action competence is not only related 

to feelings, thoughts, and actions but it involves personal beliefs as well, for these are all 

connected. To me, action competence implies also to share a common responsibility people 

have as a part of a given community to change the world systematically. 

2.5  Multiple intelligence theory 

Multiple Intelligence Theory (MI) is of paramount importance because in school settings, it 

helps teachers and others to direct attention towards the various interests and strengths of 

each child. At the beginning of this research, I realized that one of the children was reluctant 

to write and didn’t want to sit inside a conventional classroom. By taking a different 

approach influenced by the MI theory I hoped that I could reach each child and connect with 

his or her personal interests. Educational approaches based on MI focus on the divers 

abilities and interests of the students and help he teacher and students to connect to their 

own personal interests. Each of the intelligences that will be briefly explained are part of the 

human genetic heritage, and “at some basic level each intelligence is manifested universally, 

independent of education and cultural support” (Gardner, 1993, p. 27).  

We cannot expect every child´s mind to be specialized in only one intelligence; it is just 

wrong (Gardner, 2011). It is important to expose the child to a variety of complex situations 

in order to stimulate several intelligences (Gardner, 1993). Taking advantage of this, MI can 

be so linked to ESD. That is, MI challenges traditional ideas about the purpose of learning 

and its relation to academic disciplines or subjects (Silver, Strong, & Perinin, 1997) and helps 

us to formulate educational goals and teaching methods in a more complete way. As a case 

in point, by formulating their teaching methods in accordance with MI, “teachers can 

identify their students’ strengths and can accommodate their students in accordance with 

their orientation for effective learning” (Rulloda, 2010, p. 6). Gardner (1993) argues that 

instruction during earlier years can help students find their own strengths. MI states that an 

individual does possess eight or more distinct intelligences (Gardner, 2006; Davis & Gardner, 

2012). Gardner suggests that of those eight intelligences people possess, a person normally 

only excel in up to three of those. Having special intelligence is not limited by an ability to 

work within a certain subject, that intelligence in question might serve as a gate through 

which people can have access to a variety of subjects in accordance to their interests, drive, 

and passion that is related to the intelligence in which they feel strongest (Gardner, 2009). 

Indeed, Silver et al. (1997) claim that Gardner´s intelligences are far from abstract but are 

identifiable through common life experiences. That is something that aids people in 

recognizing easily what they are good in. 
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Explaining the eight types of intelligences Gardner (2011) suggests that: 

• Visual/Spatial intelligence includes being good at visualizing, designing, drawing and 

reading maps. It refers to the ability to “mentally reconstruct or modify the 

disposition of objects in space, concluding with the representation of ideas” 

(Torresan, 2010, p.14). This is an enduring intelligence if it is applied constantly 

throughout a lifetime (Torresan, 2010). 

• People with Kinesthetic intelligence on the other hand have a passion about sports 

and other physical activities. They are competent in constructing and tackling, they 

have a need to be active and to touch things. This type of intelligence seems to have 

a central role in the development of linguistic competence (Torresan, 2010). 

• People strong in intrapersonal intelligence are highly motivated in setting and 

reaching their goals, they tend to daydream, and are conscious of their own thoughts 

and emotions. They often prefer isolation and need to have quiet times. The 

individuals that possess this intelligence can assimilate the symbols offered in their 

own cultures, allowing them to easily discriminate a wide range of feelings (Torresan, 

2010).  

• People with strong in interpersonal intelligence like to read and are organized. They 

prefer being in groups and having people around them, as they honestly care for 

others. The skill of communicating good advice is also a characteristic of 

interpersonal intelligence. 

• People with strong linguistic intelligence can remember and manipulate words, they 

love to read and write, learn new languages, tell stories, discuss, play word games 

etc. Research shows that learning in the first language is a great predictor of success 

for learning second languages (UNESCO, 2008). In line with Torresan, (2010), one of 

the main components of this type of intelligence is semantics. 

• Naturalistic skilled persons love everything regarding the nature, they like analyzing 

many of its elements, observing its smallest details and they enjoy participating in 

outside activities. Torresan (2010) claims this type of intelligence is represented in 

biologists, farmers, antiquarians, archaeologists, paleontologists, etc.  

• Individuals rich in musical intelligence love to sing and tend to tap hands and feet to 

music. Playing and listening to music is their passion, just as they are sensitive to 

sounds and can therefore easily learn to play an instrument.  

• Logical intelligence means having an ability to analyze, experiment and discover 

natural laws, being good in math and having a “touch” for computers and other 

technologies (Campell & Dickinson, 1996; Gardner, 2011). As per Torresan (2010) this 

type of intelligence plays a central role in the processing of long chains of reasoning.  

Davis & Gardner (2012) argue that individualization as a pedagogical approach requires that 

teachers do learn as much as possible about their students’ intelligence profiles and then 

adapt their instruction in a way that brings forth students’ capacities. In addition to that, 
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using effective teaching strategies would address the children´s individual learning (Smith, 

2015). Hence, pluralization “supports deep understanding, since looking at something from a 

variety of angles is likely to enhance one’s understanding of it” (Davis & Gardner, 2012, p. 

24). In other words, Gardner (2011) argues that when a student has the possibility of 

learning a subject or a topic differently it gives him a better chance to understand the topic, 

“conversely, if one is restricted to a single mode of conceptualization and presentation, 

one’s own understanding is likely to be tenuous” (Gardner, 2011, p.6). 

2.6  Teaching Sequence 

When developing a teaching sequence, it is important to keep in mind that the role played 

by the teacher is very significant. Indeed, it is a fact that some teachers seem to engage and 

motivate their students more than others do (Leach & Scott, 2012).  In their development of 

teaching sequence stages, Leach & Scott (2012) argue that the first stage, the Scientific 

Story, “concerns the way in which the scientific point of view is made available on the social 

plane of the classroom” (p.122). The teacher needs to keep in consideration the existing 

knowledge the students have and from there justifying what is going to be taught (Leach & 

Scott, 2012). During this state, the idea is that the students use conversational methods 

rather than being subject to authoritative instruction. That is, dialogic discourse “might see 

the teacher asking of and discussing student opinions, or it might involve students in 

discussing ideas with each other” (Leach & Scott, 2012, p. 123). The second stage, 

Supporting Student Internalization, “concerns the ways in which the teacher can act to 

support students in making sense of and internalizing the scientific story” (Leach & Scott, 

2012, p. 123). During this second stage, it is expected that “the teaching sequence [should] 

include opportunities for monitoring students understanding through discussion, small 

group activities or individual writing activities” (Leach & Scott, 2012, p. 123). The third and 

last stage is to handle the responsibility to the students. This third feature of the teaching 

sequence “involves providing an opportunity for students to try out and practice the new 

ideas for themselves, to make new ideas their own” (Leach & Scott, 2012, p. 123).   

To develop a teaching sequence, it is important to identify a learning demand. As per 

Leach & Scott (2012), a learning demand “offers a way of appraising the differences between 

the social language of school science and the everyday social language which learners bring 

to the classroom” (p. 126). In addition to that, “the purpose of identifying Learning Demands 

is to bring into sharper focus the intellectual challenges facing learners as they address an 

aspect of school science” (Leach & Scott, 2012, p. 26). It is important to keep in mind that 

the analysis of learning demand can inform how to make decisions about the way in which 

students can be engaged throughout a variety of activities (Leach & Scott, 2012). Even more, 

“the learning demands analysis for a topic often highlights aspects of the subject matter as 

being centrally important from the point of view of teaching, that would be not identified as 

important from an analysis of the subject matter alone” (Leach & Scott, 2012, p. 132). 
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3 The Reflective Practitioner 

As I have already mentioned, my interest in education for sustainable development began 

after taking several courses on this topic at the University of Iceland. Indeed, research shows 

that students who have taken part in ESD courses show greater interest for topics related to 

environmental issues (Andersson et al., 2013). To illustrate, very often in Germany, “the 

subject of sustainability finds resonance among children and young people” (Haan, 2006, p. 

28). ESD is important for it institutes an essential challenge in relation to all subjects at all 

educational levels (Madsen, 2013; Dyment &Hill, 2015). Research indicates that authentic 

interest towards subjects such as ESD influences educators when they choose what subjects 

to teach their students (Andersson et al., 2013).  I hope this case study will help the children 

develop interest in local issues pertaining to SD. That is important since “love of place and a 

sense of connection or belonging are foundational toward development of sustainability 

values” (Singleton, 2015, p. 2). I hope as well that the children acquire important 

competences such as ability to work in teams, being participative and curious, and develop 

desire to learn from other others, have initiative to achieve goals, make proper decisions, 

and act. In addition to that, I hope they feel empathy, compassion, solidarity, and motivation 

to help others. All these are competences in line with what Haan (2006) suggests, relates to 

intelligence, interconnectivity and application-related knowledge. 

In practice, I would like to work on topics such as proper use of food, water conservation, 

and general issues such as how to embrace sustainable lifestyles. These themes relate to the 

planetary boundaries and are important for addressing the challenges we face globally. In 

fact, acknowledging the planetary boundaries is what sustainability is all about (Wittmayer 

et al., 2013). Concretely, food security and water are two of the new 17 Sustainable 

Developmental Goals (SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development stated by the 

United Nations (2016). However, I would not only want this group of children to care about 

such problems but I would like that their lifestyles would become more sustainable through 

their taking sustainability as a natural part of their daily living. I would like them to learn to 

deal with problems which at an individual level, we all should care about. To illustrate, in the 

world there are 2.6 billon of people that lack basic sanitation (UNEP 2012). One person is not 

being able by himself to alleviate climate change or to save Oman from experiencing the 

scarcity of water that is foreseeable in the years to come. Nevertheless, I think that a person 

can change his or her surroundings and work closely with his or her community. That is how 

real change will take place and eventually be noticed.   

During this study, I spent most of my time reflecting in order to structure or restructure 

my experience with the intention to gain a better understanding of my role as a teacher and 

improve my professionalism in the classroom. Considering that I was new in the teaching 

profession, I had the expectation to learn more about myself not only as a teacher but also 

as a person. I expected to become aware of my weaknesses but also my strengths. I 

expected to discover values which I did not notice before, but I was also willing to abandon 

whatever constrains my performance in the classroom or at least look for ways to tackle 

issues that hinder my professional development. Concretely, I expected to see how my 
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strengths could contribute to the effective learning of the children. Personally, since I have 

never relied on a technique like this at such a deep level, I hope that my reflection would 

help me deepen my teaching and making learning for the children a more effective and 

constructive process (Colucci-Gray et al., 2012). I sometimes believe we teachers think that 

learning is about memorizing facts, and taking tests to measure the students´ abilities. 

Education goes beyond that, “learning is equated to a dialogical process of sharing and 

integrating different ideas mediated using language” (Colucci-Gray et al., 2012, p. 39). Thus, I 

expect children to use language to freely express not only what they think, but also how they 

feel, and even to act in relation to what they expect to happen around them.  Still, I am 

aware that achieving that goal dependents on my responsibility to trigger such outcome. 

With deep reflection on my practice, I must induce a positive change if possible. 

I do not expect that the children´s values or attitudes towards sustainability will change 

suddenly. However, I expect that they develop love for nature and learn from the 

environment they live in and discover a sense of willingness to act upon the problems they 

may encounter. In the same way, trying to teach the children techniques or methods that 

might support them in reflecting on what approaches to take when searching for actions 

directed towards sustainability might foster their awareness in a constructive way. I also 

expect that the participants in the study will at least begin to question themselves about the 

importance of sustainability. Research shows that “productive questions tend to encourage 

feelings of ownership, empowerment, and control over learning . . .” (Roth, 2009, p. 36). I 

believe that doing so, I can teach the children critical thinking. ESD links well to this by 

welcoming critical and creative thinking skills that would enable learners to become active 

and engaged with their own personal world (Tormey et al., 2008; Borg et al., 2012). I do 

believe teachers can support such development among their students. The OECD (2013) 

argues that, when teachers give students problems to solve for an extended period, 

problems that do not have an immediate solution; it helps students to learn from their 

mistakes. Moreover, facing such challenges supports students in achieving perseverance and 

openness to problem solving (OECD, 2013). Overall, I expect that this project will contribute 

to improving my teaching by helping me to learn from my own mistakes without feeling 

guilty about them. By mistakes, I do refer to situations that do not bring me to a full 

satisfaction about the encounter I might have with the students. In other words, I believe 

that reflection is an effective and constructive path to becoming a better teacher. By “good 

teacher” I mean one that the children will always remember for she not only has taught 

them but truly showed them that she is caring for who they are even though they were not 

perfect in their role as students. A good teacher sees the person that is within the student 

independently of his or her performance and does what she can to help the child feels good 

about herself. Despite becoming better professionally, with study I expect to instill in 

children the value of sustainability while learning about ESD in Spanish. Because children 

vary in interests and abilities, I will be using Multiple Intelligence theory to make this 

interdisciplinary approach insightful reaching a like all the children that take part in this 

study. Thus, again my research questions are:  
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1. How can I use action research to understand my role as a teacher in and out 

of school setting? 

2. How can I as a teacher use action research to increase students´ awareness 

and understanding of sustainable development? 

2.1. How can I as a teacher use Gardner´s theory of Multiple Intelligence to 

understand how to draw from different intelligence to work towards 

sustainability? 

2.2. How do I use action research to work with sustainability within 

language teaching? 

 

3.1  Methodology  

As the methodology for the study, I have chosen action research for three reasons. First, I 

am hoping to become more self-reflective about my work. Second, I believe that the best 

way to change one´s behavior and make it more desirable is through reflection. To illustrate, 

writing journal entries after my encounter with the children would help me to see and to 

think deeply about the way I can do better my job the following day. Third, since action 

research is practice-based, I hope that such practice would help me to communicate better 

with the students, mainly using the personal values I stand for, and consequently shaping 

both my personal and my professional life and also the children´s lives (McNiff, 2011). Most 

importantly, action research will give me, “the tools to think more systematically about the 

effectiveness of the practices” (McMillan, 2008, p. 331). That is, immediately going back and 

checking how I could have done a better teaching sequence is the best way to accomplish 

the goals I want to reach within the classroom. Since action research is principally grounded 

in self-reflection, I will be using the core reflection model that is founded on reflection but 

on a much deeper level (Korthagen, 2015). I believe that the deeper the reflection goes the 

better it can be used to one’s benefit. The reason for that is that reflection should not be 

based only on how I could have done things better but also what factors have influenced or 

played a role in one´s past performance in front of a group of students. I have also chosen 

the core reflection as methodology for my study because research shows it has the potential 

to arouse an awareness helping the people involved to freely use their emotions, feelings, 

needs, values, while reflecting and making decisions in educational settings (Korthagen & 

Vasalos, 2005). I think this approach is ideal for me to take because it would allow not only 

me but other educators to be fully aware of our own core qualities and personal values while 

at the same time to be fully aware of what is happening with the pupils and creating a better 

connection with them (Meijer, Korthagen, & Vasalos, 2009).  In the next sections, I will be 

explaining both action research and core reflection in detail. 

3.1.1 Action Research 

Action research involves the collection and analysis of data that relates to some aspect of 

one´s professional practice (Wallace, 1998) and development (Edwards, 2016). This is done 
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in this way so one can reflect on what one has found or discovered and consequently apply it 

to one´s professional practice (Wallace, 1998). Action research is a cyclical intervention that 

is continuous and ongoing (Colucci-Gray et al., 2012). It is a practice in which data is 

extracted on all kinds of activities that can be used to capture a variety of experiences 

(Colucci-Gray et al., 2012).  If a researcher feels that her study is of good quality, then, she 

will describe it and show others how her approach has been successful (McNiff, 2011). On 

the contrary, if it is not the case and she recognizes the work could be better, then she must 

find ways to improve it (McNiff, 2011).  Action research emerges as knowledge-in-action by 

dealing with questions that arise from the practice of focusing on all “human flourishing, 

participation, and democracy” (Bradbury, 2001, as cited in Persson et al., 2011, p. 125). 

Important benefits of action research are as follows: It enhances decision making creating 

greater feelings of competence in solving problems, it promotes not only self-reflection but 

also self-assessment, it instills improvement continually, and it would develop a more 

positive environment where teaching and learning matter the most (McMillan, 2008; 

Wittmayer et al., 2013). Thus, for a teacher, it can directly affect practice, but also it will 

importantly empower those involved in the process (McMillan, 2008). Putting this into the 

context of my study, I expect that using action research will aid the children and me to 

develop a better sense of making decisions in relation to ESD allowing them to become 

action takers themselves. I would like that while using action research children will develop 

their voices and develop ideas on how to deal with environmental predicaments. I would 

also like that the children would learn to value independent and continuous learning 

because education is a powerful tool that destructs passivity and conformism. That being so, 

I hope these children will be able to participate in their daily encounters with people close to 

them, offering solutions, bringing questions about issues that should matter to us all.  

3.1.2 Core Reflection 

For this project, to add to action research a deeper level of reflection, as I have already 

mentioned, I will be using the Core Reflection (CR), see model (figure. 1). Due to the deep 

level of reflection that it provides, this approach bases its foundation on the so called ALACT 

model (figure. 2) which assumes that people naturally reflect on their own personal 

experiences (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005). According to the ALACT model reflection goes 

through five phases: First from action, second to looking back on the action, third to 

awareness of essential aspects, next to creating alternative solution, and lastly to try out 

again next time (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005; Korthagen 2015). Due to its complexity and 

deep level of analysis, the most essential phase in the ALACT model is phase three 

(Korthagen, 2015). That is due to the idea that, “greater attention to other areas of 

reflection than just the rational sources guiding teachers´ actions, creates the need for a 

careful analysis of the possible contents of reflection” (Vasalos & Korthagen, 2005, p. 51). To 

me, it is also related to the awareness that people not only focus better but also learn more 

from their mistakes. Still, it can limit us by preventing us from seeing or having a better 

perspective on our own performance in front of the students.  One of the main 

characteristics that must be highlighted about this approach is that it is “focused on thinking, 
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feeling, wanting, and acting, with a strong emphasis on rational analysis” (Korthagen & 

Vasalos, 2005, p. 50) because without the last one, a teacher cannot go deeper into 

reflection (Korthagen, 2015). However, despite The ALACT model being useful because it 

describes a structured reflective process, in line with Korthagen & Vasalos (2005) “it does 

not tell us very much about the content of reflection: What does or should the teachers 

reflect upon?” (p.51). And because genuine reflection goes beyond the environment, the 

behavior, the competences, or the beliefs of a teacher, adding other levels can influence the 

way a teacher functions, just as Korthagen & Vasalos (2005) have argued. This happens 

when the ALACT model (figure 2) is transformed into the Onion model (figure 3). The onion 

model plays an important role, for it describes how reflection takes place on different levels; 

here two new levels are added: professional identity (core qualities) and mission (ideals) 

(Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005; Korthagen, 2015). While the identity level is related to how we 

experience ourselves, and our self-concept, the mission part is related to answering the 

following questions: Why did we decide to become teachers? What inspires us?  Moreover, 

what gives meaning to our lives? (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005). 
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Figure 1. The Core Reflection Model (Evelin & Korthagen, 2015). 
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Figure 2. The ALACT model (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005). 
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Figure 3. The Onion Model of Levels in Reflection (Korthagen, 2013) (Korthagen, 2015). 

 

Because the questions expressed in the Onion Model (figure 3) represents a deeper level of 

possibilities for a teacher to reflect, I will be using them as a point of reference to keep my 

focus on important aspects. Those are, the environment, behavior, competences, beliefs, 

and most importantly, my identity and my mission. Those are, as stated by Korthagen & 

Vasalos (2005) the deepest levels of truly reflection.  It is important to keep in mind that I 

will be using such questions because the Onion Model shows how different levels can 

influence the way a teacher functions on the outer levels but also from the outside to the 

inside (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005). The meaning of the six layers in the Onion Model in line 

with Korthagen (2013, p. 32) are as follows: 

Who am I (in my work)? 

What I am Competent 

at? 

What do I do? 

What inspires me? What greater 

entity do I feel connected with?  

(Core qualities and Ideals) 

Environment 

What do I believe? 

What do I encounter? 

What I am dealing with? 
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1. The environment: this layer refers to everything the person encounters outside of 

herself. Examples such as the teacher, the classroom setting, the subject, and so on. 

2. Behavior: it refers to what the person does and how he copes with the challenges of 

the environment. 

3. Competencies: this layer describes what a person is competent at doing. 

4. Beliefs: this layer refers to what a person believes about a situation 

5. Identity: this layer refers to people´s assumptions about themselves and their self-

concepts 

6. Mission: this layer is concerned with what inspire us and what gives meaning and 

significance to our work or our lives. 

When reflections extend to a deeper level such as levels 5 (Mission) and six (Identity) then 

we can speak about CR, and that is when it is possible to create an umbrella full of 

possibilities (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005). I agree that this type of deep reflection is 

necessary during the school years (Korthagen, 2013) because it includes who we are and not 

just, what we know. Like that, CR breaks the gap between theory and practice including the 

essential qualities and ideals of a person (Korthagen, 2015). In other words, CR assumes that 

“professional behavior becomes more effective and more fulfilling if connected with the 

deeper layers within a person” (Meijer, Korthagen, & Vasalos, 2013, p. 78; Korthagen, 2015). 

To summarize, CR focuses mainly on positive/honest deep thinking, that involves personal 

meaningfulness, full presence in the moment, awareness of the whole being (thinking, 

wanting, feeling), and individual strengths rather than weakness (Korthagen, 2013; 

Korthagen, 2015).  As it can be seen, those are all talents and abilities rather than issues that 

tend to always skew towards the positive side of a personal being. In other words, CR 

maintains the focus on personal resources rather than deficits, ideals rather than problems 

and on self rather than others (King, & Lau-Smith, 2013). Nevertheless, that does not mean 

that there never comes a time when one needs to reflect on a negative experience, on the 

discrepancies found in the classroom because full awareness of the mind is crucial, for it 

aims at connecting both the environment and the teacher’s self (King, & Lau-Smith, 2013).  

Because through CR the person tries to find ways to connect personal and professional 

aspects so that they can co-contribute towards creating constructive experiences with the 

students. According to Korthagen, CR is based on two questions: What is the ideal situation? 

In addition, what are the limiting factors preventing the achievement of that idea? The first 

question is related to the level of identity or mission and the second one concerns an 

opportunity to become aware of an inner tension or discrepancy (Korthagen & Vasalos, 

2005).  Like that, just as Korthagen and Vasalos (2005), Evelin & Korthagen (2015) claim, the 

CR model (see figure. 1) seeks to answer as well the following questions:  
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1. Experience/problematic situation: What problems did I encounter? 

2. Awareness of both ideal situations and limitations: What did I want to achieve or 

create? From what limitations (feeling, beliefs, behavior) was I refraining from while 

achieving this? 

3. Awareness of core qualities: What core quality is needed to realize the ideal situation 

and overcome the limitations? 

4. Actualization of core qualities: How can these core qualities be mobilized? 

5. Experimenting with new behavior: What new behavior can I try in order to achieve

 the ideal? 

The above questions are ideal in an action research within the classroom. In cases of new 

teachers like me, the model can help shape the teacher’s professionalism while using 

elements of their personal lives to find how they can contribute successfully to the students’ 

education. Even more, the cycle is important for developing professional expertise for our 

community. In addition to that, CR promotes positive outcomes such as cognitive and 

emotional awareness, self-trust and autonomy while simultaneously promoting one’s 

personal and professional full potential (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005; Korthagen,2013). In 

addition to that, one of the more important benefits of CR is to promote the state of 

presence in which the person is fully aware (cognitively and emotionally) of the discrepancy 

or friction between questions and the self-created nature of the internal obstacles 

(Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005; Korthagen, 2013). The term presence was first used in this 

context by Rodgers & Raider-Roth, 2006, (as cited in Korthagen & Vasalos, 2013), and it 

involves full attention of the teacher to perceive what is happening in the moment. When 

teachers experience that, a flow goes along with it. When the teacher is in a flow, learning 

becomes natural. In other words, “when there is a flow in the process, concentration on the 

here-and-now, enthusiasm, openness, motivation, and cognitive understanding all go 

together” (Kortahgen,2005, p. 25). It is important to notice that “a focus on the negative 

appears to limits one´s cognitive resources, whereas positive feelings promote creativity and 

energy” (Korthagen, 2013 p. 30). The interesting part of this is that the flow is contagious as 

Korthagen (2005) argues. A characteristic for a flow is that thinking, feeling, and wanting all 

go together and lead to effective behavior (Korthagen, 2013) because there is a balance 

among all three aspects (Korthagen, 2015). Therefore, when there is a flow, there is a 

connection in all these three layers (Korthagen, 2005, p. 35). In other words, when there is a 

presence of the flow within the classroom, the participants can contribute better as whole 

beings to tach and learn from each other.   
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Table 1. The characteristics of flow (Korthagen, 2013). 

1. The person experiences a pleasant challenge, one that he or she feels is not routine 

but manageable 

2. While in action, the person has a feeling of this being the real me 

3. There is an absorption in the here-and-now 

4. The person’s core qualities are manifest in his or her actions 

5. The person feels connected with an inner ideal (a brad, general ideal or something 

specific aimed at in the situation) 

6. The situation gives energy to the person 

7. This energy is visible in the body; there are bodily expressions of involvement and 

shining eyes 

8. The person experiences relatively little fear 

9. Time becomes relative 

10. There is rapid learning in the person 

 

Flow is important because it means that the person is in connection to her core qualities 

(Korthagen, 2005, p. 27). Experiencing that would enable teachers to show the best there is 

within us for “consciously we teach what we know, unconsciously we teach who we are” 

(Hamackek 1999, as cited in Korthagen, 2015). Korthagen (2015) argues also that there are 

differences among both professional competences and core qualities. Competences are 

divisible, domain specific and learnable while core qualities are indivisible, broadly 

applicable, and importantly they are part of me. Thus, the former ones are as valuable in the 

same ways as professional values or qualities are. 

3.2. Context of the Study and Participants 

I got access to the participants through HOLA (Hello in English), The Association of Spanish 

Speakers in Iceland. Although relatively new, this association’s function since 2012 has been 

to serve as a bridge between the Spanish speakers’ population living in Iceland and the 

Icelandic culture. For a small subscription fee, HOLA seeks not only to aid its members to 

learn Icelandic, but also provides services such as legal support, translations, information 

about rights and obligations among other services to support and help people find a sense of 

belonging to the Icelandic culture. I got access to my participants, 5 children between the 

ages of 9-13 years-old after asking for permission from their parents. The oldest child was a 

girl that has been living in Iceland for only one year. Her brother was two years younger. He 

also took also part of the study. These children have a Spanish background and a command 

of the Spanish language. The next child was a 12-year-old boy that has been living in Iceland 
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his entire life but his fluency in Spanish was significant. That is, despite this child having been 

born in Iceland and living in Iceland his whole life, with only one parent from a Spanish 

background, his command of the language was almost at the same level of the former 

children. The reason for this is mainly the perseverance of his one parent in speaking Spanish 

with him one hundred percent. The other two children were between 9 and 10 years-old, all 

half Icelandic and half Spanish. From them I can claim that they have a fair command of the 

language, something very important to participate in the Study. 

Once I confirmed the participants in the study, I then created a Facebook (FB) page where 

I specifically explained all the details regarding the study. It is important to notice that 

before I made the call in the Facebook (FB) secret group I met the parents to explain the 

summer course and my intention to use their children´s work or samples such as drawings, 

paintings, art and so on, for this study. I have explained to them that I wanted these children 

to acquire important values in relation to ESD to act upon issues that would concern them in 

their nearby communities. In that way, by the time the course began, the parents already 

knew their children were going to participate in a study simultaneously while taking this 

summer course. I then wrote in the FB group describing the activity of my plan for a day. 

Thus, the parents knew where their children were going to be and what we would be doing 

on that day. It is important to mention as well that before the summer course began, I 

discussed with the parents about my intentions not to disclose any confidential details such 

as real names, and their pictures´ faces. In addition to that, I asked them for permission to 

record interview(s) I made with the children.  

3.3  Ethical Issues 

Research is a process that implies power relations and it can be contested especially when 

dealing with vulnerable groups in a qualitative scale (Franks, 2011). Thus, I am aware that 

“all teachers [and] educators should strive to project and implement a modernized focus 

concerning moral, ethical decisions, and judgements” (McDanel, 2013, p. 96) during 

research.  A very simple definition of ethics would be that an ethical researcher searches to 

focus “on the future in anticipation of the Good” (Dvoretckaia, Melekhina, & Sotnikova, 

2015, p. 3234). The issue is that while for one person something might be fine or suitable, 

for another person it positions them at the opposite side of the spectrum. Still, I believe the 

most important issue is that at least one should be aware that when doing research, 

sensitive issues might rise. One should be responsible in the way the data in any study is 

being handled. It is important also to recognize that “the professional researcher inevitably 

uses power, and for participants, participation may not necessarily be experienced as 

empowering” (Christensen, 2004, as cited in Franks, 2011, p. 21). Thus, if they feel an 

awkward moment and want to decline an interview or a direct question, the solution was to 

consider that to avoid stress in the participants. In addition, I kept in mind to minimize harm 

of the participants’ feelings and emotions and offer support to them when it was needed.  

The research I conducted by taking the right approach in an ethical manner demonstrates 

my professionalism as both researcher and teacher. My personal approach has been also to 

lead the children who took part in this research into guidance by expressing myself as a role 
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model, and the ethical vision I stand for. I have also intended to instill in them to make the 

right decisions. In fact, studies show that a right approach in relation to ethics demonstrates, 

“to teach values and ethics for students from different ethnic nationalities and groups and to 

accustom students to live together in the global community” (Dvoretckaia et al., 2015, p. 

3232). Overall, this research leads by principles and values while teaching both principles 

and values. To avoid deception, I have shared with parents of the participants everything 

that was going to take place during the study and the intentions I had. I have done so before 

being alone with the participants. I told the children’s parents about my goals, expectations, 

and all the types of data I intended to collect. That first day they agreed and as proof of that 

agreement, I opened a closed FB group in Spanish on June 6 of 2015 just for us called, 

Course of Spanish/Sustainability (Summer 2015).  

Due to the fact that I am still a pre-service teacher, I agree with the idea that “research 

process may appear to be self-evident to those who are not research trained; they are 

actually based on a body of knowledge which is not necessarily easily or quickly transferable 

to the unpracticed” (Franks, 2011, p. 21). This research was done with the intention of 

treating the children respectfully, and favoring their rights as human beings. To illustrate, 

during the interviews I did by phone I have not shown their face nor have I obligated 

children to answer questions that they did not know how to respond. Just as Franks (2011) 

argues as a part of the whole process, there are power issues when interviewing, yet I did 

not take advantage of that. I would like to mention that when personal issues/points of view 

arise during the interviews, I did not use it by any means or disclose it in any form or way to 

others. As it will be seen, my study shows children photographs as well. From the ethical 

point of view, displaying this tool could expose the children and there is a risk to persecution 

or marginalization (Ozanne, Moscato & Kunkel, 2013). Still, as it can be appreciated in such 

section, the absence of the visibility of the children´ faces demonstrates both respect and 

anonymity.  

Indeed, this study strictly maintained the participants´ anonymity, confidentiality, and 

child protection. That is, “clearly and transparently explaining research to children in an age-

appropriate way and allowing them to decide whether to participate, in the knowledge that 

there would not be consequences for not participation” (Hutchfield, & Coren, 2011, p.84) 

were of paramount importance. Confidentiality is very important; evidence suggests that 

this along with privacy and concern are essential issues for the youth (Hutchfield & Coren, 

2011). All the data I have collected exclusively for myself as a teacher/researcher to be 

displayed only for the sake of this study was confidential as well.  I have let the parents of 

these children know that. When that took place, on the same day I invited their children to 

take part of the course. The samples of work that has been displayed on this study was also 

anonymous. The samples, such as drawings, collages, and pieces of writing do not reveal the 

ownership. In addition to that, at the beginning of the study, as I have previously mentioned, 

through the means of the FB page I have created, the parents of the children would follow 

and be informed of what we did each day. I have protected their children by destroying their 

sample works and the interviews I have recorded on my personal phone where by no means 

shows any of the faces of the children that participated on my research. I would like to 
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mention as well that children had the right to withdraw with their consent from their 

caregivers at any time; fortunately, that never took place. Research shows that “participants´ 

informed consent is a predominant ethical concern” (Ozanne, Moscato & Kunkel, 2013, p 56) 

and I have respected that. Lastly, I have promised the parents and the children I would 

return the data I have collected once I finished with this project. I will return it before the 

current academic year of Móðurmál finished. To the children that are no longer part of this 

program, the data would be destroyed once this project or study is submitted to the 

University of Iceland. 

3.3.1 The Principles and Values that Guided the Study 

I feel confident to claim that I have based my research in values such as justice, rights, 

virtues, utilitarian aspects, and the common good (Carter, 2010 as cited in McDanel, 2013). 

As Carter (2010) argues, justice is related to the fair distribution of benefits resulting from 

the action of the people involved. Every child that took part in this research had the same 

opportunity to express their ideas, views, points of view or withhold from sharing. With the 

idea of choosing based on their own abilities and preferences, children were given the rights 

not only where to choose from but they also were treated with honor and were handled 

with responsibility. In addition to that, specific virtues such as integrity, honesty, and trust 

(Carter, 2010 as cited in Mc Danel, 2013), were reflected from me as a researcher/teacher to 

them always. That is, I believe that a person´s values stay with that person and never leaves 

her/him. I claim that I embrace honesty in everything I do, and so it can be manifested in my 

interaction with others. Thus, I can tell that I have tackled appropriately to be the best of my 

capabilities in every interaction with the children that took place in this research, searching 

always for ways to make them feel as comfortable as possible without violating the trust 

they have freely offered to me. I would like to mention that there were only two children I 

did not know previously in the study so it was not difficult to cultivate trust within the group. 

Knowing many of the children aided these two new children to accept my trust and they got 

very comfortable with the group rapidly. That trust I have gained from this group of children 

I practically already knew, never should be disrespected or taken advantage of. 

Integrity also stands not only in this study but also on my own personal life. During the 

procedure of this research, I have always kept in mind conducting myself in a way that would 

always benefit the children and their experiences and not harm them, their self-esteem, and 

confidence. Carter (2010) would call the utilitarian aspect that has for instance to do with 

respecting children that did not want to talk more than others did. That is, what would 

benefit them and not damage (as cited in Mc Danel, 2013). I have not forced them by any 

means or obligated them to say anything they were not willing to share with me. In fact, at 

this moment I must recognize that my critical friend had to remind me of the idea of paying 

equal attention to all the children. I confess the ones who were shy, I tended to leave them 

alone. Still thanks to her comment, I have learned to find a balance between not ignoring 

them but rather encouraging them as their contributions were going to be just as important 

as the ones from the children who participated the most. I have considered what was best or 

looked for the common good for all the children (Carter, 2010, as cited in Mc Danel, 2013). 
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Finally, I have considered what Carter (2010) would call the social relativism, in which I have 

watched or considered for a variation among the cultures these children have and the values 

they stand for (as cited in Mc Danel, 2013). I have respected the cultural differences that 

were expressed. Indeed, I have enjoyed learning from that.  

3.4  Data Collection 

The data on which I have built my research come from elements such as: (i) my journal, (ii) 

the comments from my critical friend, (iii) the children´s sample work, (iv)the interviews I did 

during the last day of summer class, and (v) sample pictures I have taken from the 

experience overall I have had with the children. The time allocation for the study is less than 

3 weeks, made up of 120-minute daily lessons. I have had also 7 follow ups from September 

to November during the winter of 2015-2016. 

3.4.1 My Journal  

My journal was an opportunity to learn about my own values, my style, culture, and also to 

discover all sort of issues at a deeper level. I have indeed learned from day one until the last 

day. This is what I wrote on June 11: 

I felt very frustrated today because I realized I was not as ready as I should have 
been, as I ought to be. It is hard for them [children] to focus and be agreed in 
what I have decided to do.  

Then, on June 25, I can see the improvement my tone is even different. 

Today I was not only focused as a facilitator but I did have fun with the children 
and I think they perceived that. I saw today for the first time the benefits of 
being connected to the children, listening to what they must say, when they 
complain, when they enjoy something and even when they are bored. (June 25). 

With the use of my daily journal, I have learned that the experience has shaped my 

performance as a teacher and as a researcher. To illustrate, as a teacher I have learned to 

think honestly about my practice, and to be honest about the situations that were not 

offering to the children learning experiences but on the contrary bored them, or confused 

them. Still, I have also learned to see the instances in which I did things in the way I intended 

to. I have learned to pay more attention about the changes that needed to take place.  I 

have realized from the beginning of the study I needed to organize, focus, and plan every 

lesson carefully while being goal oriented. Personally, it took me a while to get used to and 

be comfortable with the children because I felt insecure. After all, I am new in the field so I 

am not surprised of that. As a researcher, since the very beginning of our lessons I knew with 

regards to myself that I needed to rely more on my personal strengths than to focus on my 

weaknesses. It helped me. I realized as well that not all the students had the same abilities. 

That is, it was intended that all the children would write in their own journal but as it turned 

out not all children enjoyed writing. Because this was an informal type of learning, the 

children were not obligated to do activities they did not enjoy. Only during the second day, 
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children were willing to write while sitting down outside in the nature as it can be seen in 

figures 4-5. I found this to be a challenge. I noticed I have written on my journal that because 

of the informality of this course, the children tended to be more relaxed and did not take it 

as seriously as they would do it in a formal setting such as school. For example, as the study 

progressed, when I would ask the children to write down a small reflection, a couple of them 

would just not follow my instructions. Hence, I found myself facing a predicament that could 

constrain for the finality of my study. Still, I think I have managed to find a solution for it.  

Although, it seemed as they had enjoyed writing in the nature, I knew right then, I had to 

take a different approach.  

As has been mentioned in the literature portion, interdisciplinary studies are time 

consuming, so from the very beginning I have also noticed that including both Humanities 

and Science was going to be a difficult task. Still, I decided to focus on both sustainability and 

Spanish so the children would still learn vocabulary that perhaps they did not learn before. 

In my journal, I reflected that I felt excited about the idea of children learning about 

environmental issues in their mother tongue. In addition to that, in my journal I reflected as 

well on the need to listen to the students. For instance, I had planned to do lectures that 

would take place inside, but one of the students had let me know that he would prefer to be 

outside all the time. This along with the reluctance from them to write, it helped to realize 

that the children all have different styles and desires for genuine learning to take place. 

Thus, if I wanted to gain something from the study, having them writing journals was not 

going to be a very successful approach, at least not in this time. I have noticed and I know it 

is well known that boys needed to be more active and girls tend to talk more and were more 

willing to sit down and write. That is exactly what I have experienced so indeed my journal 

has guided me into what approaches to take along this study.  

In my journal, I have written down how, due to differences in age, the children differed 

not only in needs but their knowledge differed as well. Thus, a topic I introduced to the 

children might be known for one child while for the others it was a completely unknown 

topic. Another issue my journal reflected is that as a teacher I needed to have available an 

extra plan in case the one I had chosen did not go through. Due to my journal experience, I 

have realized that improvisation was one of the new concepts I needed to contemplate very 

often if I wanted to accomplish my goal. Indeed, I wanted to be a self-relying teacher. Still, 

one needs to keep in mind that for teachers that are relatively new in the field of teaching, 

this issue is difficult to embrace. Nevertheless, learning takes place from experiences. Then 

during the following winter during Móðurmál lessons, I embraced better moments in which I 

had the opportunity to improvise. This is what I have written on November 14th. 

After the reading of today, I noticed children were asking questions, and I 
realized that when I am focusing and embracing every moment of my teaching, 
children are not only going to perceive it but get connected and be engaged. 
Today I realized that it helps when I am relaxed and calm if I need to come up 
with a new idea or to shift plans. 

Like that, follow ups on my journal had helped me to see my performance in class and has 

allowed me to compare how my struggles at the beginning were diminished as time went by. 
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With the use of my journal and by following the action research and core reflection model, I 

focused on the questions stated by Korthagen & Vasalos (2005). First, I noticed that the 

problems I encountered from the very beginning were at a personal level rather than a 

professional level. That is, personal issues such as insecurity, impatience, carelessness to 

listen carefully affected my performance as a teacher. Thus, my lack of experience has made 

the experience not so rewarding at first. That is, I was not sure how to handle all sorts of 

situations with the children, such as their styles of learning, their interests, their needs. This 

did not prevent me from achieving my goal, yet it slowed down my journey. Still, I focused 

on my main goal which was that these children would acquire sustainability as an important 

value in their lives. Nevertheless, to achieve that I should look at myself in a deeper way and 

contemplate how my own values would affect the children´s values. I thought that was going 

to be an important part to keep in mind if I wanted to have success in the development of 

my study. I wrote in my journal that I realized that I found it important to care about 

everything related to the environment. I was rather forced to do so by the conditions I have 

lived while growing up. In other words, that has been part of my whole life.  During college, I 

have reflected on the importance of it and it has grown deeper. Thus, I saw that was 

essential to achieve my goal with the children and help them make it part of their daily 

living. I did not have to work harder, I thought, but by being a role model can accomplish a 

greater purpose than using just words.  

In my journal, I have stated that being thankful and caring about nature in the way we 

care about ourselves indeed inspired me. My identity and my mission were very important 

to me for they were my deepest level in proportion to Korthagen & Vasalos´s model (2005). 

That is, while writing my journal every day I kept in my mind my identity and my mission. 

While identity is related, to whom, am I? The mission level would make me reflect on why I 

did become a teacher. What inspires me or brings significance to my life? As a case in point, 

when I reflected on the need to improvise, my journal states that my insecurity prevented 

me from improvising because I was not sure if I could do it. Still, when I kept in mind that 

success for children to learn was my inspiration, it aided me to find ways to be relaxed and 

be able to improvise more easily. Now, to overcome the limitations I encountered during the 

lessons and interaction with the children, I have noticed and was aware of the way I felt, my 

thoughts, and my desires and how those would play an important role. To illustrate, I 

realized, as my journal states, that while I while I was accepting who I was as a person the 

easier it was to focus on my strengths. I could see that even though I was impatient I 

certainly could work on that but what did matter most was my readiness to guide the 

children to help them feel comfortable with the experience. Reflection like that would be 

more effective for I am not only writing about what my thoughts about the lesson were but I 

also needed to include the way I felt, and the desires I had while teaching. The way these 

core qualities mobilize depended on my priorities. Lastly, my journal reflects that I found it 

very important that sustainability came ever more naturally to the children. Not only that 

but that my role as a teacher was going to be a positive one if I were honest in every action I 

took with the children. I wanted as well to become professional at my job; I wanted every 

interaction with the children to run smoothly. 
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3.4.2 Comments from my Critical Friend 

For this research project, I have included the support of a Critical Friend that would observe 

all the interventions I have had with the children during the three weeks the study lasted 

during the summer 2015. That is, this person looked at my interaction with the children 

daily. As it will be seen, I have listened to what this person had to say. I reflected on what 

this person thought about my teaching, reflected on it and compared it with what I had 

written in my own journal. A critical friend is a trusted person who asks questions, takes time 

to examine the context, and overall, promotes and advocates for the work of someone 

(Costa & Kallick, 1993, as cited in Baskerville & Goldblatt, 2009).  I have chosen this person 

because despite knowing her beforehand, she was going to be very honest and objective 

about her criticism; she was thrilled by the concept of sustainability. Specifically, she was 

critical for not only listening and wroting down the interaction I had with the students, but 

she offered me advice on how my approach with the children would be more accurate and 

successful. To illustrate, even though at the beginning the lessons were not very successful, 

she wrote on June 12: 

I like the end, she [Bibiam] got the children into a conversation about nature and 
discussed about the loss of trees and grass. They got very interested and 
enthusiastic about the topic. I hope that the rest of the lectures will be like the 
ending of today. 

Then she said to me, “it would be helpful if you find ways to involve them into the 

conversation”. Although this person is not a teacher, I think she had a clear sense of how to 

embrace engagement within the classroom. Based on her comment and what I had written 

in my journal, I realized that I was also wondering how I could gain more from what we were 

experiencing daily. In fact, on the same day I wrote: 

To this point, I am sure my focus is how to motivate students into adapting 
sustainability as an important value. Today, when I hear some children like better 
the idea of being outside, I realized that by listening to what children suggest, 
will help me find ways to teach better so they will enjoy better. (June 12) 

On another day, she wrote: “She has good ideas, but she is still impatient, too stressed, and 

easily annoyed”.  Another issue my critical friend allowed me to see was that despite the 

children being engaged many times, I needed to reach especially to the shy children and 

encourage them to participate more in the class lectures. I can claim that as I got involved in 

a topic I could offer more to the children. On June 16, she stated: 

Today she [Bibiam] is well prepared, and has the children interested in the 
experiment. They have fun hearing about the environment. Today I can tell 
Bibiam did not lose much authority. Thus, much progress can be seen today. . . 
Children listen what Bibiam should say. No one wandered.  
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After almost three weeks of daily encounter with the children and my critical friend, her 

comments of the last day supported that I had grown in the areas I considered important. 

She said: 

The beginning is going smoothly enough bit of confusion but fixed soon enough. 
Lacking in control. She cannot get them to sit still but even so the conversation is 
interesting enough and children are engaged in it. Straight forward. Teaching 
well (happy face).  

Moreover, even though I needed more improvement within the classroom, she wrote: 

Children are somewhat interested. Showing more authority. They are 
enthusiastic to continue learning about sustainability. Now, children are very 
much engaged in the conversation. Going well. Overall, children are cooperating. 
Interested in the topic. Bibiam’s class seems interesting and she is connecting 
well with the children. Fun with games. Going ok 

Overall, her comments lead me to see issues I had overlooked before. In the following 

section I will be discussing the next tool I used for this project.  

 

3.4.3. Interviews 

During the last day of the classes, I did personal interviews with the children about their 

point of view of the experience they had, (see appendix 6). Among the questions I asked was 

which weaknesses and strengths did I have as a teacher. Three of them told me that I never 

get upset with the children but that I often changed the decisions I made, and that this was 

something which upset them. One child even said: “Bibiam to change your mind it is ok with 

adults, not with children, it bothers me”. One thing, which stood out from the interviews, 

was a suggestion by one child that he would like to learn about social justice. This topic is 

important, he said, but he does not know much about it.  From this answer, I got the idea 

that children would like to help but sometimes they do not know how to contribute to a 

cause or help for a specific purpose. That may be the reason why the role of teachers is so 

crucial for the success in children education. This child even mentioned that people do not 

think about the future.  

From the interviews, I also learned that, in general, children expect classes to be in 

different settings (outside and inside). That is, one child has mentioned it is easier to learn 

about the environment when children get the opportunity of being outside in contact with 

nature. They not only think that sitting in a classroom can be necessary or useful but being 

outside is interesting; it is excellent for them as well. Another child suggested camping one 

time in the future. One of the children expressively said that humanity does not know how 

to deal with nature. She went on: “Animals are alive and they also need care and respect 

from us humans”. I noticed that more than one child claimed that the best subject they had 

learned during this course was the contamination of water.  One child stated that people do 

not realize that it is easier to use the containers to throw away the waste and not to use 
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bodies of water to do this. This tells me that the experiment we did about contaminating the 

bowls of water was worth it. To them it seems was helpful to see the damage it can cause to 

the real environment. It also tells me that children are visual. In other words, this concrete 

example has demonstrated to them not only how quickly and easily contamination can take 

place, but also how difficult it is to reverse once the damage is done. It is irreversible. For 

another child, the best topic was biodiversity, as he said, because he loves animals.  Another 

child mentioned that an organization should deal with different issues; she said that it would 

be a good idea to send a letter to the government or people in charge of cities where 

important topics are the center of discussion and solutions arise from local problems.  

Another child discussed the importance of learning one day and playing the next day. It 

came to my mind the idea of playing while learning could be very beneficial.  To this child, 

the importance of interacting with nature is not only necessary but is useful to learn. One 

child (10-year-old) had a pessimistic point of view,  

There are countries that treat nature well, and there are others that treat nature 

badly. In the USA, they see a tree and instead of changing it to a different place they 

just dump it. . . In Spain is just like in Asian and in Australia where they take care of 

the environment because they know without it, they cannot live or eat. In Spain, also 

there are places where people say we are going to take care of nature because it is 

important to us, bla, bla, bla, then they say, I got bored, I quit, so we never do as they 

say, we have the intention but we never do anything. We are so stupid! 

It called my attention that this child has made this comment after one of the classes I 

have talk about a real situation in which instead of transplanting the trees, a company has 

decided to cut them instead using the trunk for commercial purposes.  In regards with the 

vocabulary, while the two older children claimed not having learned new vocabulary for they 

have learned already everything I have taught them, the youngest ones needed help from 

me. That is, because I was had the feeling some of them were going to tell me they did not 

learn a new word; along question number 4 (did you learn new words you did not know, 

which ones?) I have given to them a list of five words I have taught them to see they knew 

the meaning of them. The words were (talar/to cut trees, extinción/extinction, 

acuíferos/aquifers, transplantar/to transplant, biodiversidad/biodiversity). Just as I have 

expected the oldest ones knew the meaning of every word. One child told me directly I have 

learned the word biodiversity, and the ones that have come from half Spanish and Icelandic 

background learned these words for the first time in Spanish with me. In other words, they 

claimed not to have heard these words before. Overall children liked this experience and 

they all claimed they wanted to experience something like that again. I do regret I have 

asked the last question to such a young group of children for no one has added a new 

comment of suggestion. Still, I believe they have provided to me with insightful comments 

and suggestions that would indeed benefit my future encounters as a teacher in settings 

such as this one that I have experienced. 
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3.4.4 Sample Pictures 

This section is dedicated to a recollection of sample pictures taken during the study. They 

are a way to back up the story of the study but also to demonstrate or to see better the facts 

that took place during the study. The pictures do facilitate to the viewers of the study the 

different encounters I did have with the children. I have used the picture to describe what is 

going on in this moment or to explain an important concept. From several pictures taken, 

these ones are highlighted or described an important point I wanted to make. 

 

Figure 4. One of the few entries children did. 

 

Figure 5. Elliðaárdalur was the only place where the children were willing to write in their 

journal. 
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Figure 6. In Elliðaárdalur writing a journal entry. 

 

 

Figure 7. In Elliðaárdalur checking out the wild rabbits.  
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Figure 8. Learning about biodiversity. 

 

 

Figure 9. The Icelandic Fauna. 
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Figure 10. Creating a volcano. 

 

 

Figure 11. Attempt to create a volcano. 
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Figure 12. In Husdýragarðinn learning about water scarcity in the world. 

 

 

Figure 13. In Husdýragarðinn attempting getting water. 
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Figure 14. Writing the names of places that contaminate the water. 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Using coloring to give the water aspect of a river.  
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Figure 16. Using spices to symbolize the way pollutants contaminate water.  

 

 

 

Figure 17. In the process of contaminating the water. 
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Figure 18. Polluted water. 
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3.4.5 Sample Work from Students 

 

Figure 19. Summary of the Giving Tree story. 

Message: A boy would play with a tree but as the time pass the boy did not want to play 

with the tree. The tree wanted to play with the boy. The tree has given the boy many things 

such as apples, its trunk, and its branches until there was nothing else. The boy liked gifts but 

he did not want to play with the tree. The boy first did not have anything but now has 

everything thanks to the gifts. He never again played with the tree. (Bad ending, sad face) 
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Figure 20. Describing feelings about recycling.  

The message: Recycling is a way to help nature. One could buy Christmas trees instead 

destroy nature. I hope boys and girls do not tear out trees that recently planted or not. It is 

not good to tear them out. Littering into the ocean and into the rivers it is not good. The 

trees are sad. 

 

 

Figure 21. Thoughts about the importance of taking care of the environment. 

The message: Taking care of nature is good but littering is bad. People that are good love 

planet Earth. It is better for the environment it you do not litter. 
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Figure 22. Example 1 of vignette in response to the song 

Note: The child (9 years-old) who made this drawing did not have time to finish it.  What it is 

this, she said “I have made water because it is important for us to live. . .we have water 

inside of us” I have asked her what were you going to draw on the right side, she said: “I 

would have made animals because we need them to live, to eat them . . .but we need to kill 

some animals also” I said: why do you think it is important to take care of Planet Earth? 

“Because if we don´t we would be now death underground. . .” 
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Figure 23. Example 2 of vignette in response to the song where would the children play. 

 

 

Figure 24. Example 3 of vignette in response of the song where would the children play. 
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Figure 25. Photo collage group A. Message: Nature is beautiful, take care of it. 
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Figure 26. Photo collage group B. Message: We must respect  

animals; they are also living creatures. 
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Figure 27. Photo of the Field Trip about Waste-Food November 2016.  

Message:  Container of food the store does not sell; a company pick it  

later to be recycled.  

3.4.6 Data Analysis 

The data was analyzed by looking qualitatively at all that had been done during these almost 

three weeks plus follow-ups. I began by looking at how I advanced professionally every day 

as both a teacher and researcher, but I also looked at the person there within. I focused as 

well on how each lesson progressed paying close attention to what my critical friend had to 

say about my performance. These comments linked and compared to what I had in my 

journal. There I have noticed the differences and compared similar ideas.  I went over and 

analyzed the interviews to see what the students had to say regarding their experience. At 

the same time, I analyzed the data from the lessons we did. During this study, the students 

were not compelled to change their values more than their behavior; ideally, the experience 

itself would have transformed them in some way. Still, my job as a researcher and as a 

teacher was to find ways to motivate them, and create an environment where they feel 

engaged to what we all were learning. The children did connect to each other. In my journal, 

I also noticed that the more relaxed I was, during the lessons, the more successful the class 

was. In such moments, I have noticed that children could sense my confidence, engagement, 

and compromise I had to them.  I know because their behavior differed. That is, in such 

cases, they paid close attention to what I had to say. They openly and willingly participated 

in the conversation we were having. One of my goals during the study was that the children 

would listen to me. Therefore, when I was ready, I attained that goal. In regards to informal 

education and willingness for the children to write, if the setting had been within the regular 

school, I am sure I would have successfully accomplished that goal.  
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Through the comments of my critical friend, I can see my development during the time of 

the study.  To illustrate, at the beginning expressions such as “she needs to prepare better”, 

“Bibiam lacks voice, not much control”, or “she is not paying equal attention to all the 

children” has allowed me to see my professional development beyond the aim of my study. 

To take an example, for the first time I have realized that not all the children were equally 

important to me. If a child was shy, I tended to ignore her. It was a red flag. I did not like 

that, but it gave me courage to change my path. I was willing to change my approach. Thus, I 

thought I needed to focus on two broad ideas. I was not only able to see to what extent I 

could instill the value of sustainability in the children but I could see how my personality and 

my role as a teacher would affect my performance. Still, I was willing to reach every child 

independently of their abilities. In addition to that, I eventually realized that if I was 

prepared in every sense (mentally, emotionally, and physically), I was going to be more 

relaxed and engaging in my activities with the children. My critical friend helped me to find 

meaning in of what I wrote in my journal, “right now I am very interested into how to 

become more assertive, strict, and not having this feeling of fear towards the children if I say 

something they might not like” (June 14). I am grateful for her comments, for while doing my 

research, I began working simultaneously on my own weaknesses for I could see them 

clearly. I not only wanted to develop as a teacher, but as a person I wanted also to care 

about everyone involved in my life. 

3.5. Research Questions 

At the beginning of the study, the children were expected to express their knowledge about 

ESD for me to see where they stood concerning this topic. Independent of that, the students 

learned important ESD topics, as will be seen later. Again, my main goal with this study was 

to cultivate sustainability as an important value in my students while teaching them ESD 

lessons in Spanish. Research shows that learning in the first language is a great predictor of 

success for learning second languages (UNESCO, 2008). Thus, I did expect their vocabulary to 

increase and benefit the children in this aspect. Because this was an interdisciplinary study 

tackling issues related to environmental instances, language teachers like me may have the 

chance to focus on both humans and nature and how they are affected by the former’s 

actions (McClanahan, 2013). Concretely, I took advantage of connecting language arts and 

sciences in relation to local places for it would aid students to make connections to a certain 

place, making the experience very personal (McClanahan, 2013). Not only that, but research 

shows that if education is linked to processes and local places, most likely it will support both 

ecological preservation and sustainable communities (Singleton, 2015). It will allow people 

to engage better if the issues they care about are related to them, and the stress level is free 

if the place is significant to them (Scott, 2015b). Thus, for me to achieve my goal, the main 

idea was to do all sorts of activities that would allow children to get close to nature. Even 

more, that it allows these children not only to enjoy opportunities to play as Norðdahl & 

Einarsdóttir (2015) have claimed. That is, doing outdoor activities that would promote their 

knowledge but also awareness of sustainability (Hurtig, 2002) in a local, relevant place to 

them. 
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With this project, by getting knowledge, field trips, and hands on experiences, the 

students´ behaviors would shift desirably towards Sustainability. In fact, by doing hands on 

experiences children would transport this learning into their future path to prevail over 

problems and limitations (Evans, Whitehouse, Hickey, et al., 2012). Thus, I intended to use 

issues that matter to each one of them individually. In addition to that, when I began the 

research I intended that the children would get a chance to engage in thinking about 

thinking.  

Thus, with every activity carefully planned my intention was to begin conversations that 

triggered such instances. The approach that I intended to take in my study was action 

research based where I would reflect on my practices while children question themselves 

about what they learn. Using a journal, I would keep track of the children’s progress, but also 

about my feelings and progress about the whole experience. I was hoping that reflecting 

together on our actions would contribute to developing the children´s voices as members of 

a society. I hope that by learning to reflect on what they have learned; they would elevate to 

a high level of enthusiasm. In the same way, as the study progressed, and by using every day 

lessons, I was hoping to find ways to create a study plan which would make the students see 

sustainability as an important value.  

Thus, my research questions are based firstly on the idea of how to teach effectively and 

successfully in accordance to my beliefs/values as a teacher and as a researcher in and out of 

the school setting. In the same way, my questions highlight the idea of how to improve my 

role within the classroom, as I will aim to discover whether instances of learning about issues 

in the field of ESD can inspire children to shift their values, actions, and behaviors towards 

some that are more sustainable. In the cases when such instances did not appear, students 

would be urged to be continually reflective on how their actions and values might have 

influenced their lives and in which ways. Under this umbrella, I would ask: 

 

1. How can I use action research to understand my role as a teacher in and out of school 

setting?  

2. How can I as a teacher use action research to increase students´ awareness and 

understanding of sustainable development? 

2.1. How can I as a teacher use Gardner´s theory of Multiple Intelligence to 

understand how to draw from different intelligence to work towards 

sustainability? 

2.2. How do I use action research to work with sustainability within language 

teaching? 
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4 Findings  

This chapter will discuss the findings of the study. I will first discuss what we did in relation 

to the topics introduced, then I will discuss the teaching sequence (TS) I have created for 

each day of the study. 

4.1 Procedure through the Lectures 

The course began on June 11, 2015 and ended on June 26, 2015. We met daily Monday to 

Friday for two hours during that three-week period. The time of the meetings was between 

10:00 to 12:00. Since 17 June was the national Icelandic holiday, we had made up the class 

on Saturday 20th of June. We had 7 follow ups during the winter 2015–2016, once a week 

(Saturdays, see Appendix 1). During this project, we met at different locations. When we 

spent time inside, which was only occasionally, we met at my house. The first two days were 

dedicated to an introduction of ESD in which I saw it as an opportunity to get to know the 

children. It is important to notice that some of the children had been in the Spanish 

Móðurmál classes before, so they already knew me. However, for two of them, it was their 

first time with me. Thus, the first two days were important to allow the children to know 

each other and to get comfortable with the group.  All the data I have used for the 

development of this research has aided me to come up with a teaching sequence (TS) that 

would be useful for educators in a variety of settings. These teaching sequences highlighted 

both what I did with the children and reflected about what I could have done better. Thus, 

despite my goal of instilling in children the value of sustainability while learning Spanish, 

through the means of the TS, it helped me to practice how to create effective lessons.  

At the beginning of the study, the children were expected to express their knowledge 

about the field of ESD to see where they stood concerning this topic. At first, I asked them 

what they knew about the term education for sustainable development, they did not know 

how to link it to the environment. However, once I explained it to them, one child had said 

when I asked why do you think it is important, “If we waste food, planet Earth will be full of 

garbage, to consume it creates garbage.” Another one had said, “gum, bags, and gasoline 

damage the planet, it is not good.”  The students were all introduced to some ESD topics.  I 

introduced to them the rule of the 5 R’s. That is, to Recycle, to Reduce, to Reject, to 

Recuperate, and to Reuse. Each of these terms were presented with a meaning in relation to 

Sustainable Development. I also presented to the children important information about all 

the Planetary Boundaries which include climate change, overuse of fresh water, and 

biodiversity loss. We discussed as well the Millennium Developmental Goals (MDG) 

established during the year 2000. The MDG were to be completed or achieved by the end of 

the year during which the study took place, 2015. It was an opportunity to discuss overall 

the topics that were going to be covered later in detail. With this, I wanted to see the 

children´s interest about the topics and the enthusiasm to learn something new or to learn 

more about a topic they perhaps already knew about. It is important to notice that the 

children were presented with different options from which they could choose in accordance 

to their personal interests. But I also had the idea that all of them were active participants 
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during this summer course. To me, this was an opportunity to practice decision-making. 

After the second day, the schedule was stipulated as follows: (day3: food), (day: 4water), 

(day5: biodiversity), (day6: climate change), and (day7: sustainable lifestyles). We did go 

over these topics repeatedly until the last day June 26, 2015 when there was an opportunity 

to do our last reflection as a group.  

Overall, by getting knowledge, field trips, and hands on experiences, I saw students’ 

behavior shifting towards increased awareness of the importance of sustainability. To 

illustrate, by doing hands on experiences “students would then transfer this learning into 

their future trajectories to overcome problems” (Evans, Whitehouse, Hickey, et al., 2012, p. 

5) as I will illustrate below. I have noticed how their expressive knowledge in relation to 

sustainability increased in relation to the practices we did.  In each of the topics chosen, I 

have included for each TS: the estimated time, the objectives for the topic, the action taking 

for that lesson, and the issues to consider for future teaching lessons. There is also in each 

entry, a table from the core reflection model used by Korthagen and Vasalos (2005); Evelin & 

Korthagen, (2015). Lastly, it is also important to notice the questions I have answered in that 

table for each topic came from the reflections I have in my journal.  At the end of the course, 

we discussed what we have learned. Research shows that young people need to be part of 

searching and discussing for new goals to demonstrate by their involvement, and 

motivation, important competence skills (Hart, 1992) so we have created a conversation 

during the last day of the summer course to continue in Móðurmál classes during the 

following winter. Since this was an action research project, it is worth it to mention that I 

kept a journal as well where I would keep track of the children’s progress but also about my 

feelings and progress about the whole experience.  Generally, the course was a chance to 

think about the values we all have acquired. In the same way, it was an opportunity to see 

how we all can achieve sustainable lives by taking small individual steps. As it will be seen, 

the findings also suggest that although informal outdoor education may not be taken 

seriously, hands-on activities in such settings can be beneficial for the people involved in 

that process. 

4.2 My Professional Development 

Through this study, I have used every opportunity to reflect deeply on my inner self and 

what I have experienced. Based on the entries from my journal I could mediate on the 

questions established by Korthagen’s Onion Model (2013, 2015) (see figure 3). I have 

thought deeply on my inner self and have reflected on what I have experienced as a teacher. 

Reflecting upon my professional identity through the elements of the environment, my 

behavior, my competences, my beliefs, my identity, and my mission, I learned that I believe 

the environment plays an independent role from what I can control. However, to the 

question of what I am dealing with, I respond relying on the circumstances around me, and 

the environment, while stress and insecurity can limit me as the journal entry below bears 

witness to: 
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I saw in myself more improvement but still I need to learn how to solve problems 
that arrive all the sudden. Well, during that day, we have gone to the museum of 
history in Kópavogur, the children have gotten wild so even though I could have 
managed their behavior, I did not expect they would act such way. (Research 
Journal, June 18) 

That is, I was stressed because the children did not listen to me. Thus, I felt I could not help 

to fix the situation. I realized I could not come up with an idea to solve the situation in which 

the children would follow my instructions. I have asked them to be in two groups but the 

children seemed to be anxious and that has affected my interaction with them. I will discuss 

in the sequence for that day in more concrete detail about what we have done. What I can 

certainly do next time is to be prepared and have knowledge about what I am dealing with 

to feel that I am in control of the situation I have in front of me. If I see it in a positive way, I 

should say that looking back when I have found myself in environments in which there is not 

a level of stress, I could manage the situation very well. Concerning my behavior, it can be 

noticed if I am confident about my actions, or not. To illustrate, from one of the follow-ups I 

have written: 

Today, I feel so secure and confident about my actions, I have found myself relax 
and in full command of the situation. I enjoyed this feeling, I think the reason I 
have felt that way is that I knew what I was doing. (Research Journal, October 
2015) 

I can see a change from June to October, I have improved. I am not interested in searching 

only for my professional competences but rather searching for my core qualities or personal 

characteristics which will be discussed later. Still, I can claim, that during our fieldtrips, I 

realized that these qualities were there to be used and were very useful. However, before I 

would not think that was the case. To me, this point of view is positive because it is 

acknowledged. As it will be seen, I have realized that when one makes the children feel 

important they feel secure that they are encouraged to be committed to a situation.  

Since competences are learnable, I would like to welcome the competence of creativity 

more often. The reason for that is that it would open a variety of opportunities to me as a 

teacher. A creative person can work with tools she has at her service and therefore the 

outcome is still very positive because she was resourceful. On the other hand, lacking this 

competence can limit the activities one can accomplish. I think it is important for the field of 

education. Still I have realized when I am under stress I do not manage to flow into this great 

competence. It prevents one to find it within. Thus, I have learned that if I can manage my 

level of stress, my creativity would flow within me because it becomes natural. Indeed, an 

educated guess tells me that all people are creative. On the other side of the spectrum, I can 

be very much impatient, and my listening skills can lead me into problems sometimes. I do 

not know the reason why I have done this; I would assume it is a cultural issue. Since for us, 

it is part of the norm to talk simultaneously when somebody is talking, at times it seems hard 

for me to realize that indeed listening is a very important competence for a teacher to have.  

However, I have learned that if one is aware of this problem, with reflection and practice it 
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gets better. That is, during the follow-ups I would notice myself listening more than I did at 

the beginning of the study. Still, I do expect to get better in this aspect. To illustrate, I have 

noticed that before my daily reflections, I did not see the lack of listening as wrong when the 

children had something to say to me. However, when I noticed the children seemed to be 

more satisfied when I was responsive to their needs, I realized my change of behavior had 

improved the learning environment. Many teachers are challenged to develop the quality of 

good listening. 

I believe that I can be a good teacher, and I recognize I am still on my way to accomplish 

that purpose. I chose to be a teacher because I wanted to contribute with the knowledge of 

my mother tongue and I would like to help others to learn it. I do enjoy sharing knowledge 

with others and I do like to learn from others. In fact, I like to learn from children because I 

believe there is a lot to learn from them. To me, a good teacher is someone who is 

committed to the student´s education but also can see the person within. Even more, “a 

good teacher is not one that has good competences, is the connection among the layers 

(onion model) that makes the difference” (Korthagen, 2015, July 2015). Being a teacher that 

thinks in helping her students acquire the competences to become the men and the women 

that play good roles in their society is important to me. Most importantly would be to help 

the children to discover their own core qualities. It motivates me to feel that someone would 

remembere me after years went by and can say something like: “I remember her because 

she not only taught me, but she believed in me, she believed in my abilities, she saw in me 

values other teachers did not”.  

Following Korthagen (2015), my core qualities involve my identity (who am I in my 

work?), and my mission (what inspires me, what entity do I feel connected with?). At work, I 

am a person that wants to perform in a professional way. It means to be willing and ready to 

give and offer to others the best version of oneself. That is to do everything with respect 

towards others, thinking of their wellbeing, and helping them accomplish their goals in an 

accurate way. Being professional means doing everything with excellence. Still, I would like 

to recognize that I am in the process of acquiring experience, so as the years go by I will 

become more professional and so knowledgeable. With the aid of deep reflection about who 

am I in the classroom, it will help me to be shaped and redefined constantly. It inspires me to 

see when children have an engaged look during any conversation we may have. It instigates 

in me a desire to tell the children more about a topic and apply it in depth into whatever we 

are learning. It inspires me when I feel confident that I can get a message across, and it helps 

me feel good about myself. I feel connected to people when I mean whatever I say, and I 

enjoy when the children can sense effectively the message I convey. I can see better beyond 

towards my future when I have vision and thus, satisfactory outcomes will come up when 

focusing on the positive aspects of myself. 

4.3  Developing a Teaching Sequence 

Since action competence is related to a variety of key competences that are all involved in 

reflection, this teaching sequence (TS) would focus on awareness, opportunities, 

responsibility, collectivity, democracy, action, and self-evaluation. All these skills can reach 
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students and allow them to reflect on what we do. Particularly in my case, I will embrace 

awareness in the way I behave with the children especially since this is a study where I 

would be conscious on everything I do. Indeed, because of my awareness I will be able to 

openly offer the children opportunities, responsibility and action. Those skills would be 

offered through the guide of following the three different stages of Leach & Scott´s (2012) 

teaching sequence. Collectivity would be tackled as well as democracy and it would allow me 

to instill in children the idea of acting righteously every time that, as a group, we move 

forward in the teaching sequence. I also expect to create an environment of self-evaluation 

that indirectly would involve reflection even though the children are not willing to write 

reflections, but that will be tackled every time I use open questions at the end of each TS to 

embrace this. At first, I was concerned with the fact that written self-reflection from the 

children´s part was not taking place. Still as the time went by, I found different ways to 

tackle this inconvenience. The lectures that I did were organized before the actual day of the 

meetings. However, to improve I have reflected on what to add later to make the lesson an 

ideal experience for each child in future lessons. Thus, for other teachers this can be useful 

as a guide. Next I will be discussing topic by topic and the steps that were implemented as 

the lectures went on. Before each lesson, I had to consider the differences among the 

children. They all have different ways of learning. I needed to learn/review before each class 

about the topic for the next day. I had to create a plan or schedule so I would not forget to 

include an activity. I recognize the first day compared with the last one, my feelings and my 

state of mind has improved positively. 

For each TS I include the topic of the day, the estimated time, the objectives, the teaching 

action, according to the Core Reflection model I have a table with the phase, questions, and 

reflection on that particular day. It will be followed by what I got overall from my journal in 

that day/lecture. Lastly, before ending with vocabulary words learned on that topic, I have 

recommendations for future lessons and issues to consider. 

4.3.1 Food 

I have chosen this topic because in Education for Sustainable Development this is a relevant 

issue. The idea was to focus and to use reflective thinking about the way we people handle 

food and waste it. Personally, I have discovered from one of the classes I have taken at the 

MOOCs or Massive Open Online Courses that when people reflect on the process of food 

production, its origin, its transportation, get involved in food´s preparation and so on, then it 

is less likely that food waste will take place. This is an essential issue, especially once one has 

learned and seen how unfair the distribution of the food worldwide is. That was the reason I 

have chosen to engage the children into learning about food while cooking a meal. 

 

Estimated Time: Two hours 

Objectives:   During this teaching sequence, my goal was for children to become aware of 

the importance of where food comes from. I think, it is important that when this group of 

children eats, that they realize that the food consumed here in Iceland has been transported 

thousands and thousands of kilometers. Therefore, people cannot afford to waste it. My 
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idea was related to the thought of how I can instill in them the idea of being more 

responsible with regards this matter. In addition to that, I wanted them to realize that 

elsewhere children of the same age are not “fortunate” enough to waste any food simply 

because they do not have it. With this TS, I did not only want the children to reflect but to 

learn and think how they can act on this issue. I wondered how could they come up with 

suggestions that would positively affect their lives constantly and daily. In relation to the 

language, using Spanish as a means of instruction could support a different use of their 

mother tongue they use at home, by even learning new vocabulary associated to this topic.  

 

Teaching Action: Step 1: The first step is related to what children learn in school about this 

topic of food and wasting food. Being the first day, I did not write down children´s responses 

to this topic, but based on my journal my perceptions are as follows. Thus, regarding the 

children´s existing knowledge, based on informal conversations I had with the children, I 

have realized that, on one hand, they already knew that availability of food is not fair 

globally. To illustrate, one child had said, “when I go abroad I always try to give money to the 

poor”. When I asked them about why it is not right to waste food, a nine-year old had said, 

“if we throw away food the planet would be full of garbage like in the movie Wall-e”. Why?, I 

said. He said because “to eat [consume] create more and more garbage. He said, “For 

example, it will so if we were to put in the garbage, a banana peeling”.  I said, well you can 

use if for organic material to fertilize plants. Then he said well I cannot do that with gum or 

plastics bag. I said, yes! You are right, those are not sustainable. The oldest child began 

telling us about global warming when I asked them why it was not right to consume products 

that come from far away.  She said, “Gasoline destroys, it is not good”. She even knew all the 

process of the greenhouse effect. I asked her where you learned that, she replied in Spain. 

On the other hand, two children were not aware about the importance of avoid wasting 

food. In Iceland, it is common to throw away even edible products that might still be in 

consumable condition. These two children did not see it as a bad routine or ritual, and one 

should not feel bad about such behavior. Then one boy said, “very little school has taught 

me about this”. Still, they all knew about what recycling means. In other words, it seemed to 

me that to be sustainable is limited to knowing how to recycle.  Even though children learn 

to cook meals at Icelandic schools, the essence of this matter is that there is a need for 

awareness about wasting food. There should be more education concerning this issue. 

However, it is important to notice that this is only the conclusion I have from a small group 

of children. There seems to be a need to self-evaluate oneself about this matter.  During this 

food topic, I decided to dedicate it to the preparation of a meal. I saw this as an opportunity 

to do an activity that is hands on. It is important to mention that opportunities to bring self-

awareness and self-evaluation would be important to embrace in this TS. 

Step 2:  Informal conversation was going to be the way reflection would go in this TS. It is 

important to mention that the MI theory was going to be useful at this point. I would like to 

mention that within Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences the children who are strong in 

the intelligences that are related to the body kinesthetic (using body movement to learn) 

and interpersonal communication (expressing freely to others) did enjoy this activity of 
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cooking, as well logical mathematical. During this session, each child brought an ingredient 

to actively participate in this teaching unit. We have used the FAO (Food and Agricultural 

Organization of the Unite Nations) webpage to investigate about the food ingredient 

children brought. This web page http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QC/visualize was 

useful for several reasons, for instance, it serves the purpose to cover the learning demand 

of learning new vocabulary that perhaps was not learned before. Words such as yield, crops, 

emissions, agriculture were explored. Children used this page to see the country in the world 

that produces the most, the ingredient they brought. In the same way, the activity led me 

into reflective questions about food such as, what is the nutritional value of the ingredient 

each child brought? In addition to that, other questions such as, how long did this ingredient 

has travelled to Iceland? How about if this ingredient were not available in Iceland? One 

child said: “wow this is a long travelling”. These questions allowed the children to see 

preparing the food as part of the ritual of eating so they would become conscious about the 

waste of food. As a part of that, we did reflect as well about the flavor, the color, the 

texture, the shape, and the taste of food. In other words, we talked about those 

characteristics as a tool to connect ourselves with the idea of where the food we eat comes 

from. I intended for them to become mindfully aware of the advantage it was to have access 

to great products here in Iceland.  

Step 3: At this point, working for themselves, children proceeded from the reflection 

questions into the cooking action. The day before, the children had decided they were going 

to cook a pasta carbonara dish with a salad. During the actual lesson, the children not only 

learned about food and wasting food but I saw an opportunity to talk about saving water, 

and electricity, as I have mentioned. Cooking was an opportunity to practice the Logical 

Mathematical intelligence. That is, measuring the items such as the amount of cream 

needed, or the grams of bacon needed to the amount of pasta used, mentoring those who 

love math.  While eating, we discussed the importance of being involved not only in the 

elaboration of the food but also in its acquisition, its origin, its whole value, and so on. While 

cooking, we have talked about the fact that consuming meat uses water and so the bacon 

might be not a sustainable ritual or practice. They did not say a word when I told them, they 

all stared at me. It almost reminds of my reaction when I found out about this. It seems 

almost impossible to believe that, in fact, meat uses as much water as it does.  From the 

ingredients, we looked at the labels and separated the local ones from the imported ones. 

Each child had shown his/her ingredient to the rest of children and using the FAO webpage, 

they researched by themselves the country that produces each ingredient they brought. 

Each one also researched the kilometers that each ingredient traveled to get here to Iceland 

using this web page http://www.foodmiles.com/  They enjoyed playing with the mouse and 

looking for different numerical data all over the world map. And continually wanted to 

search for other products as well. This was an opportunity to practice numbers. However, 

even before considering the map online one child already knew that the tomatoes, the 

carrots, and the mushrooms were Icelandic. The children enjoyed making the salad but some 

children did not eat the tomatoes while all of them ate the pasta. One girl has said, “I know 

spinach is good for your body.” I said, “Could we grow spinach in Iceland?” and she said, “I 

http://www.foodmiles.com/
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do not know.” I asked the children who did not eat the tomatoes, what do you guys think 

about the texture and taste of this vegetable? One of them replied, “it does not taste good. I 

do not eat tomatoes”. I asked what could we do to avoid wasting food that parents give to 

us and we simply leave them because we do not like it? One child said, “In my house my 

father save it and we tried to consume it the next day”. Another child had said, “My mom 

eats it later when she is hungry”. Besides the salad products, we also talked about local 

products such as the cream, the pasta, and the cheese. In addition to that, children did learn 

about the level of poverty children elsewhere deal with on a daily basis, and how this level of 

poverty hinders them from having access to clean and decent environments. I would like to 

mention that one child had mentioned that she would always would give money to the poor 

every time she travels abroad; other children wanted to share their experiences. To 

illustrate, one child had said, “One time I gave money to a man that did not have one leg.” It 

made me reflective of the idea that everything we do is contagious. Thus, I believe I would 

be able to successfully engage these children into a positive behavior towards sustainability. 

If I could get one involved the rest of the children would be probably pull towards this cause 

just because they have seen another person being involved. This gives me hope with my idea 

of instilling sustainability as an important value. 

 

Core Reflection Approach in Action: 

The following table reflects Korthagen 2015 Core Reflection Approach in which all the 

questions seen in the first column to the right (Phase) would help me not only reflect on the 

experience I have had with the children but to find reasons to explain the limitations I have 

had during the TS. 

 

Table 2.  Core reflection model-food 

Phase  Question(s) Reflection 

1. Experience/ 

problematic situation  

What problems did I 

encounter? 

Since this was the first topic of the teaching unit, 

we have reflected about this topic, but due to both 

my involvement on the conversation with the 

children and my nervousness as I did not record as 

much as I would like to about our conversation nor 

did I take pictures of this eating experience.  

2. Reflection on both the 

ideal and core 

qualities 

What did I want to 

achieve? What limited 

me? 

 Children liked the experience of cooking. I wanted 

children to see this experience of cooking as 

something out of the ordinary. I wanted them to 

have this in their memories. At one moment, I felt 

they were more interested on eating than on the 

value of the lesson. I thought their emotions and 

reason were at different level. I did not approach 

the limitation by asking them more questions 

during the cooking but it was while we were 

eating. 

3. Awareness of the 

essential aspects 

What core quality is 

needed to overcome the 

 Still I have managed to raise questions that 

needed to make children reflect at least. I know I 

must prepare for the class better.  I needed to be 
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limitations? more patient and discerning to know when to ask 

the right questions. I did not how to improvise, and 

it frustrated me. On the other hand, I realized I was 

more aware of my professional approach to the 

children than to instill the value of sustainability. I 

need to keep both in mind! 

4. Actualization of the 

core potential 

How can I enact my core 

potential and overcome 

of the obstacle? 

I recognized that I get afraid/stress out if things do 

not turn out to be as I have planned. That was a 

constraint because it limited my ability to 

improvise and come with ideas that would be 

useful now. 

5. Experiencing a new 

behavior 

What do I expect for the 

next experience? 

For tomorrow, because I learned that, it was 

helpful to give somehow to the children the 

control to take decisions. I will give them 

opportunity to be part of this. Therefore, the 

environment will be more democratic and 

participatory. I expect, serenity, and avoid such 

insecurity on my behalf. 

 

I could see how my role affected my performance. I realized that to see openly what my role 

does, I needed to be aware of the limitations I had. To illustrate, I could tell that my 

performance in the presence of this group of children was going to be very significant. It was 

a process, at first not only did I feel insecure and novel but I thought I was not going to 

survive this test. Even my critical friend had noticed my insecurity. She wrote: “Bibiam lacks 

voice, not much control . . .. she needs to prepare better.”  I felt I was not at a level of what a 

good teacher could be. I thought my research was going to fail. I pictured all sorts of bad 

situations in my head, limiting the potential that most likely was in me. However, as the 

classes advanced and even during the follow ups my perspective was much different. To 

illustrate, “today is a day I can really tell the difference in comparison to the first day. . . my 

character grew and I stated better my grounds. I was able to tell the children [fearless] when 

I liked something they did not” (June 25).  This is a comment from the follow ups, “today I 

was not only ready to read the story [the small lost planet] to the children, I was living it 

(experience the presence), I liked it, and so I discussed it with them, I could tell they liked it 

also because they were paying attention and participating in it” (October 24). (see in the 

Appendix 1 of the program schedule Móðurmál offered during the winter 2015-2016). 

Looking back, I realize that my fear was preventing me from gaining from this experience. 

Once the days went by, I gained confidence, and most importantly I relied on the values 

within me, I began to notice a change. I exchanged fear of commitment, effort, and thoughts 

to “yes I can do this”.    

 

Future Lessons and Issues to Consider: During one of the follow-ups, we read The Giving 

Tree, which is a story that describers a tree that gives and gives to a boy to the point of 

eventually becoming a trunk (see Appendix 8). I have found that this story teaches children 

both philosophy as well sustainability. Therefore, I thought this was going to be useful to 
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touch on the relationship between men and the environment. We did tackle this by 

discussing and asking questions that although having philosophical emphasis, I could find a 

focus towards sustainability such as, if nature provide for us, why are people are so self-

centered and forget to take care of nature? I tried to make the children reflect on the 

importance of the connection we need to have with the environment. One child had said, 

“The boy only thought about getting things to himself and did not care about the tree.” Once 

the tree was left with only the trunk, why did the old man feel sad and lonely? One child 

said, “the tree cannot play with the man anymore, it has nothing to offer.” Based on our 

reflection after reading the story, some children wrote a summary about it, see example 

figure (19). Another example that describes the children´s thinking in written form can be 

seen in figure (20) where a nine-year-old child describes her feelings about recycling: 

To recycle is a way to help to nature. One can help by buying Christmas tree. So, 
one do not destroy nature so that boys and girls do not cut the trees that have 
been planted recently or not recently. It is not good to cut trees also to do not 
throw the garbage into the rivers. The trees are sad.  

A nine-year-old child (figure 21) describes his thoughts with regards nature: 

Let us take care of nature, when you throw away garbage into nature is bad. 
Everyone is good, I will think, and he or she love planet Earth so is well and it will 
be like that if you do not throw garbage into nature. 

In her message this child is telling me that if people care about the planet we live in, we all 

should care about it. I have noticed that in these reading stories that have insightful 

messages will be powerful in the children ‘eyes. In their writings, I perceive they value 

nature in a positive way. To illustrate in the figure 19, part of the message, a child wrote, 

“The boy liked gifts but he did not want to play with the tree. The boy first did not have 

anything but now has everything thanks to the gifts. He never again played with the tree. 

(Bad ending, sad face)” This boy is aware that the man receives and receives and was 

unthankful to the tree. By drawing a sad face at the end, it tells me his disagreement with 

the situation. He is showning empathy towards the tree. In other words, it can be see that 

the child recognizes that in the story the boy took advantage of the tree. In the definition of 

recycling, figure 20. The child acknowledges that cutting trees destroy nature and because 

trees are living beings, they suffer, and they are sad. In figure 19. The child is describing his 

feelings towards nature and claims in a way that reasonable people would not destroy the 

planet because it does not make sense. 

A boy would play with a tree but as the time pass the boy did not want to play 
with the tree. The tree wanted to play with the boy. The tree has given the boy 
many things such as apples, its trunk, and its branches until there was nothing 
else. 

In reading through these students’ words, I have recognized that caring and constantly 

paying attention to the children can indeed create situations in which children learn to 

reflect and develop positive values towards nature such as empathy. After reading, the story 
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one child has said “the tree gave and gave and the boy did not give the tree anything”.  I 

have tried to take advantage of the reading activity. That is, during our TS we were working 

at a deeper level. I did not only read to them, but we discussed and reflected. This lecture 

was indeed an opportunity to learn about the competence of being a good citizen for the 

topics included giving and altruism, the nature of love, and the topic of happiness 

(Wartenberg & Johnson, d n). To illustrate, in relation to the topic of caring and love, at this 

point I was hoping that while experiencing interest towards Sustainability, eventually 

feelings of caring and love would manifest.  I believe giving can indeed embrace a great 

sense of happiness specially if we all learn from the abuse of the boy towards the tree, it 

creates a sense of awareness in people that read this great story.  

My point of view is that the education of the youth is not always best served inside a 

classroom. For future lessons, building gardens or growing edible plants along cooking can 

teach children important lessons just as Williams (2015) have found. During the year 2016, 

as part of the Móðurmál program, we have visited a place (Figure 26). The children have 

each made a question (see Appendix 7) and they learned so much about this field trip. I have 

asked the one child who had taken part in this study about his thoughts of our visit to the 

grocery store, and this is what he has said:  

I think is that well, I thought they throw away boxes and boxes of food. But it 
seems like this store recycles or tries to sell everything they can and even sells 
more than I thought. I have thought they had a huge room full of boxes with 
food that has expired just a minute ago. 

From his thought, I have realized that sometime in the past he has questioned about this 

issue of wasting food because he has had a preconceived idea about what a grocery store 

would do with food that is expired. That demonstrate the emerging of important critical 

thinking skills. This also tells me that he is aware of the problem but also that he has feelings 

of empathy.  

 

Vocabulary words: Altruist (altruism), edible (comestible), expire, (caducar), originally 

(originalmente), frugality (frugalidad), attunement (sintonía), fertilizer and pesticides 

(fertilizante y pesticidas)  

 

4.3.2 Biodiversity 

Since Biodiversity is linked to Sustainability, I have chosen this topic because the one place 

one will certainly learn about that is outside the classroom.  I was excited about doing just 

that. Studies show that while learning takes place outside within the nature is beneficial for 

children (Elliot, 2016). In the same way, I was aware that because some children do enjoy 

having close contact to living creatures, they were to be intrigued and interested perhaps of 

the idea of aiding to the preservation of living creatures.  

 

Estimated Time: Two hours 
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Objectives: During this TS my goal was that the children not only gained knowledge in a 

Spanish context of at least some of the local species from the animal kingdom, but I was 

interested in finding ways to engage these children about this topic in an environment that 

were different from the classroom. This to me was an opportunity that the children would 

have to discover hopefully a hidden interest they have for the nature or to see outdoor 

activity to evaluate themselves and discover their personal values.   

 

Teaching Action: Step 1:  The children were not aware that there are many species in danger 

of disappearing. However, the children were aware that it is hard to find some names of the 

Icelandic animals in Spanish (Figure 9). I had the intention to discuss with children those 

names. But at the end, instead of trying to learn the names in Spanish of birds that 

sometimes do not have a translation, we discussed the importance of taking care of the 

environment these species live. I have asked them what animals do you see in your everyday 

living and what do you guys feel when you are close these creatures? One child said, “I do 

not see any animals when I go to school every day.” To the question, what happen if we do 

not take care of our environment? For instance, if the environment where these animals live 

is polluted or if the water would vanish then those species would be in danger. As an activity, 

we have visited Elliðaárdalur and although we did not spend much time there, it was a real 

opportunity to be in close contact to the nature as it can be seen in figure (5 and 6). This 

beautiful Icelandic, wild natural park is located within the city of Reykjavík. Such a place is a 

vivid opportunity for people to walk, and explore the natural resources, trees, water in a 

rewarding manner. We have checked out the wild rabbits (figure 10), the trees, and the 

waterfall. The children sat down and willingly wrote for a while. Despite the fact that my 

intention had been to talk about the kind of trees, and all the animals found in the region, 

children were more interested in being free in the nature and do as they were pleased. Still, 

there is an example from one of child´s journal when we went to Elliðaárdalur,  

Today we went to the forest. There is cold and I sitting next to a big rock. There is 
a waterfall, and green pastures, there are mosquitos, bunnies, this environment 
would be very enjoyable if was not because of the cold weather I felt.   

Here I have noticed love for nature but also hope, and even gratitude. For example, despite 

being cold, she enjoys time outside. It demonstrates love, she likes it. Despite being cold, she 

is also able to notice the beauty and everything nature is offering her in that moment. She 

perceives what nature is offering her. She notices and is thankful by expressing it in her 

journal. Ideally, I would like all them to pursue more a sense of frugality, farsightedness, and 

perseverance. But it probably would take time. 

We went to visit the Natural Museum of History in Kópavogur. This was not the only place 

we encountered the topic of biodiversity. We also went by the lake located near the City Hall 

in the downtown of the city of Reykjavík. Children were exploring, wondering, and discussing 

the reason we were visiting both places, and talking about what they knew about the habitat 

of those places. They knew two names of birds but only in Icelandic. These visits were a way 

to help the children be aware of their surroundings, to help them to socialize, and overall to 
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help them to learn better by being present in a specific place and observing and reflecting 

what they see. But also, I realized that their knowledge about biodiversity is limited and it is 

only in Icelandic. However, they knew that it is beneficial for man to be close to nature. One 

child says: “I like it when I hear a bird signing.” 

Step 2:  By having a dialogue with the children during the bus ride, I realized what many 

of these children knew about biodiversity is that those animals are part of the environment 

and we humans need to respect them. One child said, “we need to take care of the planet if 

not we all are going to die”. I have asked them what have you learned in school in regards 

taking care of the animals and plants that we have here in Iceland. One child said, “they do 

not say anything to us”. I said, “what about to avoid wasting water or food?” Then one child 

said, “in my school is ok to let the water running”. They seem not to be very much 

concerned about this statement, at least not at a deeper level. I mean I did not notice 

concern or perhaps they were not aware of that. They did not show emotions towards that 

thought. During the visit to the Museum, we began a very informal conversation to support 

their learning. In particular, I talked to them about the endangered animals. I have asked 

them: What do you think is important to avoid the fact that different species of animals one 

day might just disappear? I asked, are there endangered animals in Iceland? Something that 

called my attention was that they could not tell. One said, “I do not know, . . . I do not think 

so”. During our visit to the museum we all learned that two types of Icelandic whales that 

are endangered (norðhvalur and sléttbakur). They claimed having not learned that at school. 

Still, an alternative could be that perhaps children would not recall having learning about 

that at school. Still, it is important to keep in mind that this group of children is so small, and 

it is not representative of the reality of Icelandic schools. Thus, as a part of the dialogic 

discussions, we raise our opinions about in what ways we thought biodiversity indeed 

affected our environment here in Iceland. To illustrate I have talked to them about the idea 

of how climate change shapes the species´ lives.  

Step 3: All the field-trips we have done was an opportunity to experience with the 

children human-nature contact. The idea of including language and putting it into context 

was going to be a great opportunity to link their points of view and feelings towards nature 

and the environment. Thus, the activities that we experienced fully included their evolution 

in relation to their mother tongue and the learning of new vocabulary.  Additionally, on our 

way to the museum, I asked the children what is the meaning of endangered animals. Only 

one child knew the meaning of that word (to extinct) in Spanish, so this was an excellent 

opportunity to learn more vocabulary. We were all sitting at the end of the bus. Children 

seemed to be happy and enjoyed the ride after being in Elliðaárdalur. The boy that moved 

from Spain recently said, “Those are the ones that do not exist anymore”. He said, “I recall 

that from School” Something else I said, but they stare at me.  I explained to them it means 

that it will not be a species again with the same features and characteristics, but it also 

includes the ones that will disappear very soon. I recognize it was somehow difficult for 

them to focus because they were having fun with one another. Still I achieved an answer 

that would tell me their general thoughts about this idea. Once we finished at the museum, 

we went up to the local library that is located above the museum and by playing a game we 
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have learned about the different animals worldwide that would be extinct after a period. 

Here, we were to memorize the name of an animal (see Appendix 2) that is in such danger, 

and learn something about that animal to go later to the front of the group and give clues to 

the rest of the group so they would have to guess the name of the animal. I have asked them 

questions such as what have we seen in common about the endanger species? They seem to 

be puzzled to find out that the main reason it happens is since men´s own interest tends to 

be selfish and that the outcome is destruction of nature. At that moment, I did not realize it 

was important to discuss about the idea of what could we do to prevent the persistence of 

this atrocious action against living beings such as animals and plants. I kept in my mind the 

importance of discussing with students about important human characteristics such as 

altruism, selfishness, and greediness because at the end, it relates to this topic. Going back 

to our experience, eventually the children learned the places on Earth these species belong 

to and the reason it they are in danger I noticed they focused more in having fun about the 

game than having concern about the reality of endangered species.  

 

Core Reflection Approach in Action  

 

Table 3. Core reflection model-biodiversity 

Phase  Question(s) Reflection 

2. Experience/ 

problematic situation  

What problems did I 

encounter? 

Although I have allowed the children to participate 

more, the behavior of the children in the Museum 

was uneasy. They wanted to play as if they were 

outside in the public space. I noticed I got easily 

stressed out if I did not allow the children do what 

they wanted to do; I had no voice; they would not 

listen to me. However, outside on the nature they 

wanted to be completely free. So, my intention 

was to let them participate in decision making was 

not that helpful at this point. 

3. Reflection on both the 

ideal and core 

qualities 

What did I want to 

achieve? What was 

limited me? 

In contrast, out in the nature, I think children 

found themselves connected to it. They seemed to 

be happy as they enjoy that moment. I liked when 

we were closed to the waterfall. I also liked when 

they sat down to write down about the experience. 

I think they enjoyed that so much; I even sensed 

peace while my eyes appreciate the beauty of that 

place (figure 6.). We could have spent more time 

there. The engagement was short for they 

complained of being cold. Still I wanted them to 

find desire to write because what is stated on 

paper stays longer and so others can learn from 

what we write. I wonder what I could do to help 

them develop care for sustainability. I wanted 

them to shift their values quickly but I know it 

takes time. 

4. Awareness of the What core quality is I am interested in becoming more assertive and 
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essential aspects needed to overcome the 

limitations? 

strict while paying equally attention to all children 

just as my critical friend has suggested. I also want 

to be more patient; it makes me aware that my 

character can be shaped if I realize I need to take a 

different approach. All that is important because it 

would redirect my professionalism as a teacher 

and the ones that would benefit from that would 

be the students. To illustrate, if children notice I 

am secure and confident about the decisions I 

make in the classroom, they will trust and will be 

more willingly obedient to follow my indications. 

5. Actualization of the 

core potential 

How can I enact my core 

potential and let go of 

the obstacle? 

Seriously, I think I need to embrace patience. With 

the museum experience, I realized that sometimes, 

it could take time for the children to be 

comfortable and be involved in an activity we are 

doing. At the end, it can be a rewarding 

experience. Thus, I believe that my desire to make 

a transition immediately can be overcome by 

leading the students to a specific task giving them 

time to switch. I believe my emotions just as my 

values are noticed and transferrable by/to the 

children. If I am stressed, they will be stressed. If 

am engaged they will be so too.  

6. Experiencing a new 

behavior 

What do I expect for the 

next experience? 

I realize today, I did not have the opportunity to 

discuss about what I have prepared about the 

fauna in Reykjavík, but I found I could improvise 

and effectively use the opportunity that was taking 

place. Out in the nature, we talked about the 

feelings we were having while writing, they felt 

peace, and they felt very comfortable. One child 

wrote, “I liked the noise, the nature, even the 

stones we saw”. Tomorrow I need to embrace 

even more patience. Achieving that would 

guarantee better chances to provide children with 

the learning atmosphere they all deserve. 

 

The children had just felt comfortable on our way back home; I saw an opportunity to talk to 

children about the importance of caring for nature. I shared with them a small story of the 

local hotel that in the urge to build a parking place to maximize their availability to fit more 

vehicles, it was in the process of cutting at least twenty trees which size were very 

considerable. I wanted this to be a flow moment in which my personal experiences could 

invade a situation and it get it to the point it is contagious to the children. I asked the 

children about their thoughts. Although at the beginning they were reluctant to talk, (I 

needed to show to them I was willing to be patient and wait for their response which 

eventually it came). At the end, it turned out to be interesting, for one child suggested that 

the place should have transplanted the trees instead destroyed them, two other children 

agreed and wonder what was the need to even create a bigger place to parking. I suggested, 

there should be strikes or manifestations as a way of bringing people to disagree with such 
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actions. Then, the 12-year-old boy said, “I know there are already manifestations taking 

place”. Another one has said, “we cannot do a strike because then, the police would come, 

and we would be all send to jail”. But then the oldest girl, said, “what is done is done”.  Here 

is an example of discouragement for older children to find no solution to the environmental 

problems, and this in line with Haan (2006) and Olsson & Gericke (2016). However, this is an 

opportunity to realize that working on my patience, yes, was important to listen to children´s 

opinions for they are important, to aid generate solutions, and to reflect about situations 

around us. I think core reflection plays an important role here. I believe values that instill 

hope would positively embrace outcomes that would cancel out pessimistic points of view. 

In alignment with the literature, it promotes easier understanding for the teacher while 

providing the teacher positive feelings (see Korthagen, 2005). In fact, research shows that in 

such moments encouraging hope and trust would help the child to engage more (Ojala, 

2013). I told the group, especially to the girl:  

Well it is a good idea to transplant the trees somewhere else if possible, I like 
that idea. We cannot pretend that what happen so near to us does not affect us 
or that simply there is nothing we can do. There is always something we can do, 
for small it might look like, there is always something we can do. Small steps are 
the beginning to change what we wish to change. (Conversation with the oldest 
girl) 

In addition to that, I would like to point out that I talked to the children with care, and my 

intention was not to judge them. Research shows that “trust and faith shown by emotionally 

important adults, emphasized the desire to respond by assuming responsibility” . . .this can 

even “promote the will and courage to act” (Almers, 2013, p. 123). In addition to that, this 

conversation was also a chance to discuss with children in Van Poeck & Vandenabeele (2012) 

terms like morality (good vs. bad) and rationality (right vs. wrong) (as cited in Kopnina, 

2014). Research also shows that without the right pedagogical guidance towards important 

values children hardly would make the ethical decisions in the future (see Kopnina, 2014). In 

the same conversation about the trees the oldest girl has said, “there is no tree in the world 

that cannot be transplanted instead of being destroyed”. Another boy said, “what we can do 

is to consume less and since we are alone against the world, it is going to be difficult”. I said 

do you think would be impossible to do something about? He replys, “every day, there is 

more and more people that think just like we do”. Another boy said, “even though there is 

people that think like that there is a lot of people that have a lot of money” I said, “money is 

powerful,” he replys: yes! That indeed shows reflection about a topic that brought out in an 

informal way went beyond the expected outcome.  

 

Future Lessons and Issues to Consider: I have chosen a reading for the children to follow up 

on what we have learned during the summer. This time we have learned about the 

renewable and not renewable resources. This can be used to discuss the use of petroleum 

because they could connect the definition of natural resources (renewable and non-

renewable) with its origin. During this reading I felt I have not only a voice but also my 

interest in the reading, successfully engaging the children. Both, during the reading and after 
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the reading we had discussed the new vocabulary. Then, I have given the children a test of 

vocabulary. Later, we rewrote the words and I have made a competition about recalling the 

new words learned. I would say this experience was beneficial to the children because 

without knowledge people cannot take any position in an important matter. Learning about 

renewable and not renewable resources was a connection to endangered beings because it 

is a way to show the students how the human self- interests is slowly destroying planet 

Earth.  I began noticing the children were engaged when competing to one another. That 

was a thought that stayed in my mind for a while. To explain, I have realized that children 

were so committed when there was a competition and I began to contemplate how I could 

use this fact to their advantage to achieve the goal I wanted to accomplish. For future 

occasions, it was worth it to learn how biodiversity affected worldwide to make an approach 

where children have the chance to reflect about biodiversity locally and then by learning 

how it affects people globally. These TS would be ideal manner to be applied by working in 

collaboration to a Science teacher.  

Vocabulary words: fuel (combustible), renewable (renovable), greediness (codicia), trunk 

(tocón), petroleum (petróleo), natural resources (recursos naturales). Centipede (ciempiés), 

poaching (caza furtiva), to cut trees (talar). 

4.3.3 Climate Change 

I chose this topic for it has been an important part of the environmental realm SD deals with. 

Its importance lies in the fact that climate change is now officially declared as irreversible. In 

addition to that, it is important for the previous topic and this one are related. That is, due to 

climate change species such as the polar bears and the snow leopards in High Asia are in a 

potential risk. The latter ones, claims a journal of biological conservation, the current habitat 

to this specie will be inhospitable by the year 2070 (Li et al., 2016). Research has also shown 

that trees dying in one part of the world can affect the climate in other parts of the world. 

Even though I have decided to do outdoors activities for this project, we dedicated some 

time to learn about this subject at an inside setting. The reason for that is that I wanted to 

take advantage about technology as well. For instance, I believe that using internet, 

especially using tools such as YouTube, can aid in accomplishing a teacher´s goal when 

teaching topics as complex as climate change. For example, children can learn easily about 

greenhouse emissions that way because it adds visual value to the learning experience. I also 

intended that the children would connect climate change with situations of the daily living 

that sometimes we people do not think about for we are occupied with our daily routine. 

 

Estimated Time: Two hours 

 

Objectives: My goal for this TS was to not only to create awareness about this issue but 

through the opportunity of learning about this topic, that children would reflect about the 

role individuals play in regards with climate change. I believe that acquiring sustainability as 

an important value is not achievable by claiming, “I have this value”, but by being 

responsible and knowing how one can aid tackling an issue and thus contribute to it in a 

positive way. In addition to that, if children learn that everything is interconnected and that 
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taking care of the environment would aid in dealing with climate change, it would be ideally 

necessary.  

 

Teaching Action: Step 1: To know what the children knew about this topic we have watched 

a short film about climate change ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CH_vixk5j3s)   in 

which the issue was addressed in a couple´s life. After the show was done, I led a discussion 

into reflection. Thus, I have asked the children, how could the man and his wife have 

successfully addressed the issue of climate change without waiting until it was too late? In 

the same way, I have asked them how our actions modify the environment in which we live. 

What have happened at the end of the short film? One boy said, “We should always turn 

lights off and save water”. The oldest girl said, “It does not matter what they did, it is too 

late”. The topic of the day was not going to be only climate change and its connection to 

volcanic eruptions.  

Step 2:  Apparently, some children seem to have discussed this topic at school while 

others have not. Therefore, as a learning demand I saw a need to connect climate change to 

other issues. Interestingly, I noticed that the children that were coming from a Spanish 

background had more knowledge about this topic than the rest of the group. For instance, as 

soon as the video ended, and I asked them for thoughts about what they had seen, the two 

children that came from Spain agreed that our daily actions affect others. The oldest girl 

said, “by leaving the water running, it makes the animals suffered in the North Pole”. The 

children that have been brought up here in Iceland said they have not learned about this.  I 

realized, it was going to be hard to serve the needs of all the children equally without some 

children feeling left out of this experience. Thus, I needed to act accordingly. I have 

explained to them the benefits for the environment, volcanic eruptions. I said that with 

volcanic eruptions, minerals are exposed that benefit the nature, but also help cooling 

planet Earth. It seemed the children were more concerned about doing the experiment that 

anything else.  

Step 3: Due to the fact, I have relied on technology today, and because children are used 

to such tools, I felt it has aided me to get their attention better today. As a hands-on activity, 

we attempted to create our volcano as it can be seen in figures 10 and 11 after discussing 

about the benefits for the environment. We proceeded by going out into the ocean. The 

ingredients we have used to this procedure were a spoon, baking soda, vinegar, flour, warm 

water, plastic bottle, dishwasher liquid soup, and color for food, salt, oil. I have explained to 

the children that the secret for the expected reaction was the mix of both the vinegar (acid) 

and the baking soda (base) resulted in carbon dioxide. Because the project involved hands 

on and because children tend to understand better when visual elements are involved, doing 

the volcano, I thought, would add interest in their part and so they would learn much easier. 

The Volcano did not turn out to be as we had expected. Still, the experience was not all 

negative. One child has written, “Even though the experiment about the volcano did not 

work out, it was fun at least to try it out”. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CH_vixk5j3s
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Core Reflection Approach in Action 

 

Table 4. Core reflection model-climate change 

Phase  Question(s) Reflection 

1. Experience/ 

problematic situation  

What problems did I 

encounter? 

I feel I am struggling some for I wanted that the 

children listen to me and answer to my questions. I 

want them to take sustainability more seriously. I 

noticed, the reason for their distraction might be 

due to the different levels of knowledge. 

2. Reflection on both the 

ideal and core 

qualities 

What did I want to 

achieve? What was 

limited me? 

I felt that one of the children was having negative 

views towards sustainability, such as there is not 

solution right away. I noticed that all have different 

needs. The boys enjoy less to be seated for longer 

periods. I feel more confident today although I am 

happy; I expect them to be even more engaged in 

what we do. 

3. Awareness of the 

essential aspects 

What core quality is 

needed to overcome the 

limitations? 

 I thought that I needed to improvise when I find 

cases in which children already knew what I was 

teaching them. Therefore, even though I am better 

than the first, day, I still need to practice this skill. I 

think that with creativity I will be able to come up 

with ideas quickly if I see situations in which I need 

to tackle different needs in the children. 

4. Actualization of the 

core potential 

How can I enact my core 

potential and let go of 

the obstacle? 

I realized it could take time for the children to be 

comfortable and be involved in an activity we are 

doing. What could I do was to encourage those 

children to teach the rest of us, what they already 

knew. I guess I am gaining experience in becoming 

more resourceful. Moreover, to me that is positive. 

5. Experiencing a new 

behavior 

What do I expect for the 

next experience? 

Tomorrow I know if I face a situation that lacks 

engagement, I know how to act. I mean, the 

children need time to be involved in the moment. I 

need to invite them to be more participative of the 

knowledge they bring with them into the 

classroom and actively involve them in the topic as 

experts such that the moment turn into one of 

sharing knowledge and experiences and not only 

the teacher repeating facts that probably some 

children already know.  If there are different 

needs, I should have an extra plan and act 

accordingly.  

 

Future Lessons and Issues to Consider: Later, during one of the follow-ups during the winter 

2015-2016, we reunited and worked in some vignettes based on a song we have listened 

(Where would the children play). The topic was climate change in a sense as its lyrics are 

seen on the Appendix 3. I have divided the group in two and read to the children a piece of 
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paper with the questions: paper A (What type of environmental change does the singer tells 

us occur from his infancy to the present moment, is the human intervention responsible for 

such change? Do you think the tone of the song is pessimistic, how?) In addition, paper B 

(Have your parents and/or grandparents told you a similar story, explain. How about the 

youth of nowadays, how is their attitude towards nature? How can school teach children to 

be more sensible to protect the environment? I have asked questions about values, 

opinions, and feelings to see their sensitivity towards nature just as Kopina (2013) has 

suggested. One child said, “people need to be aware of contamination because it is like a 

circle, it does not stop”. Another child said, “in the world some people suffer more than 

other people. . . . . water is more pure in some places than others”. One child added, “my 

father says that in his time, people spend more time playing outside than now”.  I stood 

close to observe their conversation and although difficult, the idea was that they had a point 

of reference related to the song and could draw based on their conclusion from the song´s 

lyrics. In other words, the first time they listened to the song, they did not like it. One must 

keep in mind this song is from the nineties so to them, this song is outdated. After listened 

to it three times in a row, the difficulty ceased. They did not have time to finish their project, 

but I think the experience was very rewarding. To illustrate, when I asked one of the children 

about her drawing (figure 22) one child said, “I would have drawn animals because we need 

them to live”, “we need trees, air, there is very important to our life”, “we need to take care 

of our planet if not, we were underneath it”. Part of this activity, shown in Figures 23 and 24, 

represents their view in comparison to the song. They seemed to enjoy this activity. This was 

an opportunity while drawing to work on the spatial intelligence because of the visual 

perception.  

One of the issues that was bothering me was the fact that the volcano did not turned out 

to be as planned. An educated guess tells me that one of the steps that failed was the right 

measure of ingredients. It contributed to its failure as well the lack of preparation on my 

behalf. Thus, I suggest that in future occasions everything that is planned to do with children 

would be try it out first to guarantee success. I am aware that to improvise is important but 

time can be a constraint at times. Still, it is worth it to mention that it was a learning 

experience. Instead of being frustrated, it was an opportunity to discuss what went wrong. 

One girl has said, “I like the class, today, even though the volcano did not turn out to be as 

expected, I enjoyed it”.  

 

Vocabulary words: Carbon Dioxide (dióxido de carbono), deforestation (deforestación), 

saline (salinidad), commercialize (comercializar) putrefy (pudrir), desertification 

(desertificación), drought (sequía), mitigate (mitigar). 

 

4.3.4 Water 

This topic is very important because Iceland has such a great availability for this renewable 

resource. It is essential to be caring and be aware of the benefits this element brings to the 

society one lives in.   
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Estimated Time: Two hours 

Objective:  With this topic of water I wanted help from the children to illustrate how easy it 

is to contaminate water. Everywhere, massive bodies of water are contaminated worldwide 

and so the goal was to reflect on that fact. In the same way, keeping in mind that Iceland has 

an abundance of water, I wanted to touch the topic of scarcity of water worldwide. That is, 

by witnessing the abundance of this local renewable element in comparison with the scarcity 

that globally people suffers continually, children would have better understanding of this 

problem. In other words, currently people that live here in Iceland do not encounter this 

issue. Still I think it is worthy and I wanted the children to see that it is not the case in other 

parts of the world. Using a lesson unit about this topic, I wanted to reflect on the value of 

collectivity in which people must realize that this resource is important for everyone to have.  

This is a human right. That is, it is not only an environmental issue, it is a social issue also. It 

is a collective responsibility to take care of water.  

Teaching Action: Step 1: It is to what children learn in school about water contamination, 

scarcity, and wastewater. They know it is important to avoid throwing away trash 

everywhere, they know what contamination is, but they were not concerned about wasting 

water. One child says, “we have lots of water here in Iceland”. The topics we were going to 

cover was scarcity water and water pollution. By doing so, we were going to reflect about 

the arduous job to get daily water for some people (figure 12 and 13). Because, we have 

discussed about the importance to avoid wasting water, I realized that the children that have 

lived abroad got this concept easily while the ones that have been living in Iceland their 

whole lives, think it is not problem to waste water only because as one said “we have a lot of 

water” and the rest agreed with him. In fact, the oldest child that come from Spain has said, 

“in Spain we re-used the water, it is possible to fix the urine from people and turn it into 

drinkable water”. With this thought it led me to meditate that whether the idea was true or 

not, it tells me she is at least more aware of this global problem than the children that have 

been raised here in Iceland.  

Step 2:  I supported the children by guiding them into reflections of how other countries 

suffer with scarcity of water while others have access to it. To illustrate, I have shown them a 

series of photos taken around the globe to show them what other people deal with in a daily 

basis. One child had said, “it has surprised me the picture in which a girl is picking water 

from a well for her family, I like it because she is helping her family”. The children have clean 

and pure water here in Iceland. As I have mentioned above, children that have been study 

abroad understood better this concept than the children that have spent their whole lives in 

Iceland. It was a challenge to show these children that water is a natural resource people 

should care about, especially since Iceland luckily has abundance of this natural resource. I 

have use the page of the UN, the 17 developmental goals, topic water (goal #6) 

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals   in order to 

nurture the children about some concepts related to water contamination/pollution and 

scarcity such as shortage (escasez) and planning (planificación). 

Step 3: As a way of trying out for themselves, the children made a representation of a 

fake lake (figures 14-18). They saw how the clean body of water was useful and but once the 
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water got polluted it was of no use. The children had fun pretending being a pharmaceutical 

company, meat-processing company, nuclear power plant, and so on. The children had fun 

as well writing these names on the bowls, as it shows on the picture figure 15. I can say that 

pretending being the companies have made them feel special but at the same time 

responsible for such acts. I asked how does it make you feel that it was your fault the water 

is dirty. One child said, “Not good, people do not realize how it is easier to use containers to 

through away the waste and not to use the lakes, and sea to do this,” The elements they 

have used to pollute the water were paper, all kind of spices representing chemical residues, 

garbage, and other pretending dangerous substance that can be fatal for humans to 

consume. They have even used plastic. With all that they have represented how easily the 

environment can be damaged. An example of the reflection one child has said, “I see that we 

have made the water dirty so quickly . . . I know it take years for plastic to go away”.  I said, 

you mean to decompose. She said, “Yes”.  Thus, this can be an example of how a teacher 

needs to find every opportunity to learn. This time was to learn a new word that perhaps has 

not been used before by that child.   

As shown in figures 12 and 13 we went to Husdýragarðinn and experienced in person 

what it means to have limited access to water. I would like to comment about what can be 

seen in these photos. Children were asked to pump water more than they were willing to do 

it. I mean, the idea was to do it beyond the pretending part. This was not a game. One child 

said, “Oh I do not want to live in countries that children have to do this,” I said why not? 

“because it is boring”. I said, “exactly children of your age should be concerned with school 

work and learn about exciting things such as how can a human being can help solving this 

global problem”. In contrast with that, when we were looking at the pictures about how 

people around the world suffer when getting access to water, a younger has sai,: “it will be 

fun to get those containers of water and carrying them around”. Obviously, he does not 

know what he is talking about. He has not lived it, so he does not know how it feels. Thus, 

my intention with that was to show the children that in other parts of the world, both adults 

and children must walk long distances to have access to water. It is an arduous task.  We 

talked about how even children must carry heavy containers water. Thus, the oldest child 

understood this while it was not the case with the younger children.  In relation to the 

language, we have used terms that in Spanish they were not using in school. That is, children 

practiced writing the names of places that contaminate water such as pharmaceutical 

companies, nuclear power plants, food processing industry/meat processing companies, 

fertilizers, and pesticides (figure 14). We have also read a story called The Child of Not and 

the Water (Appendix 4). This story was an opportunity to reflect about how the waste of 

water affects issues such as electricity. I asked the children thoughts about the reading. One 

has said, “Avoid wasting electricity it is the same as avoid wasting water” Another said, “Yes, 

take care of the water is good if one wants to help others”. What do you mean?", I said. He 

argues, he did not listen to his parents so he did not help them avoid wasting water” When I 

was reading to them this story, I had been very engaged in the reading. And while I was 

reading, one of the children stopped me and said, “Bibiam what is going on?” I said, “Why do 

you ask me that?” He said, “I do not know but the expression of your face is different”. I said, 
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“I just concentrating and thinking in what I am telling you. . . why do you ask?” He implied, 

“your eyes are shiny” (See table 1).  Indeed, this is one of the characteristics of the flow (see 

Korthagen, 2013). At that moment, all I know is that I enjoyed the moment, I felt I had 

energy to continue with the activity. Because I felt confident or I should say I did not 

experienced fear, the time went by so fast. Looking back, I realized I have experienced a flow 

within me. When there is a flow, as Korthagen (2005; 2013) argues, teachers experience a 

connection that allows understanding easier while providing them with positive feelings.  

This was a special experience despite of child´s comment, all I know is that I felt very 

comfortable and confident. I enjoyed the experience I was having with the children. I have 

also sensed being the real me during that moment. 

 

Core Reflection Approach in Action 

Table 5. Core reflection model-water 

Phase  Question(s) Reflection 

1. Experience/ 

problematic situation  

What problems did I 

encounter? 

With the body of water experience, I did not 

induce children into reflection as I should have 

done it. I have talked more than I needed to. 

Therefore, I thought the experience was half of the 

way rewarding. In the zoo children wanted to be 

free so it was hard for them to focus fully. 

2. Reflection on both the 

ideal and core 

qualities 

What did I want to 

achieve? What was 

limited me? 

I wanted children to understand what it feels like 

to have limited access to water, and to notice how 

easy is to contaminate water. I felt they enjoyed 

the whole experience, but I thought I did not lead 

them into reflection during the experience in the 

Zoo at a very deeper level.  I feel that was left out. 

Even though they pumped water beyond their 

level of enjoyment, not all of them saw the matter, 

as I wanted them to. When I was trying to mediate 

the reason for it was because, they wanted also 

time to enjoy themselves. It limited me, the lack of 

control I had over them. I realized that being 

informal was limited our experience as a group for 

children did not see as a requirement, as it 

probably happened if the setting would have been 

formal education. 

3. Awareness of the 

essential aspects 

What core quality is 

needed to overcome the 

limitations? 

I needed to take a different approach, I not only 

needed to be firm, but also to feel that both 

activities were going to be unforgettable, and that 

it was my full responsibility. I kept that on my 

heart. I needed to see that it was ok and perhaps 

necessary to have fun and learn at the same time. I 

guess I have been so drastic and strict about my 

experience. I needed to begin being more lenient 

and beginning being joyful as the children have 

been trying to enjoy from day number one.  

4. Actualization of the How can I enact my core 

potential and let go of 

I recognized during the follow ups I had to 

complete what was missing. Still, I thought it was 
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core potential the obstacle? important to me, going back into the experience 

and to meditate on what I have done. I thought the 

tone of my voice had to change to attract better 

children´s attention. 

5. Experiencing a new 

behavior 

What do I expect for the 

next experience? 

Although I have tried to see the individual to be 

concerned about different needs, I did not see 

chance to notice that. Tomorrow, I will pay 

attention to my voice/tone but also how do I use it 

to attract children to listening to me in a deeper 

way. I realized, during the follow ups, I could let 

the children clean up after the experiment so they 

know much it takes after the mess is already there. 

During the follow up, I will repeat this experience. I 

realized every moment there is an opportunity for 

learning to take place. 

 

Future Lessons and Issues to Consider: During one of the follow-ups, I have repeated the 

experience of the creating of a fake lake. I felt much better; I thought children got the idea 

much better. Certainly, children have enjoyed the experiment. Reflection has worked better. 

To illustrate, this second time around, I have asked the children how long it takes plastic to 

disappear once it has been thrown away into a body of water? They said, “One year, not ten 

years, one thousand years, not never….” I said, “Yes probably never and how it affects the 

animals? One child said, “Animals die” other have said; “we cannot really drink that water 

because it is really dirty”. One child has said, “To contaminate, I said that what it does 

mean”. He said,” if we threw the trash of the water that is to contaminate”. Someone else 

said, “then we can get sick”, “we cannot use the water”.  This brought us to a topic related 

to that, we talked about where the rain goes once it comes to the ground and I taught them 

about the aquifers which I have learned from my experience from (MOOCs). I thought I have 

learned to improvise. I guess knowledge aids as much when one needs to add a topic to 

another topic especially if one enjoys that topic. I thought I did enjoy the opportunity. I truly 

like it. Regarding vocabulary, children were encouraged to rewrite the name of the places 

and methods that contaminate water. In this way, we practiced the name of the places 

learned during the summer. When I asked them which way is easier to learn about 

contamination, the oldest girl, while doing this experiment, has said, “it is much easier to 

learn by doing the experiment . . . but we have wasted still water that we could have used 

for something else”. However, it is not surprising, a Finnish study demonstrated that “ninth 

graders were not especially interested in environmental and human issues” (as cited in 

Olsson et al., 2016, p. 22). The oldest girl has said, “we need water to live it is part of our 

body that is why we need to try to save it so we won´t run out it, therefore we have to stop 

use it in excess”.  I thought her comment was impressive. 

It took two lessons about the same topic to make a memorable experience with the 

children. During the first time, I took this approach of the contamination of water, children 

enjoyed it but I was not asking too many questions as I did during the follow up. During the 

second time, I have asked them to help me to clean up. They notice the difference between 
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making things dirty in comparison to cleaning things up. It takes more time to clean up, they 

concluded. So, at the end, it was a success because it was a hands-on experience and we all 

reflected on the issue at a deeper level. To illustrate, when I have asked the children how 

they would have preferred I taught them about water contamination: by reading a book or 

by doing the experiment we did with the fake body of water (figure 17). They all expressed in 

unison, “the experiment we did was better”.  In addition, I think children enjoyed this project 

because they could see and feel what others experience when dealing with scarcity and 

pollution of water. They noticed how quickly water is contaminated.  

Vocabulary words:  After a while (al cabo de un rato), aquifers (acuíferos), to pollute 

(contaminar), food processing industry (procesadoras de comida). 

4.3.5 Sustainable Life Styles 

SD focused mainly in achieving life styles that are sustainable. With this topic, I had the 

intention to go beyond the environmental realm. Thus, I wanted to include to a certain 

degree the social and the economical realm of the SD. Specifically, I wanted to see how 

children reacted to social issues that affect people elsewhere. 

 

Estimated Time: Two hours 

Objective: As a very practical goal, I wanted to take an approach that would include many 

issues in just one topic. With that intention, I strived to see if I could see in the children a 

developing sense of values I wanted them to achieve about this topic. I wanted them to see 

activism not as a duty but as something they are intrigued by and are willing to participate 

in.  

Teaching Action: Step 1: As I have mentioned previously, for these children, achieving 

sustainable development is limited to things such as recycling. That was the overall idea they 

had about how to take care of the environment. This challenge was going to be a priority, 

probably difficult to shift because it was a topic that did not seem to be discussed fully in 

school. One child said, “I have not learned at school to take care of the environment”.  The 

biggest spectrum of SD is not looked at. At least not in the way I was expecting.  

Step 2: To monitor children´s understanding of this topic, I discussed with the children 

about the idea of people being aware of their surroundings while being out in the nature. 

We have talked about the benefits of using technology in such settings. They got very 

interested in that idea. We have watched a documentary about consumption (The Story of 

Stuff) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZPKtINOqV0 . After watching this video for the 

first time, I saw children not only engaged with the video but I saw their disappointment and 

concern about the steps to take in order to create a better world where real change takes 

place. To illustrate, the oldest boy said, “I am not interested in buying new clothes, my 

parents always try to buy second hand”. He has also said that he has seen girls from school 

that always are happy to get a new phone even though the previous was still useful. I have 

noticed that not only does he feel proud about the way he thinks about this issue, but also 

that he has shown values that he has brought with him from home. It is important to notice 

that because I have noticed before that the attention span was somewhat short. I have 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZPKtINOqV0
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divided the video in five minutes each (20 minutes total). One child mentioned during the 

interview, “From the video we have watched yesterday, I learned that I want to help the 

Americans, people only think about having perfect things . . .  but they do not think about 

the future . . . humanity is treating terrible nature”. 

Step 3: I have put the children in groups and have requested of them to be spread out 

while taking pictures about a natural setting that inspired them or that would make them 

feel, as the topic of sustainability was somehow present. Just as Smith (2015) has claimed, I 

think it is important for children “to assist each other throughout learning activities and 

teach how to support their peers within varying of learning contexts” (p.79). Then, they were 

supposed to create a photo collage with a slogan that clearly spoke about the connection 

between man and nature. The results are expressed in the figures 24 and 25. Most of them, 

with the exception of one child, enjoyed this activity. The oldest child said, “it is fun to 

choose what one likes from the environment and take pictures of it”.  

 

Core Reflection Approach in Action: 

 

Table 6. Core reflection model-sustainable lives 

Phase  Question(s) Reflection 

1. Experience/ 

problematic situation  

What problems did I 

encounter? 

When we begin working in groups outside to 

create a slogan, I noticed one child was not 

interested in taking part in this activity.  

2. Reflection on both the 

ideal and core 

qualities 

What did I want to 

achieve? What was 

limited me? 

I wanted children to participate actively. I felt not 

all of them saw this as something they can learn. 

Not all the children were attracted to this 

experience with the technology. However, I 

thought how could I apply MI to attract all of them. 

I did not count with this unexpected situation. The 

setting was a limitation to me. 

3. Awareness of the 

essential aspects 

What core quality is 

needed to overcome the 

limitations? 

I realized that in preparing lessons, it is not done 

right if one does not realize what one could do if 

something unexpectedly shows up. I thought I 

needed to confront situations that now were not 

easy to handle. Telling a child: I understand you 

feel that way, but could you contribute in any way 

with your peers? Empathy was the solution came 

to me. 

4. Actualization of the 

core potential 

How can I enact my core 

potential and let go of 

the obstacle? 

Using my empathy and using the tone I lacked 

yesterday, I explained to the children that we don’t 

always have the chance to choose what we do in 

certain situations. In addition, the assignment was 

not going to take too much time. Still it was on my 

mind that I was using MI to avoid precisely that, 

disengagement.  I tried my best to find a learning 

opportunity in a lesson I have planned.  

5. Experiencing a new What do I expect for the I expect that always there will be something that 

would try to hinder my abilities, but the idea is to 
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behavior next experience? avoid those situations of stress blurring my 

possibilities and prevent my performance with the 

children. During the follow-ups, I expect to 

advance in every level.  

 

Future Lessons and Issues to Consider: Because research shows that activism is realized by 

concrete actions “which are organized by and oriented to goals that the subjects of an 

activity consciously set” (Roth, 2010, p. 284), I have several discussions with children that 

accomplish such purpose. For example, during the last meeting I had with the children 

during the summer 2015, I began my discussion with them about the meaning of being an 

activist. I have also told them about life stories of activism. I have talked to them about 

famous activists such as Malala, Leonardo DiCaprio, Calle 13 (Latin music band). Then later, 

during one of the follow ups during the winter 2015-2016 we began discussing about the 

possibility of visiting local restaurants or local grocery stores in Reykjavík that are getting rid 

of food, or in other words, simply are wasting food by throwing it away. As I have already 

mentioned during the weekend on November we have done a visit to a local food store in 

Reykjavík to make our experience complete. Originally, the idea was to search for people in 

need and to give to give them waste food. Of course, depending on the individual 

compromise and the level of involvement of the children, any goal can be accomplished. My 

idea was to mentor the children by given them ideas from which they could have learned 

something about and apply to their lives as citizens of the world. We have talked about the 

possibility of making a story, a news site, and a speech in a public institution. Research 

shows that there should be a conceptualization among public participation, education, 

learning, and sustainability (Sinclair, et al., 2008,). The idea was to become activists locally by 

caring about what is happening in Iceland. In fact, at the time I am writing this, here in 

Iceland the media is showing to the public the magnificent waste food this country is 

suffering from as Rakel Garðasdóttir, the founder of Vakandi (Awake Organization) has tried 

to emphasize in interviews she has participated for the local newspapers. 

Taking advantage of the idea that they enjoy being competitive during the follow ups, I 

did small competitions that would nurture their interpersonal intelligence. Usually after 

reading a story, I would give them a list of words with their meaning, then I would allow 

them to practice and later I would ask them the meaning of each word. They enjoyed this so 

much because each one of them always wanted to be the first one to answer my question 

(see Appendix 5 to see list an example of list of words). For future lessons, we are planning 

to create a newspaper that discusses issues related to local issues in Iceland in Spanish. This 

would be a way for people “to engage with those who have power to change the causes of 

the causes” (NEF, 2012, p. 18). 

 

Vocabulary words: capitalism (capitalismo), programme and perceive obsolesced 

(obsolencia programada/percivida), incinerator (incinerador), activist (activista), empathy 

(empatía), farsightedness (clarividencia) 
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With the TS I developed based on the experience I had with the children, my engagement 

could be perceived by the children. It allowed them to be enthusiastic about what was being 

learned to the point that a natural desire to problem solving was becoming evident to me. 

For example, this was the comment from my critical friend on June 12, “I like at the end, 

[Bibiam] got the children into a conversation about nature and discussed about the loss of 

trees and grass. They got very interested and enthusiastic about the topic. They were 

brainstorming ideas into how to stop such loss”. In my journal of that day, I wrote, “although 

there are many aspects I need to get better at, today, I enjoyed our time in the nature . . . I 

felt confident and I was totally focus in that moment” (June, 12). In other words, I have 

experienced presence. That was exactly what I had experienced often during the follow ups. 

That is when learning becomes natural and easy (Rodger & Raider-Roth, 2006). In that 

moment, I had also perceived in that short moment in the children´s enthusiasm, (they 

asked questions), motivation (they wanted to know more), openness (they express their 

ideas to the rest), they even came with solutions. In other words, they have put into action 

what was being discussed. In relation to that, I would like to share what a child (12-year-old) 

has said during the interviews:   

I would like to work on the topic of Social Justice, I would like to do that. For 
example, yesterday while we were watching the film about how much waste 
there is for rich people that buy and buy, I think here in Iceland nobody cares, it 
annoys me and do not want to keep buying things. We need to talk to Obama; he 
is very important.  

In his words, I can tell, he is searching for solutions, to do something about it. As a teacher 

and as a researcher I am excited about nurturing such desires to do something about the 

situation of wasting the Earth´s natural resources. His comment also tells me that to him 

only people that are influential such as Obama can and have the power to stop or to 

alleviate what is going on in the world today. It makes me reflect on the idea of teaching 

children that as individuals and as citizens of the world we also have power but we also have 

the responsibility and the obligation to contribute individually to change what we desire to 

change.  In the following section I will discuss the findings of the study. 
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5 Discussion 

I would like to begin by mentioning again that the data was gathered from my journal, 

observations from my critical friend, interviews with the children, photographs, and 7 

follows up during Spanish Móðurmál weekly lessons. First, I would like to point out that this 

study was conducted to see how reflection would affect my theory of practice. There are 

many challenges teaching sustainability; it might not always be an easy task. The first 

challenge was that the group of children I had varied from ages between 9 to 13 years-old. I 

agree with the literature that the younger the better. Spearman & Eckhoff (2012) posit that 

introducing sustainability education during childhood lays the foundation for a deeper 

understanding in very complex issues concerning the world. Not only that but, I noticed that, 

as the literature claims, as children get into adolescence, they tend to be more pessimistic 

about whether humanity can tackle effectively the relationship human-nature relationship 

(see Olsson & Gericke, 2016). I can refer to the comment of the child that has claimed that 

here in Iceland nobody cares about the environment and so “people keep buying and buying 

things and nothing happens”. Educators should be aware of the importance of beginning 

cultivating in children important values that become rooted in them early on, so by the time 

they reach adolescence do not have this pessimistic point of view that says “there is nothing 

we can do”. To talk more about the findings of this research, I would like to recall my 

research questions and reflect on the findings of the study. 

5.1  My Role as an Action Research Teacher in and out the School Setting 

Action research has allowed me to see myself not only as a teacher but also as a person 

valuing both identities equally. In alignment with that, I would like to highlight that, 

independently of the setting, a teacher should not be only aware of her personal core values 

but also of her professionalism. Firstly, being in an outside setting has allowed me to focus 

freely on important values that otherwise would be impossible to be focused on. Knowing by 

heart my values has helped me to understand better what approaches to take in a specific 

moment, and has guided me in dealing with certain situations that in other times would be 

perhaps impossible to deal with. To illustrate, I am impatient, but if I know that by being 

patient with the children is a way to teach them about patience, then my efforts will be paid 

off. In addition to that, this experience has given me the opportunity to discover values I 

never thought I could rely on or values I did not know I had, such as creativity. Because this 

was done in an informal setting, many times I felt no pressure or stress, which has allowed 

me to relax more, and when that happened, it was a time for creativity to arise in me, as it 

will be seen. Surely, I believe that my main core values are empathy, responsibility, honesty, 

and compassion. Thus, for instance, being aware of my empathy towards others has helped 

me to understand better that every child matters and that when she/he behaves in a way 

that can be frustrating, it means somehow a type of change is expecting to take place. 

Empathy means I try to feel how the child feels and act accordingly. Overall, this experience 

has allowed me to realize, I should feel proud of my own personal values. Nevertheless, I 
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have honestly never thought I could see worth in those values. Before I did not imagine 

those could indeed help me to be a better teacher. By means of using a daily reflection 

which derives from action research, it supported me not only to take a better or different 

approach in the next class, but it helped me to discover that all values are extremely 

important because those define who I am. I have come to the realization that being aware of 

my values shapes the person within. Not only knowing my values but also relying often on 

them will help me in the process to reach others; it is essential.  

My core values are also important. For in line with Korthagen´s (2015) point of view, 

those will also aid to shape the professional person within me. I realized that by being aware 

of that helps me to accomplish my job more effectively. Thus, I have noticed that as I did 

that, my creativity rose. That is, it did not limit my thinking when that took place. I felt able 

and capable to get deeper into my teaching performance, and therefore come with ideas I 

could use in the classroom. I assume this is because in such moments, my fear and insecurity 

faded away.  With a clear mind, I could try out and dare to experience and take new 

approaches. In fact, I have learned that “for a teacher seeking to develop or recover a sense 

of personal connection and meaningfulness in their work, core reflection provides a process 

for discerning, developing, and learning to draw upon the qualities and commitments 

already present within one´s self” (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005, p. 47). In addition to that, I 

have realized that not only does one have important values to offer other people, but key 

competences as well. The competences differ from the values in that they are learned 

abilities which can be acquired at any moment. Thus, competences require a high level of 

individual reflexivity, knowledge, skills, and perspectives just as Riechmann (2012) has 

claimed. Being able to distinguish both but especially highlighting my values with proudness 

has helped me to shape the person within me just as the core reflection model has argued. 

Thus, I think it is important that both teachers and students get to know both their 

competences and core qualities well. It is the best way to be what one is. 

Secondly, taking the core reflection approach has helped me to realize that as the 

literature has shown, professional development is multilayered (Korthagen, 2015). It 

involves not only my thoughts, but also my values, my desires, my cultural context, my 

behavior, and my intentions. I argue that when professional behavior becomes effective it is 

due to the effective connection between the deeper levels within the person (see 

Korthagen, 2015). That is, at the beginning as I have mentioned I was afraid and I felt 

insecure perhaps because my perfectionist style did not allow me to see that it was normal 

and expected for me to commit mistakes. Thus, because of that, this inflexibility blinded me 

to see the values I had. I did not even notice they were available for they were invisible to 

me. I could not see qualities such as creativity or boldness. I could not embrace them. I 

realize now, these are the inner obstacles that hold people back from their optimal 

functioning (see Korthagen,2013,). Thus, thinking for the best and hoping for the best in 

every situation would bring better outcomes than doing otherwise. The issue is not to 

overlook the negative experiences but to learn from them. Thus, I have learned to value my 

personal values, and I do recommend people pay attention to the person within themselves. 
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Concretely, action research through core reflection has not focused on catching my faults 

but rather focusing merely on my strengths. In fact, focusing on the positive was to be best 

path to choose from (see Korthagen, 2013). I have learned that “when people focus on their 

strengths and in their positive experiences, they learn faster” (Korthagen, 2015, July 17). 

Thus, I needed to shift towards the values that I had and that would shape the best version 

of me. For example, I can say the moments I felt good about myself as a teacher were the 

moments everything within me was connected. It was the moments where I valued 

everything I am and therefore, I could transmit that to the children.  Without mediating on 

my strengths, it would have been impossible to see clearly from a different perspective. For 

instance, when my critical friend had mentioned that I needed to reach all the children and 

not only pay attention to the ones that participate more, that made me realize that I could 

search out for values of love and caring to satisfy those children´s needs. Demonstrating love 

to people implies caring for their needs. Consequently, I was going to be able to treat 

everyone equally.  Because I have listened to what my critical friend had to say, the situation 

improved. I would say action research should surely be used in out of school settings. It can 

be effective. During the interviews, I had during the last day of the study, one of the shy 

children said: “The teacher is good and fun to be around” (June 25). With that comment, I 

thought that it was wise I paid attention to that child. I also thought that experiencing a 

continuous teaching cycle of episodes with the children and searching to accomplish a 

change could be useful even in an informal setting. Without the use of action research, it 

would not have been possible to achieve comments from the children that demonstrate 

improvement and contentment with the group. 

Mere reflections can at times be superficial. However, core reflection approach connects 

both the theory and practice within the person (Korthagen, 2015). This mindful act of 

meditating, has helped to link professionalism with personal identity. With this project, I 

have learned that focusing and awareness “practically [helps me] solving problems and 

addressing the issues” while striving for emancipation through critical reflection (Wittmayer 

et al., 2013 p.9). It is important to notice that this tool of reflection in such informal settings 

has helped me to gain experience free from stress. Mainly, it has guided me to rather see 

and focus on my strengths. Indeed, I do recommend informal settings to be a must-go-first 

path for pre-serving teachers before entering the profession. It undoubtedly aids them 

experiencing an environment that is free from pressure, standards, and even rules that 

formal settings always offer for obvious reasons.  

Action research helped me to realize that putting the good ideas into practice during 

classes it allows the children to become more engaged. This relates to what the findings 

demonstrate about the benefit of hands-on-activities. To illustrate, the example of the 

contamination of water, which all children enjoyed for they all got involved in the process, it 

succeeded. I feel that such mode should always be essential to a teacher regardless if the 

setting is formal or informal. In fact, if taken by the right approach, informal education is 

important for the education of any child especially if we keep in mind research shows that in 

regards to formal education there is a lack of engagement in such community; there is a 

need for more pedagogical involvement (see Scott, 2105b). With this experience, I have 
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learned that both modes need to complement one another.  I am glad that I took that 

informal approach for I know this would contribute positively to the results later in a formal 

setting (see OECD, 2013). A teacher who values both settings can aid her students to 

success. In fact, I do question myself about the idea of what is missing in formal education 

and how offering more projects as the one I did could indeed provoke ways to reflect on 

improving formal education. Within an informal education, the context might change, the 

circumstances might be different, but neither of those elements should limit my goals as a 

teacher/researcher when educating the youth. The bottom line is that one should be in 

constant learning independently of the setting. This is an endless process. 

In the same way, I would like to testify that the use of action research has allowed me to 

experience a flow within me. When doing so, I noticed and I was aware of my emotions to 

the point that meaningful learning experiences were present. I engaged better and so the 

children’s learning became much easier. Such flow is very important because as I mentioned 

in the literature chapter, the flow is not only contagious but when that takes place, learning 

is more effective due to factors such as concentration, enthusiasm, openness, motivation, 

and cognitive understanding (see Kortahgen, 2005).  As the literature mentions, to connect 

to an inner ideal helps to find solutions to tackle sustainability. Experiencing the flow helped 

me to discover the real me. Therefore, I did experience confidence and a positivism in that 

instant. In such a moment, one is full with energy and ready to tackle any problem that may 

arise in the moment. Thus, as the literature has mentioned, because that state of connection 

between body, mind, and feelings, it can be noticeable by others, the connection with the 

students may explain the reason in such moments they learn rapidly. Indeed, due to that 

state of being present at that moment, it was contagious to the children (See Korthagen, 

2005). Thus, they immediately ask more questions; they wanted to know more about the 

topic. At the same time, while I did focus on what I was explaining to them, I was able to 

notice everything that I felt, thought, and desired during that moment of teaching. I learned 

that the flow has aided me to be intentional about my actions. The important issue of the 

matter was that the children also benefited from that. Thus, by taking that approach, I 

noticed that either the negative feelings disappeared or they were still there but did not 

influence me. To illustrate, when the one child that commented on my bright eyes, I can 

testify I was thinking deeply of what I was telling the children. When experiencing the flow, I 

only focused on the positive experiences, I chose to control my feelings intentionally. Not 

only that but I have experienced joy. I noticed their focus on me; there was eye contact 

between us as the example of the bright eyes shows. When I noticed, children did pay close 

attention and were actively participating; those were the moments they tended not to 

disrupt the class and it was then when I was more relaxed. This is a continuous cycle; we all 

enjoyed the moment. Thus, I do recommend being responsive to different circumstances in 

educational forms. It is important for the teacher to learn how to be present here-and-now 

(see Korthagen, 2013; 2015). It has positive benefits for both the children and the teacher.  
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5.2  Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Sustainable Development 

I have realized that I can teach daily reflection to create awareness. Practicing it with 

students can lead people towards a sustainable path. At first, during the first part of the 

study, I noticed that the children that took part in it were learning at school the basics about 

sustainability. However, as the literature has suggested, learning about this topic is more 

than knowing what recycling means. Sustainability is to have a voice and to search for 

change in our communities to do things better. Reflection can aid students to realize and to 

see that clearly.  If children reject to write a reflection on a subject, other ways can be used 

to accomplish the objective of self-reflection. To illustrate, most of our reflections were 

about me asking the children questions and leading them into deeper thinking rather than 

just asking a simple question. To illustrate, when we had the conversation about the trees 

being cut down because of the parking building, I began simply by telling them a story. It was 

not only a way to inform the children, but it was a way to induce an informal reflection on 

their behalf. This story turned out to raise issues such as human rights (manifestations, 

strikes), consumerism (awareness about buying) and so on. In other words, by using deep 

discussions, about certain topic, one can find out, that it is possible to create awareness 

about Sustainable development. I needed first to take an individual step and acting 

accordingly. Daily reflection in any form can aid a teacher to notice ways to improve 

teaching because it would lead to question possible solutions for a specific problem within a 

community. 

For me as a teacher, I do recognize there were times where my frustration has influenced 

my performance within the classroom. There has been a moment in this study I felt I lacked 

knowledge about certain topics. Therefore, I can state that during the first three days of the 

study I felt insecure and lacked a voice. My solution to prevent such limitations would be to 

partner up with others (see Bradbury, 2014). It would create a wider bridge to teach children 

about a specific topic, and about the importance of teamwork among different fields of 

knowledge. Ideally, to support students, teachers and educators if they can, they should 

search for other teachers especially since sometimes we teachers lack not only the 

knowledge but also expertise about a field (see Borg et al., 2012). Thus, in my case during 

the study I found at times that my passion for the topic of Sustainability was not enough if I 

was going to be ready to prepare a class in a way that the outcome would have been a real 

learning experience to the children. As seen in the literature, interdisciplinary studies are so 

time consuming that most teachers are reluctant to include more than one subject in their 

classroom (see Gresingt, et al., 2014 and Madsen, 2013). However, commitment and 

willingness are important to overcome any troubles within the classroom. Personally, I must 

admit it was not easy at all to plan daily lessons in which I had to tackle two different areas 

of knowledge, humanities and science, and connect them in a way that the outcome can be 

rewarding for the students. I did activities outside and that did involve all senses, but I feel at 

times there was a lack of knowledge that otherwise would have brought more interest to the 

children. To illustrate, my expertise for topics such as Climate Change is not as deep and 

profound as the one of a person that has educational background on the Science field. Thus, 

I am sure there were issues that I could have addressed differently, had I known more 
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knowledge about this topic. This aligns with the finding of Borg et al. (2012). That is, 

although I am satisfied for I have learned from the experience, I can also tell that at times I 

felt, I had lacked inspiring examples about SD just as the literature claims. On the other 

hand, I recognize that the individual courses I have taken in Coursera (MOOCs) on 

Sustainability have greatly supported my success in the whole experience. I have taken 

courses such as, Sustainability of Food Systems: A Global Life Cycle Perspective (University of 

Minnesota) and Critical Thinking in Global Challenges (University of Edinburgh) and the Age 

of Sustainable Development (Columbia University). Overall, this can be an opportunity to 

encourage educators to continue educating themselves whether they have recently 

graduated or not. Continuous education is part of professional development a teacher 

needs. It aids in creating awareness in the students. The right knowledge will support 

teachers to cultivate desirable outcomes in students. Among the benefits of an 

interdisciplinary study is to embrace awareness to students; it would imply meaningful 

practices, when shared with the students.   

I believe that creating awareness of SD implies addressing and embracing certain skills 

such as critical thinking. To illustrate, if I value critical thinking skills and actively promote 

their use, students will indeed learn from that. Diverse thinking can help the students to 

become their own sources of knowledge, and to encourage that it is important that they not 

only answer their own questions, but also that they share them with their peers. During the 

last interview, the oldest child (13-year-old child) answered the question, what topic of the 

ones we have discussed during this month has called your attention and what would you do 

to change it. She said: 

Contamination of water because we need the water to survive. We need to use 
the trash avoiding like that contamination. I think we could create an 
organization in which we could do something such as writing a letter or making a 
film that show children . . . you know children are children  

A couple of weeks earlier, I have asked her about contamination, she has said, “what is 

contaminated will continue contaminating other things . . . we need magic to rescue planet 

Earth”.  I can say, as time went by, her thought about contamination changed. Therefore, by 

acquiring knowledge and by using critical thinking skills, a child can advance and thus take 

better approaches just as Kang suggested (2008). A boy gave me his opinion about the 

results of the interview we did to the worker in our visit to grocery store, demonstrating 

critical thinking skills as well.  Not only that, his answer has given me the idea that he has 

previously reflected about this topic: “I have thought they had a huge room full of boxes 

with food that has expired just a minute ago...”. But he has analytical skills also: “it seems 

like [this store] recycles or tries to sell everything they can and even sells more than I 

thought”. This is similar with Percy-Smith & Burns’ (2013) findings that state that 

experiences encourage critical reflexivity and inquiry-based learning. Some children learned 

new concepts that others were already familiar with. However, with our reflection they 

learned to meditate on their thoughts, on what those thoughts mean, and how they can 

contribute to see a small change taking place in their nearby community. The visit to the 
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grocery store has taught us that despite doing an interview, other methods can be 

considered to apply immediate change. Awareness can be attained when teachers get out of 

the comfort zone such as a classroom and allow children to experience other settings that 

would embrace self-reflection about real issues and connect those to their own reality.  

I can see that increasing awareness about sustainability needs defined values. My main 

goal at the beginning of the study was to cultivate sustainability as an important value, but 

as the study went by, and as I have previously mentioned, it was not realistic. At the end of 

this study, I have come to the realization that since every person holds values, those values 

may be enough to sustain good practices towards sustainability. This can be seen on the 

example discussed above in the findings section about the girl that states her feelings about 

recycling. To her, it helps nature, it is not good to cut trees, and so the trees are sad, she 

argues. That statement tells me, she has some values that she holds, and along with my 

values, it facilitates the whole experience. In connection to this, I have also come to the 

realization that it is essential that our goal should not be to attain one value but rather to 

nurture a series of values that are already being cultivated within us. Along with the values 

we hold, we must also have the willingness to act on them. Thus, as educators, we need to 

aid children searching within for their own personal values and intend to change whatever 

needs be changed. Once children discover their own personal values, they will stand for 

them and support sustainability in a natural way. It would take place if guidance and 

mentorship is available towards that goal. It is important to keep on mind that, a child might 

come from home with a set of values established by his/her upbringing at home but as a 

teacher, I can also influence her/him with my set of values. To illustrate, because I am 

against contamination, I have used this topic during the summer course. Thus, to create 

awareness, I believe sustainable development should be taught in a way, that by being a role 

model to the children, children see that a teacher´s values are in harmony with her actions. 

Therefore, if I take the example of the girl that was pessimistic at first and thought at the 

beginning only magic would address the problem of contamination; suddenly, she saw she 

could indeed do something about it. She saw the possibility of being further involved.  

This research has helped me to discover as well that awareness implies that as I got truly 

involved and passionate for a topic, the children perceived it and they become involved. I 

have noticed how my values when connected to the children´s triggered a variety of positive 

expressions from them. I know that altruism would search the wellbeing of others, and 

responsibility would demonstrate accountability towards others, like that with specific 

values it is reachable the idea of compromising to do something. Concretely, with our visit to 

the grocery store demonstrated action based on values towards caring for the environment. 

I personally hold the value of responsibility, and with this visit, I have tried to cultivate on 

this group of children such value.  In the other hand, with this study, I realized that if one 

lacks all sort of important values (see Ferkany & Whyte, 2011) then, one would not be able 

to care for others or for the environment. As I have mentioned in the findings, children 

demonstrated their values during the experience, especially during outside settings. The 

children were more willing to express themselves and were more positive when outside than 

when they were in the classroom. As the findings expressed, it might not show expressively, 
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we all learned. In addition to that, by reflecting, I realized that by embracing highly only on 

my personal values does make me a better person and teacher. Concretely, if I did not have 

empathy towards the children I would disregard a concern, a question, a feeling, and even a 

thought brought by a child that may be contrary to my beliefs and ideas. When I am 

concerned that other people do not have food to eat while some waste it because they have 

a lot of it, it shows the value of empathy as well. Another illustration, if I did not have this 

sense of being in harmony with the environment (see Ferkany & Whyte 2011) I would have 

not chosen activities outside the classroom because I would not have concerns towards 

connection between men and nature. Unfortunately, just as Korthagen (2015) has 

expressed, core values are undervalued in schooled. I believe humans and nature should 

connect tightly because we must serve each other. 

As seen, learning is influenced by what a teacher cares about. The lacuna of this matter is 

that not only all subjects are related to one another but also becoming aware of the values 

that matter and working along with the local authorities to create real change in a society, is 

perhaps one of the most important goals. In fact, by working with the youth, teachers can 

put effort and interest by participating in groups that have common values. I do agree with 

the statement that says “to solve social problems and improve society, citizens must 

question and change established systems and structures when they reproduce patterns of 

injustice over time” (Scott, 2015b, p. 240). I realize that we teachers could develop ideas that 

are in accordance with the children’s interests. For example, we could aid a group of children 

to accomplish a cause that they have passion for and care about. For instance, an activist 

group can intend to aid changing the world. Without action, awareness will be unreachable. 

Interacting with this group of children, and being able to dwell in open scenarios, while 

reflecting on my personal and professional interactions with the children has helped me to 

confirm that real world explorations are extremely valuable for learning (Barab &Luehmann, 

2002 as cited in Frisk & Larson, 2011). I would say that the best outcome of this project was 

that we have not only discussed with the children about the possibility of doing field-trips 

but we have done it already. This aligns with Almers (2013) finding, which is that while doing 

such act, children will have a sense of belonging to a group that shares values and at the 

same time having fun. When I asked them if they would do another fieldtrip like that, in 

unison they all say, “yes it was fun”. It is important to notice that although this being an 

informal project, I can claim was a project that went beyond school gates just as Borg et al., 

(2012) and Percy-Smith & Burns (2013) have described it. Since the function of Sustainability 

is mainly concerned with standards of social equality, economic wellbeing and 

environmental quality (Leech et al., as cited in Scott, 2015b), I believe that by having the 

knowledge and being aware of real situations, it would always help people make a big 

difference in other peoples’ lives. A topic that is presented to the children cannot just being 

thrown out into their heads, until one day they forget about it, but it needs to be both 

addressed and somehow applied into real scenarios. That was one of my intentions with the 

study. There is the beauty of activism; it has a motive (see Roth, 2010). And “there is no 

need to motivate participants to do something they do not want to do on their own” (Roth, 

201, p. 284) that is the reason I wanted to discover what motivated these children so I could 
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the instill values towards sustainability. To me, taking personal responsibility for the 

environment would imply searching for solutions to address a problem. Because children 

agreed and showed interest to help others by the idea of further investigating food waste, 

action competence was taking place. But it is an endless approach (see Jensen & Schanack, 

1997) which promotes awareness and responsibility, among other values (see Macdonald, 

2013).  

Lastly, self-awareness was manifested in this study when there was an involvement of all 

senses (see Carnerio 2013). The children´s and my emotions played an important role just as 

Ojala (2013) has stated. We not only learned about SD and sustainability but we intend to 

put it into practice (see Andresson, et al., 2013; Percy-Smith & Burns, 2013); we have applied 

that to our daily lives. To illustrate, when I did the lecture on sustainable lives and a boy 

mentioned that he would not buy new clothing and that his parents bought for them second 

hand clothes, this aligned also with the findings of Percy-Smith & Burns, (2013). We have 

learned to apply SD into our personal lives. In addition to that, watching the story of stuff, I 

believe had triggered a need to do something about it. This aligned with Percy-Smith & 

Burns’ (2013) result. During our visit to the grocery store, it did not change the world but it 

supported the children to sense and think about what is going on in their surroundings. 

What other people in the world experience, and the privilege they have in their lives. The 

questions made by the children on our way to the grocery store are in Appendix 7. In the 

questions that the children made values such social Justice, responsibility, awareness, 

compassion are reflected. All of those support positive emotions and sensitivity and aim 

towards the reach of sustainability. 

5.3  Using Multiple Intelligence Theory to Accomplishing Sustainability 

Effective learning strategies can involve a variety of approaches that indeed can promote 

positive learning experiences. Even though the procurement of engaging all students in a 

classroom can be arduous, using MI can involve every student in the classroom. MI 

welcomes all kind of possibilities. In concrete, this approach is useful to tackle sustainability 

effectively. During the interviews as mentioned in the finding section, children had expected 

to have classes outdoors. This opportunity was indeed beneficial for them for they preferred 

to be active moving their bodies. But it was also positive to the ones that learned better by 

seeing rather than by reading to or listening to. I noticed children did have different 

expectations and abilities; they all needed different input and worked assignments 

differently to get out the best of their personal gifts. As I have mentioned before, hands on 

situations were involved. In fact, it fits well with MI because it involves a skill that uses a 

body part to learn something. The use of MI in this TS tackled problem solving (see Gresingt, 

et al., 2014), this can be seen during the discussion about the transplantation of trees.  

Engagement took place during our field trip to the grocery store, children participated in the 

scene with the topic of wasting of food. It supports the literature that true connection with 

nature happens when dealing with experiences outside the classroom (see Carneiro, 2013). 

That was the case also when children were willing to write their journal out in the nature by 

the waterfall. This connection is seen also when we learned about the scarcity of water 
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children suffer in other parts of the world. We were outside, pumping out the water. Like 

that with the use of MI theory it shows that many times it is not enough to share with 

students what happens in other parts of the world, but by doing it while experiencing it to a 

certain point, can show what others are experiencing. That is how education takes place. 

Using the best of our skills, it is the best way to learn about important and relevant topics 

that truly matter such as it is the case of sustainability. It seems to me that from the 

educational point of view, this was much better than reading a story or watching a video. 

The children were not only informed what happen somewhere else, but they felt what 

others experiencing every day.  

Since experiences and actions are very well linked (see Jensen & Schnack, 1997) my 

research did include activities and so reflection afterwards in a form of casual conversations, 

as I have mentioned. In addition to that, it included games, drawing, songs, body movement, 

writing, videos, and so on, in a way that in a sense they are all valid forms of reflection. It can 

aid the children realize the skill that works better for them, so they can use later in their 

future. Research shows that place-based projects create an environment where students 

“feel they have the personal capacity to take action” (Frisk & Larson, 2011, p. 12) because, 

they are involved in learning experiences, team-teaching, problem solving, and hands-on 

experiences (McClanahan, 2013). To illustrate, when children were asked to do a collage 

(figure 25 and 26), it was a learning experience that involved MI because they needed to 

sense their surroundings and be guided by their own personal preferences and styles. As can 

be seen in the finding part, I have divided the group in two, and they needed to decide to 

choose only one photograph among many possibilities and topics so it involved both team-

teaching and problem solving. Thus, the use of technology was a way to express a learning 

style a child might have. Indeed, the child I mentioned above that has body kinesthetic 

intelligence was the only one which did not want to take part on this project. Still, MI offers 

many options to choose from. Officially, technology it is not included in the MI theory, but I 

still believe teachers need to rely on instruments and resources that are related to the time 

we are living nowadays. One could also argue that it is a tool that when used correctly in the 

classroom, can bring many benefits to the education of the pupils. I noticed that the children 

enjoyed taking advantage of this tool as when we did the collage exercise outside in the 

nature or when we watch videos. In addition to that, this was an opportunity by the means 

of using MI to articulate their talents and abilities just as Percey-Smith and Burns argue 

(2013). Another illustration to MI in relation to sustainability, I would like to refer to the 

vignettes (figures 23 and 24) the children did as a way of doing reflection in response to a 

song that as a group we all have listened. The song’s name was Dónde jugarán los niños 

(Where would the children play, see lyrics appendix 3).  This song describes the story of a 

grandfather who had the chance to play in the beautiful nature as a child but as the years 

went by there was no place anymore for the new generation to play. In those drawings 

expressions of destruction and war are reflected just as Kopnina (2014) has found. 

Nevertheless, they have also talked about positive aspects as were mentioned in the 

findings. This experience of the Vignettes has been a pedagogical tool that has engaged 

children and aid them to expand their lens towards ESD. This tool was ideal not only to 
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appreciate the children´ skills but it was a way to reflect in the idea that the world has 

changed.  

As we approached all the types of intelligences Gardner discusses in MI, while learning 

about caring for sustainability, the children and I have learned to take advantage of each 

circumstance. In relation to language (linguistic intelligence), the children learned a variety 

of words as can be seen at the bottom of each TS. An illustration, from the song, they 

learned the meaning of the word to putrefy (pudrir). In addition, it was an opportunity to 

practice words that, although from the same language they use different words for the same 

thing. For example, the word for kite is cometa in Colombia while in Mexico, where the song 

is originally from, it is papalote. The naturalistic and the intrapersonal intelligences were 

experienced every time we used outside settings, and we connected to nature while learning 

from others. The interpersonal intelligence was expressed during discussions, and group 

work. The spatial intelligence was expressed during the drawing and during the photographs 

the children took. The logical intelligence was addressed while cooking every time they 

measured the ingredients. I think that MI can be useful to useful to cultivate sustainability 

for many interested activities for the children were included. The important issue is not 

whether I worked with all the intelligences in the MI theory but the fact that all children 

have different gifts and education should not be limited to just a few intelligences, such as 

those having to do with writing, reading, and counting.  

Instead, as seen, MI was an excellent way to take advantages of children’s skills to 

accomplish important goals such as valuing sustainability. A successful learning encounter 

can be accomplished by understanding the primary function of the different intelligences 

(Gardner, 2011), comprehending the process through which students learn. Thus, as the 

literature has claimed, treating children as individuals and act accordingly provide them with 

personal pedagogical approaches (see David & Gardner, 2012). Choosing this MI to guide my 

work allowed me as a teacher to learn much more about the ways of learning that fit each 

profile of the students’ individual needs, while also to try out possibilities for the children to 

become collectively involved. Still the idea was that children could draw on the different 

intelligences in agreement with their personal interests. To illustrate, the boy that has 

rejected writing since the very first day, has still demonstrated to me, other ways of 

reflection. It happened every time I would ask him a point of view about a subject. If we 

were in the outside settings, he did enjoy talking. I remember he enjoyed being close the 

animals; I could sense a connection between him and them. In relation to that, I can claim 

that because my study involved hands on, and outside settings, those approaches could be a 

great opportunity to easily understand a topic (see Gardner, 2011) such as happened with 

the topic of water contamination and water scarcity. For example, when we went to the zoo 

to pump water for the topic was water scarcity, I have asked the child who was the strongest 

in kinesthetic intelligence to try first and longer than the other children, he enjoyed. During 

that day, we practiced as well the name of the zoo animals in Spanish, he enjoyed the game 

we did about the animals in danger because while talking about them, he got the chance to 

move around.  Thus, I did not force him to write, instead I figured out other activities that 

taught him but also that created awareness about a determinate topic. I have tried to 
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involve him in the project of doing things that require body movement so he would enjoy it 

while learning. I recall during the last interview with him was done by walking because he 

could not be still. At the end, I have realized talking different approaches could satisfy the 

need of all the children that took part in this study.  

5.4  Working Sustainability within Language Teaching 

It is important to notice that doing action research has helped me as a teacher, to search for 

better ways to search for actions, behaviors, and overall experiences in the classroom in a 

way that children will benefit firstly and most of all. I believe that using action research 

within an interdisciplinary study is not only helpful but also necessary. To me, when working 

with teaching language and education for sustainable development, it was an opportunity to 

accomplish more than learning new vocabulary or finding a new way of doing things. In fact, 

I realized that language teaching does not have to rely exclusively on writing. Other activities 

can be welcomed in the classroom. Due to the fact that everything in life is interconnected, I 

have learned that the more one has contact with the nature, the better one will see and 

understand the importance of taking care of it. When such event takes place; in a sense, one 

has developed a relationship that is reciprocal because the outcome will be positive for both 

men and nature.  

Thanks to the interdisciplinary environment this group of children were in contact with, 

they have had the opportunity to learn important vocabulary in their mother tongue. That is, 

with reflection I have learned that this was not only an opportunity to reflect about my 

professional development but there were occasions in which I have noticed language 

learning. The use of new words such as aquifers (aquíferos) and the use of vocabulary they 

were not used to in a daily basis was very significant to me. They learned new words such as, 

to decompose (dsescomponer), or “to cut trees” (talar), or to mitigate (mitigar) a word they 

have never hear it before. I took advantage to the fact children enjoyed to compete to one 

another and so I did use this activity so they would be motivated to learn the new word.  

Other times, I used the situation or the context in which learning was taking place. For 

instance, during the same day we were making the body of water, one of the children said: “I 

see that we made the water dirty so quickly. . .. I know it will take years for the plastic to go 

away” I said: you mean to decompose? He said: yes. This is a small example, of how during 

and interdisciplinary situation (language/sustainability) children gain vocabulary just as 

Masumi (2014) has found. Still to tackle sustainable issues, the child needs to know the 

vocabulary to use it. This is seen also during the experiment of the body of water where they 

learned and practiced writing the names of the different places that contaminate the water. 

In another situation, during the assignment the children did during the day in which the 

topic was sustainable lifestyles and they were asked to take photographs (see picture 25, 

and 26), it was not only an opportunity to practice writing but it represents just as the 

literature has claimed that this kind of experience allow students to rely on their lives’ 

experiences (see MacClanahan, 2013). In other words, the collage children made was based 

on what they thought was interesting to them, and based on the preferences they have. To 

illustrate, from all the landscapes they had the chance to choose from, and so they took 
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pictures of what they thought was important to them. In addition to that, the slogan they 

wrote had meaning to them. While for one group, it seems animals were important, for the 

other group nature was the important one. It was all up to them.  While for one group, 

adding the Spanish flag could have represented perhaps a symbol of belonging, to the other 

group it was not that relevant at all. Thus, even though writing was involved in a minimal 

way during this day, it is valid to the children because it was a way to express themselves. 

Learning language, in situations like this, aid cultivate values towards sustainability because 

it makes children aware of their surroundings and allow them to express it in accordance to 

the values they hold.  

The TS I designed was created for children not only to practice in Spanish, and to gain 

vocabulary they were not used in their daily lives. But, it was an opportunity to learn about 

the environment they live in. However, it was an opportunity also for children to learn to 

connect what is being learned and to put it and apply it into their own personal stories and 

life experiences. To accomplish that goal, the whole point of this was so children participated 

by becoming leaders if possible in their own environment, locally while thinking globally.  To 

do that, they needed to learn that every field of knowledge connects to the other fields and 

when one makes that connection, solutions are more reachable. For example, when we 

learned about the contamination of water, we have practiced the use of the language by 

learning the names of the places that pollute the water while learning about how harmful 

contamination for the environment is. They saw what people in real situations do experience 

when such events take place. For example, when they pumped out the water, they learned 

what others experience elsewhere. Without knowledge, in this case vocabulary and new 

concepts, people cannot fight for issues that matter. Thus, like that with knowledge and 

experiences the children could become empower to tackle a problem related to an issue 

only if they are ready to. 

This study has been an opportunity for me to see, that interdisciplinary approaches serve 

as a bridge creating communication among all fields of knowledge shaping language skills. 

Thus, every encounter even minimal can be an opportunity to learn a new word, and even a 

new approach or a new way of doing things. Later, it will be pay off when it is the time to use 

it.  I believe there is always important to keep learning and using every opportunity for small 

that this may look like to develop useful skills. Learning together Language and Sustainability 

while using action research has allowed me to recognize the importance of different fields of 

education working together, but also seeking ways to approach a theme or a topic more 

efficiently. Concretely in this case, this project has allowed me to notice when a child might 

be learning a new word in their mother tongue, it can add numerous benefits. For example, 

if a child is fluent in her mother tongue, then she will have an easy point of reference for 

learning a second language (see UNESCO (2008). In other words, language and sustainability 

along with other skills (critical thinking, action competence) and values (e.g. altruism, 

empathy) provide the expression of knowledge about important concepts so later, one can 

create changes that matter for us all.   
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6 Final Reflection  

This research has had “a positive effect on [my] self-esteem and sense of professional 

identity, which in turn is likely to have increased [my] motivation to engage in more 

research” (Edwards, 2016, p. 12). That is, as the study advanced I have noticed the flow 

within me. I realized that when I felt connected fully with an activity, the students perceived 

that and acted accordingly. Core reflection is accomplished when a teacher´s professionalism 

is connected to her values, her believes, and so on. A teacher can accomplish much more 

when using such tactic. Action research have helped me to become more confident, 

reflective, and flexible in the approach (Edwards, 2016) I took. The use of core reflection 

made me realize that while promoting awareness is important, emotions can have their 

negative display, but it does not mean that it is a limitation.  

After this research finished, I have realized that I needed to reflect on one of the premises 

of the core reflection, such as what would be the ideal situation for that day and what would 

be the limited factors. To see that premise clearly, I needed to not only to see myself at a 

deeper level, but to discover a part of myself that perhaps I never thought about before. 

Thus, this study was useful to help me to reflect about my inner level. At the beginning of 

the study, I had a goal in my mind but as the study was taking place, I realized I had an 

interest in observing myself as professional teacher. As time went by, I learned to discover 

my style, my strengths, my weaknesses. I have learned that when I taught the children, I do 

it with all I have (values, beliefs, costumes, knowledge). In addition to that, I learned how I 

can turn an idea that I have into an act in order to resolve a problem. Personally, I have 

discovered to value more the art of listening to and the art of being patient too. I have 

learned to improvise and to always have an alternative plan. I learned I can benefit from the 

negative there is within me by recognizing it but mainly by being aware of and by focusing 

on the positive there is within me. To be a good teacher, I need to be aware of both sides.  

Action research, in concrete core reflection has been essential to helping me discover that. 

The TS I have created would allow me to have learning experiences that were not only 

rewarding but that would stay in mind for a long time. Still, I believe that sustainability won´t 

be welcomed in the classroom, if teachers are not willing to take the steps necessary despite 

the limited roads one may encounter. Action research and sustainability go well together. 

Sustainability issues and concepts “can provide the foundation for extremely rich, relevant, 

and authentic enrichment activities” (Smith, 2015, p 70).  

I believe there are many ways in which informal education can be concerned about 

cultivating in children values about Sustainability. My contribution I hope will be valid. 

Therefore, implications for better ways of welcoming interdisciplinary approaches need 

more research; however, just as the literature has mentioned, it is time consuming. 

Personally, I have noticed that at the beginning I had struggled preparing lessons that 

included both Language and Sciences. Nevertheless, I can surely claim that is worth it to 

connect topics or subjects that combined offer a rewarded and more complete education for 

the students. In addition to that, there is a need for further research that focuses on 

children’s moral reasoning in relation to values of sustainability.  
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Using Action research within the interdisciplinary TS helped me to see better the 

importance of deeply reflection in relation to everything I do. It involves both my 

professional and personal lives. Because of that, I think I have not only taught the children 

about SD issues within the language setting, but we have learned to work responsibly, to act 

collectively, to live democratically, to be self-evaluative, and to act mindfully. Every 

experience we had either it turned out to be positive or negative, but we all learned from 

both that. In fact, the ideal is not to complain about what was wrong but to learn, to reflect, 

and to try to do it better the next time.  

With regards to the children´s values, I realized when we discussed about our feelings, 

opinions, and values in outside settings, children were somehow more willingly to express 

positively towards nature and tended to be less pessimistic than when we were inside 

settings. But it is only my opinion. That tells me though that more outside activities would be 

beneficial to the children. However, I have mentioned before, the older the child, the more 

pessimistic towards sustainability. Therefore, I undoubtedly, recommend an availability of 

more courses during the summer here in Iceland offer to young children. There is the only 

time when there is truly a possibility to being outdoors constantly while learning about the 

nature. 

When one cares about one’s profession honestly, there are deep inside qualities that 

come to the surface only because the effort is there available to reach and guide others. To 

illustrate, I like to serve others and before this study I never thought it could be well used in 

the teaching field. Teachers and educators must know that every core quality within would 

contribute positively to the education of the pupils. Hamacked (1999) has stated, 

unconsciously we teach what we are (as cited in Korthagen, 2015) and that can be easily 

transmitted to the children. Thus, being a good role model to children will be pay off 

because they perceive what many times a teacher is not aware of and that is what most 

likely will stay with them. Thus, if the quality I expose in front of the children is rewarding, it 

will bring positive outcomes to them. In the other hand, he also argues that consciously we 

teach what we know (Hamacked, 1999 as cited in Korthagen,2015), but this knowledge 

won’t be fully reliable if it is not combined with a charismatic personality that cares and that 

is willing to help and guide others, it will most likely not worth it. 

The age difference contributed positively to the learning process during my research. It 

was easier for the older children to comprehend what others were going through but the 

younger children were more optimistic encouraged the oldest to become more positive 

towards environmental issues. To illustrate, it was good to see how the older children would 

influence the younger ones. When we did the experiment with the big bowl of water, the 

oldest child commented on how doing this experiment was a waste. This is something which 

provoked the rest of the children to think about. In the other hand, sometimes it was 

difficult to teach something completely new to everyone. There were different levels of 

knowledge, due to their age difference, and of course, cultural context they have grown up.  
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6.1  Limitations and Strengths 

Some of the possible limitations of the study might be due the lack of full knowledge in the 

Icelandic language it might prevent my access to relevant information and sources that 

otherwise available would be useful and necessary for the study. Another possible limitation 

might be the time employ for the study. Since it has been done during the summer, 

participation of students, might have prevented at times the fully involvement of all 

participants. However, during the winter 2015-2016 follow ups, it gave me a chance to 

notice changes in the children’s behavior that, although no major change, it allowed me to 

do things better. The main goal of the study was to cultivate in children important values 

that have leaded them into good sustainable practices. Because at the end the ideal was to 

be intentional, I realized each child could use either the values they come with from home, 

or my values would influence them. Either way every value can be used to achieve 

sustainability effectively. It was a strength I found. I have expected them to be active and to 

continue putting into practice what they have learned. Thus, another limitation is that it was 

difficult to tell if the students did acquire practices that stay with them for a long time. 

As mentioned before, interdisciplinary approaches are always time consuming, so it can 

limit how much a teacher can do. In addition to that, the fact that every child differed in age, 

had different styles, and skills made it more difficult to develop TS that would satisfy the 

needs of every student in the classroom. Still MI has helped me to involve all the children. 

Informal learning in this study is a limitation l because it was a reason for the children to 

avoid instances in which they felt freely to write. In the order hand, it was not pressure from 

the academic and formal setting that sometimes prevent children from learning freely. So, 

this was not the case. Not only the children learned but they enjoyed the experience and 

had much fun.  

Reflecting in their journals would be an excellent way not only to increase their writing 

skills in Spanish, their mother tongue, but ideally it would have helped them to develop a 

sense of deeply thinking about what matters to them. However, I found other ways to reflect 

with this group of children and at the end what mattered the most was that the strongest 

skills have allowed them to show the best each of them has, and the contribution each of 

them can offer.  
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7 Afterthoughts 

Summarizing, with this research I intended to look for instances where the group of children 

I have mentored would be exposed to issues related to ESD and therefore they would learn 

and change their habitual way of living into one that is more sustainable and remain that 

way. As a professional I intended to become aware of how I can I become a better teacher 

specially since I am relatively new in the field. This study intended as well to see how an 

interdisciplinary study would benefit the children. I wanted to see also how it would affect 

my practice. I intended to help the children enrich their vocabulary and connect two fields of 

education. Gaining knowledge and experience would be useful for the children in their 

future. In fact, as I have noticed in this study only when students have the skills such as 

motivation, and enthusiasm will they be and remain truly active and productive citizens 

during their whole lives (Reschly & Wylie, 2012). In this research case study, children have 

learned from me, and I have learned from them. We all have learned from the experiences 

we had, the reflections we made, the discussions we had, and even from the mistakes we 

have encountered. In other words, we did learn from one another.  

One of the most rewarding conclusions I get from this study is that I learned that tackling 

children´s individual needs and uniqueness as well as searching for change in policies and 

transforming the educational setting in formal education is of the paramount importance. 

Now I am aware about the importance of “re-evaluating our beliefs and values stems from 

critical reflections which are constructed by our place in the world and the relationships we 

build with others” (Singleton, 2015, p. 7). At the end, I do not have evidence that I have 

convinced the children to adapt sustainability as a value because I discovered that every 

person has his or her own set of values which indeed could be useful in this matter. Besides 

that, I can state also that when a person has a sense of passion about sustainability, it does 

inspire others, and that is exactly what I have done (Silverman & Ayres, 2016). 

My experience will inform my future practice by keeping in mind everything I have 

learned from the core reflection model. I have discovered that living any moment in one’s 

life, intentionality is very important. And during this study I have begun to cultivate a new 

value which concerns a determination to want accomplish something, but not only to want it 

but to actually carry it out. That is essential because it will allow me to act in a way that 

would be inspiring and memorable for the students. That is, I cannot allow my desires to 

govern my intention to serve others, to prevent me from doing what is right for the planet 

Earth. I have come to the realization that a good teacher must be constantly acting. With 

intentionality, I would allow new learning to sprout within me and to take advantage of it. I 

am sure my students will learn from that. And that is how my experience will influence my 

future practice to make a difference in students’ lives. 
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Figure 28. Last day during the summer 2015. 
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Appendix 1 (The follow ups were part of the Móðurmál 

Program Winter 2015-2016) 
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Appendix 2 (Copy of the PP slide teaching children about 

animals endangered) 
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Appendix 3 Lyrics of the song: Where will the children play? 

(Dónde Jugarán los niños?) by Maná 

 

Where will the children play? 

 

My grandfather says that he used to play as a child 

among trees, laughs and coloured Calla lillies 

he remembers a transparent river with no odor 

teeming with fish which didn’t have any pain 

  

My grandfather speaks of a very blue sky 

in which he ran kites made by him 

  

Time went by and the old man died 

and today, after so much destruction I wonder 

where the hell will those poor children play? 

  

Oh oh oh, where will they play? 

The world is decaying, there’s no more room 

the earth is about to split it two 

  

The sky has broken, a grey crying has broken out 

the sea is vomiting rivers of oil incessantly 

and today, after so much destruction I wonder 

where the hell will those poor kids play? 

oh oh oh, where will they play? 

  

The world is breaking, there’s no more room 
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Appendix 4 (Story, The Child of Not and the Water) 

 

El niño del no y el agua 

 

Érase una vez un muchacho muy, muy desobediente al que su familia llamaba "el niño del 

No", porque cada vez que le ordenaban hacer algo, él hacía lo contrario. Si le decían que se 

levantara, él se quedaba en la cama. Si le decían que se vistiera, él se quedaba en pijama. Así 

una cosa tras otra y por eso su familia acabó olvidando su verdadero nombre y siempre se 

referían a él como "el niño del No". Se pasaba las horas viendo la televisión o delante de su 

ordenador y no respetaba ni a nadie ni a nada. Por ejemplo: si iba al baño, dejaba la luz 

encendida, y cuando le decían que la apagara él respondía: "ahora, ahora", pero no se movía 

del asiento. Si abría la nevera, la dejaba abierta y, cuando le decían que la cerrara, él 

respondía: "ahora, ahora", pero no se movía del asiento. Siempre hacía lo contrario.  

Un día de esos en los que tienes la sensación de que va a ocurrir algo mágico "el niño del No" 

abrió el grifo del lavabo para lavarse la manos, pues las tenía pringadas de chocolate y se fue 

al salón a ver la tele, dejando el grifo abierto. Su madre, al oír caer el agua desde la cocina, le 

dijo: "¡Cierra el grifo!", y "el niño del No" respondió "ahora, ahora" y siguió viendo la tele. Su 

padre, al oír caer el agua desde su despacho, le dijo: "¡Cierra el grifo!", y "el niño del No" 

respondió: "ahora, ahora" y siguió viendo la tele. Su abuelo, al oír caer el agua desde su 

cuarto, le dijo: "¡Cierra el grifo!", y "el niño del No" respondió: "ahora, ahora" y siguió viendo 

la tele.  

Al cabo de un buen rato, "el niño del No" sintió sed y gritó desde el sillón: "mamá, tráeme un 

vaso de agua", pero nadie respondió. Entonces gritó: "papá, tráeme un vaso de agua", pero 

nadie respondió. Entonces gritó: "abuelo, tráeme un vaso de agua", pero nadie respondió. 

Refunfuñando, se levantó para beber un vaso de agua pero, cual fue su sorpresa cuando, al 

abrir el grifo, no cayó ni una gota.  

"¿Dónde está el agua?", se preguntó, y empezó a buscarla por todas partes. La buscó en los 

cajones y en los armarios, en las habitaciones y debajo de las camas, buscó en el trastero y 

hasta miró por la ventana por si el agua se había ido de paseo. Entonces pensó: "grifo tonto, 

seguro que se ha atascado", y metió uno de sus dedos en el grifo para comprobarlo. Y en 

aquel momento, desde el dedo que tenía dentro del grifo hasta los dedos de los pies, "el 

niño del No" se convirtió en una gota de agua y se coló por el desagüe.  

Mientras se deslizaba por las tuberías como si bajara por un enorme tobogán "el niño del 

No" gritaba "¡que no sé nadar!” Y estuvo cayendo y cayendo hasta llegar a un río 

subterráneo. Allí se encontró con otras gotas que le miraban raro. Él decía: "¿qué miráis?", y 

las gotas respondían "glub, glub". Sin saber hasta dónde iba, recorrió junto a las otras gotas 

el camino del río subterráneo hasta llegar a una laguna, donde millones de gotas esperaban.  

"¿Qué hacéis aquí?" - preguntó "el niño del no". Y las gotas respondían: "Glub, glub". Una 

gota que hablaba el lenguaje de los niños, se acercó y le dijo:  
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- "Vamos a crear electricidad".  

- "¿Para qué?", preguntó el niño.  

- "Para muchas cosas", respondió la gota. "Para que tengas luz en tu casa, para que los 

electrodomésticos, como la nevera o la lavadora funcionen... ¿Quieres ayudarnos? Ninguna 

gota sobra".  

Y "el niño del no", para no variar, contestó: "no. Prefiero irme a mi casa a jugar con el 

ordenador". "Pues para eso hace falta electricidad", le explicó la gota.  

De repente, una gota que parecía mandar más que las otras gotas, dio la orden y todas las 

gotas se prepararon para crear energía. Como si fueran una sola, se abalanzaron contra una 

pared, formando montañas de espuma, mientras el niño del no las observaba desde atrás. 

Miraba cómo trabajaban juntas, cómo sudaban la gota gorda para que él pudiera tener 

electricidad en su casa y recordó lo que le había dicho la gota que hablaba el idioma de los 

niños: "ninguna gota sobra". Y sintió por dentro algo que sólo se puede sentir en uno de esos 

días en que algo mágico puede ocurrir: sintió la necesidad de ayudar. Y se unió al resto de las 

gotas para crear energía.  

Cuando hubo terminado, se coló por una cañería y regresó nuevamente al grifo de su casa y 

se transformó en niño nuevamente. Dio muchos besos y abrazos a sus padres y abuelo y, 

aunque ellos no creyeron su historia, comprobaron que algo había cambiado, porque si le 

pedían que pagara la luz, en lugar de decir "ahora, ahora...", decía "ahorra, ahorra..." y la 

apagaba corriendo, pues había comprendido la importancia de ahorrar energía y el enorme 

esfuerzo que suponía crearla. Y con el tiempo dejaron de llamarle "el niño del no" y recuperó 

su nombre. 

Paco Ríos 
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Appendix 5 Example List of Vocabulary Words for 

Competition Test 

1. Consoricio (Consortium): 

Unión o compañía de quienes viven juntos; agrupación de entidades para negocio 

 

2. Auge (Auge): 

Período o momento de mayor elevación o intensidad de un proceso o estado de cosas 

 

3. Potable (To drink): 

Que se puede beber 

 

4. Bombear (to Pump): 

Elevar el agua u otro líquido por medio de una bomba 

 

5. Manatial (Spring): 

Que mana o brota. Nacimiento de aguas 

 

6. Embotellar (Bottling): 

Meter, guardar el vino u otro líquido o producto en botellas 

 

7. Sequía (Drought): 

Tiempo seco de larga duración 

 

8. Privatizar (to Privatize): 

Transferir una empresa o actividad pública al sector privado 

 

9. Demanda (Demand): 

Petición en el inicio de un proceso solicitando a un juez un pronunciamiento favorable a 

una determinada petición 

 

10. Hidríco (Water): 

Perteneciente al agua como elemento de la naturaleza/ designa a los ácidos que no 

contienen oxigeno 

 

11. Esterelizar (Sterelize): 

Destruír los gérmenes o patógenos 
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Appendix 6 Questions asked to children during the last day 

of the summer course 2015 

1. Which class was the most entertained and why? 

2. Which are the strengths and weakness of the teacher (me)? 

3. What of the following topics have interested you and would you like to do something 

about? (water contamination, climate change, consumerism, and biodiversity? 

4. Did you learn new words you did not know? Which one(s)? 

5. Did you like overall this class/experience, why/why not? 

6. If you did not, in which way would you have preferred this class to had been? 

7. For future occasions, would you prefer a class be done in outside or inside settings, why? 

8. In pass experiences, what have you noticed that had constrain you learning when 

studying in an inside setting? 

9. How do you think a class like this one could be done in the future? 

10. Would like to add something to this conversation? 
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Appendix 7 Children´s Questions to the Field-Trip to the 

Grocery Store 2016 

1. Why do you throw away food when there is other people who can Eat it? 

2. Why don´t you reuse the food that you still can use? 

3. Instead of throwing away the food why don´t you give it away to your 

workers? 

4. Why does someone have right to eat and not the other?  

5. Why do you think this store prefer to waste it than to give it away? 
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Appendix 8 (Story the Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein) 

 

Once there was a tree....and she loved a little boy. 

And every day the boy would come and he would gather her leaves 

and make them into crowns and play king of the forest. 

He would climb up her trunk and swing from her branches 

and eat apples. And they would play hide-and-go-seek. 

And when he was tired, he would sleep in her shade. 

And the boy loved the tree.... very much. 

And the tree was happy. But time went by. 

And the boy grew older. And the tree was often alone. 

Then one day the boy came to the tree and the tree said, "Come, Boy, come and 

climb up my trunk and swing from my branches and eat apples and play in my 

shade and be happy." "I am too big to climb and play" said the boy. 

"I want to buy things and have fun. I want some money?" 

"I'm sorry," said the tree, "but I have no money. 

I have only leaves and apples. Take my apples, Boy, and sell them in 

the city. Then you will have money and you will be happy." 

And so the boy climbed up the tree and gathered her apples 

and carried them away. And the tree was happy. 

But the boy stayed away for a long time.... and the tree was sad. 

And then one day the boy came back and the tree shook with joy 

and she said, "Come, Boy, climb up my trunk and swing from my branches and be happy." 

"I am too busy to climb trees," said the boy. "I want a house to keep me warm," he said. 

"I want a wife and I want children, and so I need a house. 

Can you give me a house?" " I have no house," said the tree. 

"The forest is my house, but you may cut off 

my branches and build a house. Then you will be happy." 

And so the boy cut off her branches and carried them away 

to build his house. And the tree was happy. But the boy stayed away for a long time. 

And when he came back, the tree was so happy 

she could hardly speak. "Come, Boy," she whispered, 

"come and play." "I am too old and sad to play," 

said the boy. "I want a boat that will take me far away from here. 

Can you give me a boat?" "Cut down my trunk 

and make a boat," said the tree. "Then you can sail away... 

and be happy." And so the boy cut down her trunk 

and made a boat and sailed away. And the tree was happy  
 


